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FAR AWAY FROM COLLEGE DAYS?
Farther and farther maybe - but you’re
no farther from Maine lobster than
your express office - and
they’ll deliver
to your home
any day
you
choose.

MAINE-FRESH
LOBSTER CO.
Rockport, Maine

W e ship fam ily-sized packages o f lobsters and clam s anyw here
and everywhere.

Send folder
describing Lobster
and Clambake combination

Guaranteed alive arrival the first 2 0 0 0 m iles,

beyond that the record shows 9 8 % successful deliveries throughout
the United States over the past eleven years.
W e’d lik e to send you our folder with the w hole savory story
o f table-ready lobster and clam bake com bination packages.

Name
Street.
City
State

Who’s to pay
the cost of
education ?

the plan, there must be more support per person
and per corporation. We’ll all just have to dig a little deeper.
In recent years, our bill for organized education in all categories
has been running at less than 4% of the Gross National Product.
With predicted growth in our national output, if we can increase
only a little the percentage spent on education, our needs will be
met.
“Under the Corporate Alumnus Program, the General Electric
Educational and Charitable Fund matches up to $1,000 donated
by employees to their alma maters. This concept is based upon
the belief that the individual decisions of thousands will form a
sound basis for widespread support of education . . . The respon
sibility of the alumni group is, I believe, to sell the idea that in a
free economy in the long run it is desirable that the leal cost of
education be borne by the individual who gets the education and
benefits from it.”*

W

hatever

— PHILIP D. REED,
Chairman o f the Board o f Directors, General Electric Company

h is

How far can
our aid to
education go ?

approach (Corporate Alumnus Program) is only a start.

But it is looted in the recognition that you and I can’t longer
T
continue to run a progressive and productive school system on a
charity basis. I will answer the question as to who should pay for
a college education by offering the cold-nosed conclusion that in
a free economy in the long run it both should be, and rightfully
can be, the man who gets the education; and that should be made
clear to him the day he starts to get it.
“Of course, we also favor business support, for business draws
many of its ablest profit-making human resources from your insti
tutions. We must examine such support, however, instance by in
stance, and never let it slide into any license to dictate policy or to
restrict academic activities ably conceived by cour- ageous and
level-headed educators who are truly alert to both the challenges
and the opportunities of the economy and the society in which
they live.”*
— HAROLD F. SMIDDY,
Vice President, Management Consultation Services, General Electric

" I s it such a revolutionary idea that the real cost of education be

What obligation
does an
alumnus have?

borne by the individual who gets that education and benefits
from it? Not necessarily across the barrel head, not necessarily all
at once, and not necessarily even under certain sets of circum
stances. But I submit that it is an unhealthy idea for an individual
to expect society to pay his education bill, any more than to expect
society to pay for his food, clothing, shelter, hospitalization, vaca
tions, and ultimately for the education of his children and grandchildren
, too.
“One of the first things that business babes in the education
woods learned was that practically nobody pays the real cost of
his education. One reason is that he is never asked to pay it. We
have acknowledged that the organization of which an individual
is a part shares the benefits, and we are willing to help pay the
bill — but this is a joint undertaking.” x
— KENNETH G. PATRICK,
Manager, Educational Relations, General Electric

* F o r free c o p i e s of any of the
complete talks from which these
remarks were taken, write to Edu
cational Relations, Dept. 2-119,
General Electric Company, Sche
nectady, New York.

Prog re ss Is O ur M o st Im portant Product

ELECTRIC

When "KNOW-HOW” counts
W h en y o u ’re p ilo tin g a je t at 6 0 0 m iles p e r h o u r,
y o u ’ve got to pay s tric t a tte n tio n to y o u r jo b .
P a rts o f m o d e rn b a n k in g e q u ip m e n t m ove a t je t-lik e sp eed
a n d any e r r o r in a sin g le m in o r d e ta il
m u st b e fo u n d b e fo re th e b o o k s b a la n c e f o r th e day.
It tak es “ know -how ” to k e e p T h e M e rrill T ru s t C o m p an y
ru n n in g at fu ll sp e ed , fu n c tio n in g p e rfe c tly .
W e’re p ro u d o f th e staff th a t does th is jo b .

" S E R V I N G EASTERN M A I N E "
M e m b e r Federal Deposit Insurance C o r p o r a t i o n • M e m b e r Federal Reserve System

Bangor • Belfast • Bucksport • Calais • Dexter • Dover-Foxcroft • Eastport • Jonesport - Machias • Milo • Old Town • Orono • Searsport

H ERE’S A CAREER THAT CAN
O FFER YOU A FUTURE!
Where will you be five, ten, twenty years
from now? Working at a job you’re not
really satisfied with? Or well established in
a career where there are no limits except
your own initiative and ability!
Right now, the New York Life Insurance
Company can offer you an unusual oppor
tunity to start in business for yourself—as
a career life insurance representative. Once
you've qualified, New York Life will train
you well and pay you a salary and training
allowance at the same time. And after you’re
on your own, you continue to receive the

backing of one of the world’s strongest legal
reserve life insurance companies.
Through the years, you’ll be building a
secure future for yourself by helping others
plan for theirs. Many New York Life agents
consistently earn five-figure incomes. And
the Company has a special plan whereby
you may qualify for a life income after only
20 years.
If you’re interested in a career that can
open up new avenues of opportunity, mail
the coupon and we’ll send you full informa
tion. There’s no obligation, of course.

M A I L THIS C O U P O N TODAY!
N e w Y o r k Life In s u r a n c e C o m p a n y , Dept. A - 3

NEW Y O R K

LIFE

IN SURAN CE C O M PA N Y

51 M a d is o n A v e n u e , N e w Y o r k 10, N. Y.
Please send me your free booklet, "A Good Man To Be,”
with full information about sales career opportunities with
New York Life
N a m e __

Age

A d d re ss
C ity ____

The New York Life Agent in Your Community
is a G ood M a n to Be!

Present O ccu p a tio n

Z o n e _______ State.
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U nder the
Bear’s Paw
an old cliche used often by
Down Easters when they are referring
to a poorly organized operation. “That’s
no way to run a railroad,” they say. And
that’s what they mean. Down Easters have
little respect for anyone who runs an un
businesslike business.
Running a railroad is in some ways like
running a General Alumni Association. Each
organization must have a set of rules to
govern its operation. Sticking to the rules is
the best way to run a railroad, it is also the
best way to run a G.A.A. Which brings us
to the moral of this little tale.
Time was when the G.A.A, ran its home
coming and reunions in a very unrailroadlike
manner. Reservations were more or less
optional. The G.A A. ordered homecoming
dinners (or reunion dinners) sufficient for
all those who said they were coming plus
those who hadn’t sent in reservations but
who always showed up anyway plus those
who might pop in at the last moment Some
times the G.A.A, wound up paying for many
more dinners than there were homecomers
(or reuners) You don’t have to be a Down
Easter to know that is no way to run a rail
road.
There are still a few among our alumni
body who, although some of them have been
disappointed in the last few years when they
were denied admission for the lack of a
reservation, still think that the G A A. is run
in the old unrailroadlike manner, that ad
mission can be wrangled somehow or other
at the last minute. Not so. Nowadays, in
true railroadlike fashion, it’s paid-in-advance
reservations or no seat in the diner Sorry,
but the G A.A. budget just won’t stand pick
ing up the check for diners who don’t show.
Avoid misunderstanding and disappointment
when you come back to homecoming or re
union. Don’t miss the tram. Make your
reservation early. That’s the only way to
run a railroad
here’s

T

a change in your Alumnus this
time? Your editors worked many an
hour this summer redesigning the magazine
in several ways which will enable us to fol
low more closely—we hope—some of the
basic rules of good magazine production and
which will provide for you—we hope—a
steadily improving magazine.
For many alumni, our exchanges, and a
few others, this magazine is the only con
tact with the University. Your editors hope
to produce a Maine Alumnus which will
produce no qualms in our readers when they
show it to their friends as an official publica
tion of the University of Maine.
We feel the changes incorporated in the
magazine this summer are steps in the right
direction, although, frankly, we won’t be
sure until we see how the October number
looks and reads in its finished form.

N

otice

THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Mosf

successful m erchant in
Venice. Sh ip s e ve ryth in g in
a H in d e & D a u ch b o x .”

N a tu ra lly .
Sm a rt m e r c h a n t s e v e r y w h e r e k n o w
the e c o n o m y of H & D c o r r u g a t e d b o x e s .

HINDE&DAUCH

D iv is io n

of

W e s t V irg in ia P u lp and P a p e r C o m p a n y

13 FA C T O RIES A N D 4 0 SA LES O F FIC E S IN THE EAST, M ID W E S T A N D SOUTH

Business A s U sual
The University Book Store was back in business for the opening of school
Sept. 21 after a serious fire on Aug. 7.
A cordial invitation is extended to alumni to drop in during Homecoming
Weekend, Nov. 4-5.

Serving—Alumni. Faculty, and Students

UNIVERSITY STORE CO.
The Barber Shop
The Bookstore
The Post Office
Fernald Hall

On the Campus

THE U N I V E R S I T Y
88th College Year
annual quickening of the Universi
ty’s pulse became evident early in Sep
tember. Professors and administrators
smiled at each other in passing on the
campus and said, “It won’t be long now!”
Plans for the accepting of the largest
freshman class in several years, about 1,000,
had been long in the making. But now the
plans were materializing into an actual
operation. All departments and offices had
their particular part of Freshman Week and
the opening of the University for its 88th
year to iron out.
Finally in the third week of September as
the day neared for the freshmen to arrive
there was the usual scurrying about to
straighten out last minute details. September
15 arrived. And with it the 1,000 freshmen.
Students, often accompanied by parents
in the family car, drove slowly around the
Mall wondering which of the red brick build
ings would be home for the next nine
months. Their task was made somewhat
easier by the erection of signs on the lawns
indicating the names of the various build
ings. There were ohs and ahs as parents,
whose sons had been assigned to Hart Hall,
got their first look at the interior of the
brand new dormitory.
Chief of Police Frank Cowan was on hand
to help get the cars into the right parking
lots and the students into the right dormi
tories.
Now the University had come to life,
people were everywhere on the campus that
had been in comparison deserted since the
close of summer session. Freshmen met for
their first get-together that evening, and the
33rd Freshman Week and another college
year had begun
The freshman body, about 10 per cent
larger than last year’s group, learned among
other things that Freshman Week, now
generally scheduled by colleges and universi
ties throughout the country, is believed to
have originated at Maine in 1923 and that
it is designed to give the new students a
chance to meet some of the University’s
officials, to get to know each other and the
campus, and to get the bulk of such timeconsuming tasks as academic tests and
physical examinations out of the way.

T

he

r e s id e n t A r t h u r A . H auck : extended a
welcome to the group the following eve
ning, and on the third day a “mixer” was
held in Memorial Gymnasium. Church ser
vices Sunday morning and a general sing
session Sunday evening gave the freshmen a
chance to get acquainted with the church of
their choice and the songs of the University.
Monday evening President and Mrs. Hauck

held a reception for the Class of 1959 in
Memorial Gymnasium.
Meanwhile, scholastic aptitude tests, read
ing comprehension tests, music qualifying
tests, and French tests were being conducted.
At different stages of the week, Dean John
E. Stewart '27 conducted an orientation
meeting for all freshman men; Dean Edith
Wilson held a similar session for the women,
and the students registering in the various
colleges met with their advisors to discuss
their curriculum.
Throughout the week student leaders in
the persons of members of the Senior
Skulls, Sophomore Owls, All-Maine Women,
and Sophomore Eagles assisted in the pro
grams and generally helped guide the 39
divisions through to the opening of classes.
University officials took one quick breath
before tackling the task of getting more than
2,000 upperclassmen registered on Sept. 19
and 20 and of getting classes under way on
Sept. 21.

105th Commencement
Providing protein for the billion people
in various parts of the world who are faced
with partial starvation is one of the greatest
problems affecting the world today, Dr.
Charles H. Best of the University of Toronto,
said during his address at the University’s
105th Commencement, August 12.
Dr. Best, co-discoverer of insulin for the
control of diabetes, said the main factors

Sum m er Session

P
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confronting organizations which are attempt
ing to improve “this dire situation” are lack
of money, lack of education, lack of food,
and lack of knowledge of planned parent
hood.
The noted doctor said that there can never
be a “contented world” while these “lacks”
exist among the majority of the people.
A native of Maine, Dr. Best recalled some
events of his youth during his address.
President Arthur A. Hauck presided at the
graduation exercises which were held in the
Women’s Gymnasium. Prayer was offered
by Rev. John T. Mason, chaplain of Canter
bury House.
The bachelor’s degree was awarded to 70
students and the master’s degree to 92 gradu
ate students. Deans of the various colleges
presented the diplomas.
Dr. Best was awarded an honorary doctor
of science degree. The speaker was presented
for the degree by Dr. Herbert G. Espy,
commissioner of education for Maine.
The citation read as follows:
“Born in West Pembroke, Maine, where he
received his early education, Bachelor and
Master of Arts and Doctor of Medicine, the
University of Toronto, Doctor of Science,
the University of London, recipient of honor
ary degrees from many universities on the
American continents and overseas; distin
guished scientist whose achievements have
brought hope and better health to millions,
co-discoverer of insulin, internationally rec
ognized leader who is a source of inspiration
to students and to others engaged in medical
research.
“In recognition of the outstanding contri
butions which rank you among the greatest
benefactors of humanity, the Trustees of the
University of Maine are pleased and honored
to confer upon you the degree of Doctor of
Science ”

Entertaining David Locke '56 (left)
and Alan Benger '55 is Amos, a broadwing hawk which was found injured
in the woods and became the pet of 50
forestry and wildlife students at the
University’s forestry camp at Princeton
this summer.

An enrollment of 1171 brought students
from 29 states and seven foreign countries
to the University campus this past summer
to study at the 1955 Summer Session. Men
numbering 483 and women numbering 688
selected their programs from a listing of 165
courses offered during the six-week session
which opened July 5 and closed August 12
with the University’s 105th Commencement.
Dean Mark R. Shibles of the School of
Education is director of the Session.
Again work was offered on a three-week
"'basis as well as on the six-week basis.
Among the special courses offered were
Nursing Education for professional and prac
tical nurses in cooperation with the National
Association for Practical Nurse Education;
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

The Superintendents’ Summer, a course
which offers a block of administrative
courses on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs
day, leaving the first and last of each week
free for the superintendent to return to his
office and keep his summer program in
operation; a Diagnostic Speech and Hearing
Clinic; and a series of special conferences on
various areas of education.
The sixth annual Noted Educators’ Lec
ture Series brought such speakers as Dr.
William Young, director of elementary edu
cation, New York State Education Depart
ment; Mr. Klaus Bottcher, director of ele
mentary and middle schools in Bremen,
Germany, and a leading authority on this
phase of education in Germany; Dr. Karl
Berns, assistant secretary of the National
Education Association and an authority on
school law and legal relationships of school
employees, Mr. Pablo Roca, director, techni
cal division, Office of Secretary of Education,
Puerto Rico; Dr. Emlyn Jones, director of
social studies, Seattle, Washington, and an
authority in that area of education; Dr.
Thomas Hopkins, professor of education,
Teachers College, Columbia University; and
Mr. Gwynne Rees, headmaster of a junior
school in Wales, Great Britain and a mem
ber of the Court of Governors of the Uni
versity of Wales.
A series of Special Lectures on Compara
tive Education brought Mr. Botcher (Ger
many), Mr. Rees (Wales), Dr. Roca (Puerto
Rico), and David Thornblom, Stockholm,
Sweden, a headmaster of a secondary school,
to compare American education with that of
their respective countries.
Seventy bachelor degrees and 92 master’s
degrees were awarded at the commencement
exercises that marked the end of the 1955
Summer Session.

Book Store Fire
Homecoming alumni will find the Univer
sity Book Store wearing the same sparkling
“new look” which was instituted last year,
but it will look the same only because of an
extensive repair job under the direction of
manager Harold L. Bruce '20.
The Orono area was struck by a summer
storm liberally laced with thunder and light
ning shortly after 6 p.m., Sunday, August 7.
A bolt of lightning jumped over several
safety devices in the University power lines
and popped out through a transformer into
the cellar of the Book Store setting fire to
material stored there. Before the campus
and Orono fire departments had subdued the
blaze it had caused a still unestimated
amount of damage that may run to about
$75,000.
File, water, and smoke ruined a consider
able quantity of books and other stock on
hand for the opening of the fall term. Emer
gency orders replenished the stock in plenty
of time for school opening Sept. 21.
The fire burned through onto the ground
floor in the northeast corner of Fernald Hall,
where the Book Store has been housed since
OCTOBER, 1955

P h o to s W a n t e d
Alumni photographers who came up
with good prints of the various activities
of Alumni Day during the 80th Alumni
Reunion in June could do the General
Alumni Association a great service by
forwarding prints of any such photo
graphs to the office, 44 Library.
Informal photographs will be invalu
able for several future uses, and the edi
tors hope that alumni can help complete
our photographic record of the 1955 re
union with prints from their own col
lections.

1911, causing extensive damage to the struc
ture as well as stock. It was the Book Store's
only serious fire in those 44 years. Fernald
Hall is the oldest building on campus, dating
from 1870.
The store has been repainted and was
ready, as always, to handle book and other
requirements of more than 3,000 students.
It will be business as usual for alumni during
Homecoming, Nov. 4-5.

Faculty Notes
Dr. John H “Paddy” Huddilston '42H,
professor emeritus of Ancient Civilization,
was awarded Baldwin-Wallace University’s
Award of Merit for 1955 at the annual meet
ing of that school’s alumni association in
June. He received his B.A. and M.A. de
grees from Baldwin-Wallace.
Dr. Charles A. Dickinson '52H, profes
sor emeritus of psychology, died in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, August 23. He was 76.
A native of New Zealand, he came to the
United States in 1907 and was naturalized
in 1918. He was a graduate of Springfield
College and earned his A.M. and Ph.D. de
grees at Clark University. A member of
the University faculty for 24 years, he was
honored in the year of his retirement by

Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychology so
ciety, when that society established the
Charles Alexius Dickinson Scholarship Fund.
Dr. Hamilton Gray, since 1945 professor
of civil engineering at the University and
soils engineer for the State of Maine, has
left the University to take the chairman
ship with the rank of professor of the civil
engineering department at Ohio State Uni
versity. He assumed his new duties Oct. 1.
A native of Gardiner, he studied engineer
ing at Harvard University where he received
three degrees: A.B. in 1933; S.M. in 1934;
and Sc.D, in 1938. During his stay at
Maine, Dr. Gray was active in professional
and civic affairs.
Author of a 240-page book entitled
“George B. Cheever, Religious and Social
Reformer” is Dr. Robert M. York, professor
of history at the University. The book was
published as one in a series of University
of Maine studies.
The preface states that the book is an
attempt to reconstruct the life story of a
hitherto little-known intellectual leader of
the mid-nineteenth century from Maine.
The original manuscript for this book was
accepted as Dr. York’s doctoral dissertation
at Clark University in 1941. Since World
War II, Dr. York has continued his research
on Cheever under a grant from the Coe
Research Fund of the University.
Dr George Sanderlin, associate profes
sor of English, has resigned to accept a
position in the English Department of San
Diego State College, San Diego, Cal.
Last summer he conducted the course
in advanced Shakespeare there, and during
the regular sessions he will be in charge of
creative writing. He joined the University
faculty in 1938 and with the exception of
the 1942-43 school year when he was at
Queens College, Charlotte, N. C., and the
spring semester of 1954 when he was visit
ing lecturer in English at San Diego State,
he has taught at Maine since.
Three University professors are the au-

Carrie Elsinore and Ola Bolan, veteran University Book Store employees,
east sad e y e s over the mess as workmen hurriedly repaired damage resulting
from an August 7 fire in time for school opening.
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author of two books and numerous articles
on mathematics.
Colonel Walker, professor of military
science and tactics, received his B.S. degree
from Virginia Military Institute and his
M.A. from William and Mary. He is a
graduate of the Command and General Staff
College and holds the Silver Star and Bronze
Service Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster. He
recently returned from Korea.
H ighlands received his B.A. degree
from Maine; his M.S. from M.I.T.; and
his Ph.D from the University of Massa
chusetts. After holding several positions
closely associated with food processing in
industry, Dr. Highlands returned to the Uni
versity as associate food technologist at the
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1947.
He has worked closely with Maine food in
dustries since.
Dr. Chute joined the Maine faculty in
1949. He holds a D.V.M, degree from the
University of Toronto; V.S. degree from
Ontario Veterinary College; and M.Sc, de
gree from Ohio State University. He was
recently awarded the doctor of veterinary
science by the University of Toronto.
Dr. Durst came to the University in 1949.
He holds a B.S. degree from Otterbein Col
lege and a Ph.D. degree from Ohio State.
A graduate of the University of Illinois
with a B.S. degree, Dr. Quinsey also holds
the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from Illinois.
He has been a member of the Maine facul
ty since 1942.
Dr. Weiler was appointed to the faculty
in 1946. He received his B.A. degree from
Ohio Wesleyan and his Ph.D. degree from
Yale University.
Dr. Wence has been a member of the
Maine faculty since 1937. He received his
B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from the
State University of Iowa.

D
This is an architect’s drawing of the new women’s dormitory to be con
structed near Chadhourne Hall at the south end of the campus. The new dorm,
designed by Alonzo J. Harriman '20, is expected to be ready for occupancy in the
fall of 1956. It will provide accommodations for 170 women and dining facilities
for at least 500. The building will face College Avenue and will become the east
unit of an eventual quadrangle. The building shown at right is Chadhourne Hall.

thors of a new textbook called “Functional
Spanish.” This text is a “twin” to an earlier
work by the same trio called “Functional
French.”
The three professors are Dr. Wilmarth
H. Starr, head of the Department of Mod
ern Languages and Classics, Dr. Alfred G.
Pellegrino, associate professor of Romance
Languages, and Henri A. Casavant, assist
ant professor of Romance Languages.
Professor Herschel L. Bricker, director
of the Maine Masque, was chosen as one
of the judges for the Avery Hopwood and
Jule Hopwood Awards in Creative Writing
at the University of Michigan.
The Hopwood Awards, created under the
will of Avery Hopwood, a prominent Amer
ican dramatist, are held for Michigan stu
dents in the fields of drama, essay, fiction,
and poetry. Prizes amount to about $8,000
a year. A university committee appoints
“judges of national reputation to read the
manuscripts and make recommendations.”

N ew Faces, N ew Titles
faculty appointments and promo
tions have been announced as the
University’s 88th year commences.
Among the major appointments was that of
George H. Crosby, a graduate of Colby
College, as registrar to replace James A.
Harmon '40 who resigned, Rev. William B.
McGinnis, minister of the Belmont Street
Baptist Church, Watertown, Mass., as di
rector of the Maine Christian Association;
Roland J. Carpenter, superintendent of
schools in Bangor for the past 12 years, as
a lecturer in the School of Education; Dr
Howard W. Eves, a visiting professor of
mathematics last year, as professor of mathe
matics; and Col. James T. Walker, com
manding officer of the R.O.T.C, unit.
Among the major promotions was that of
Dr. Matthew E. Highlands '28 as head of
the newly created department of food proces
sing and five promotions from associate to
any

M
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full professor. They are Dr. Harold L.
Chute, professor of animal pathology and
animal pathologist, Dr. Richard E Durst,
professor of chemical engineering; Dr. Don
ald L. Quinsey, professor of psychology, Dr.
Theodore C. Weiler, professor of sociology;
and Dr. Milford E. Wence, professor of
English.
Mr. Crosby, a native of Waterville, came
to the University from the University of
Texas Medical Branch at Galveston where
he was registrar. He was with the United
States Army in the Philippines from 1937 to
1940. From 1941 to 1945 he was secretary
of the Army and Navy YMCA in Manila
but with three years spent in a Japanese in
ternment camp. Following this experience
he served as a teacher and registrar of the
Iolani School in Honolulu, T.H.
r.

M cG innis succeeds Rev. Elwin L.

Wilson who recently was named super
M
intendent of the Bangor District of the
Methodist Church. Mr. Wilson had been
MCA director for about five years. Mr.
McGinnis received his B.S degree from Fur
man University and his S.T.B. from Harvard
Divinity School. He also holds a S T.M.
degree from Andover-Newton Theological
School. He is currently doing graduate work
toward his Ph D. degree at Boston University
School of Theology.
A native of Patten, Mr. Carpenter received
his B S. and M.Ed, degrees from Bates Col
lege. He served successively as teacher,
principal, and superintendent of Aroostook
County schools before being named to the
Bangor post in 1943 He has been a member
of the University’s summer session faculty
for the past three years.
Dr Eves received his B S. degree from the
University of Virginia; his M A. degree from
Harvard University, and his Ph.D. from
Oregon State College. He has taught mathematics at Syracuse University, College of
Puget Sound, Oregon State College, Cham
plain College, and Harbor College in the
State University of New York. He is the

r.

romotions

from the instructor level to

P assistant professor were as follows:
John F. Gorham '50, chemical engineering;

Donald A. Kearns, mathematics and astron-

George Crosby
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omy; Earl S. Packard '50, assistant chem
ist, Agricultural Experiment Station; Wil
liam L. Whiting '37, speech, Douglas W.
Wylie, physics; and James D. Gillespie,
speech.
Promotions from the assistant professor
to the associate professor level were Albert
A. Barden, zoology; Howard D. Bartlett
'44, agricultural engineering and associate
agricultural engineer, Mrs. Thelma Berry,
home economics; Henri A. Casavant, ro
mance languages; Gordon L. Chapman '39,
forestry and associate forester, Andrew J.
Chase '49, chemical engineering, Herbert
J. Edwards, English, A Stanley Getchell '38,
associate chemist, Agricultural Experiment
Station; Alvah L. Perry '44, agricultural
economics and farm management and as
sociate agricultural economist; and Lincoln
H. Taylor, agronomy and associate agron
omist.

A

the many other appointments to
the teaching faculty were the follow

mong

ing.

AGRICULTURE: Dr. Harold W. Gausman '49, associate professor of agronomy
and associate agronomist; Dr. Richard A.
Moody, assistant professor of animal path
ology; Roderick L. Reynolds, extension edi
tor, Agricultural Extension Service; and Dr.
Martin A. Rosinski, assistant professor of
botany.
ARTS AND SCIENCES- Henry W. Allen,
assistant professor of geology; Charles L.
Anderson, instructor in English; Gerald C.
Beckwith, instructor in speech and assist
ant publicity director for television; Harold
W. Borns, J r , instructor in geology; Jean
Brewer Bridge, instructor in mathematics;
John T. Conlon, instructor in business and
economics, Gladys M. Crane, instructor in
speech; Robert C. Gould, instructor in Eng

lish; Harry J. Greaver, Jr., instructor in
art; Edward W. Ives, instructor in English;
and Raymond H. Young, Jr., instructor in
chemistry.
TECHNOLOGY: Carleton M. Brown
49, instructor in electrical engineering;
Robert C. Chase '53, instructor in chemical
engineering, Llewellyn E. Clark '55, instruc
tor in mechanical engineering; Klaus E.
Kroner, instructor in engineering graphics;
Otis J. Sproul '52, instructor in civil engi
neering; and Guy E. Twombly '54, instruc
tor in electrical engineering.
MILITARY DEPARTMENT: Capt. M.
D. Stafford, assistant professor of military
science and tactics.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: John E.
Butterfield '52, instructor in physical edu
cation, assistant coach of football, and
freshman coach of basketball and baseball.

N E W A L U M N I OFFICERS

Thomas Mangan '16

Henry Carey '22

Edwin Bates '37

New officers of the General Alumni As
sociation, elected at the annual meeting
held on campus in June, are Thomas G
Mangan ' 16, president, Henry T. Carey '22,
vice president; and Edwin H. Bates '37,
clerk. George F. Dow '27, treasurer, was
reelected for a third term.
One new member was elected to the
Alumni Council. He is Ermo H Scott '31
who will represent the School of Education
and who replaces Conan Priest '22
President Mangan succeeds George E.
Lord '24 who served two terms as president.
Mr. Mangan served a similar period as vice
president Mr. Bates replaces James A.
Harmon '40 who resigned.
Reelected to the Alumni Council for
second three-year terms were Lewis O
Barrows '16, Clifton E Chandler ' 13, Emilie
(Kritter) Josselyn '21, Thomas N. Weeks
'16, and George E. Lord '24.
President Mangan is a resident of Liver
more Falls. He has been a member of the

Alumni Council since 1944 and was chair
man of the Androscoggin County Area for
the Union Building Fund Drive. He was
chairman of State
Alumni Legislative
Coordinating Com
mittee in 1953 and
again in 1955 and
has been active in
the U niversity’s
Pulp and Paper
Foundation He received
the 1953
Alumni Service
Emblem
Vice President
Carey is a resident
of Jersey City, N J. He has been a member
of the Alumni Council since 1950. He is
a past president of the New York Alumni
Association and was chairman of the Union
Building Fund Campaign for Greater New
York He was marshal of the 1947 Com

mencement and has been active in other
alumni affairs.
Treasurer Dow is associate director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station and a resi
dent of Orono. He was a member of the
Alumni Council for several years and prior
to his election as treasurer held the office
of clerk.
Mr. Bates is editor of Agricultural Ex
tension Service publications and lives in
Orono From 1937 until he took his pres
ent position in 1953 he was an employee of
the Department of Agriculture and was a
program specialist for the Production and
Marketing Administration with headquarters
in ORONO when he was appointed editor.
Mr. Scott is president of Farmington
State Teachers College and a resident of
Farmington. He was previously professor
of education at New York University’s
School of Education and later deputy com
missioner of education for the State of
Maine.
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Varsity F ootball

Athletics
will replace All-Yankee Confer
ence Lew Clark, and Frank Pluta,
and Bruce Munn at tackle? Who
will replace All-Yankee Conference Tom
Golden at guard? Who will replace AllYankee Conference Ernie Smart at fullback?
Who will replace such performers as Wally
Covell, Cole Nice, Ted Maher, Dexter
Earley, Ken Woodsum, and Dave Smith, all
graduated?
These were some of the questions in Head
Coach Harold Westerman’s mind when he
welcomed 50 varsity football candidates for
pre-season practice on September 1. Seems
as if those should have been enough prob
lems for one coach. But Coach Westerman’s
problems were compounded by the necessity
of moving last year’s All-Yankee Conference
center, co-captain Jack Small, Bath, (son of
Henry D. “Hank” Small 24, an All-Maine
back for four years), to fullback to replace
Ernie Smart. If Small was to be moved to
fullback (and Coach Westerman had prom
ised the rugged youngster that if he would
play at center last year he could return to his
usual backfield post this fall), the Black
Bears would have lost all their regular in
ternal linemen, from tackle to tackle.
Coach Westerman’s problems were com
pounded further when it was learned that Al
“Bobo” Martin, who would have become the
first string center this fall, had left the Uni
versity to enter the U. S. Naval Academy.
Rod Cyr, Saco, who in the absence of Martin
would have taken over the center spot, was
a question mark because of auto injuries
received last spring. Eligibility rules held
several off the squad who would have filled
some of the empty shoes

W

ho

was not gloom in the Pale Blue camp,
however.
In the first place the end squad looked
good With Thurlow Cooper, Augusta, and
Paul Boucher, Auburn, both All-Maine last
year, and letterman Don Douglas, Lisbon
Falls, back in cleats plus senior John Castor,
Pompton Lakes, N J., and sophomore James
Carroll, Winchester, Mass , there seemed to
be no cause for worry on the flanks.
Listed among the tackles is 210-pound
Bob Provencher, Lewiston, a junior who saw
considerable game action last fall and who
probably will be one of the tackles. On the
other side of the line, the tackle spot ap
pears to be questionable at this writing as
the Bears near the opening game with Rhode
Island. Letterman Mike Nagem, Waterville,
or junior Ed Soper, Orland, may draw the
other tackle berth.
Three lettermen are working at the guard

posts. They are Norman Cole, Gardiner, a
converted center, Aram Garabedian, Provi
dence, R. I., and Roland Merrifield, Spring
vale Sophomore Carroll Denbow, Bath, has
shown very well in early practice and could
grab off one of the guard positions.
Rod Cyr, the injured letterman, stood up
well at center during the first game scrim
mage of the season, and it now appears that
he will be the regular center.
from the backfield is dependable
Ernie Smart, the All-Yankee Confer
ence plunging fullback. Jack Small probably
will get the starting fullback assignment with
letterman Jan Saleeby, Norway, and sopho
more Herb Carmichael, Gorham, in support.
Co-captain Jim Duffy, Beverly, Mass., and
Pete Kosty, Pawtucket, R. I., are back at
quarterback, and Ken Parady, Great Works,
who quarterbacked the team in 1952, is ex
pected to be released from the Army just
before the Rhode Island game and may help
the team later in the season.
Three letterman halfbacks in the persons
of John Edgar, Andover, N. H., Warren
Griffin, Fairhaven, Mass., and Ray Hostetter,
Osterville, Mass., are back plus juniors Wes
ley English, Narberth, Pa., and Jim Varner,
Bronx, N. Y., a dash man on the track team
out for his first try at football, and several
sophomore prospects.

G

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.

24 Rhode Island, away 1:30 P.M.
1 Vermont, Orono
1:30 P.M.
8 N. Hampshire, away 2:00 P.M.
15 Connecticut, Orono 1:30 P.M.
22 Bates, away
1:30 P.M.
29 Colby, away
1:30 P.M.
5 Bowdoin, Orono
1:30 P.M.
F reshm an F ootball
15 Bridgton, Orono
9:00 A.M.
21 Colby Frosh, Orono 2:00 P.M.
28 Maine Maritime,
•
away
1:30 P.M.
4 M.C.I., Orono
2:00 P.M.
Varsity Cross Country
8 Springfield, away
15 N. Hampshire, away 1:30P.M.
22 Vermont, Orono
29 Yankee Conf., Orono
7 NEICAA, Boston
14 ICAAAA, New York

one

What sort of a team is it? It’s lighter and
slightly faster than last year’s. As a team
there is less experience on which to rely.
Assuming Rod Cyr starts the Rhode Island
game at center, he may well be the only
senior in the starting line. Other possible
combinations might put as many as three
seniors in the starting line.
sort of a game will the team play?
With veteran quarterbacks who can
pass and veteran ends who can catch and
a line that is certain to be weaker than last
year’s, chances are that Coach Westerman
will depend more on the passing game than
he did last year and the year before. With
several exceptionally fast halfbacks avail
able, a liberal use of the end run mixed in
with passes and plunges seems to be indi-

W

hat
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Stanley “Wally” Wallace, beginning his 33rd year as trainer of Maine
athletic teams, puts one section of the 1955 Black Bears through conditioning
exercises during the pre-season training period. In the foreground is Thurlow
Cooper, Augusta, 6-2, 210-pound letterman end, Maine's candidate for sectional
honors this fall.
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cated. It looks ike the Bears will play a
fast interesting game this fall.

Cross Country
cross country
team, undefeated in dual meets and win
ner of the Yankee Conference meet last year,
should be one of the strongest squads in
New England again this fall.
Back for the third year are Coach Jenkins’
“Big Three.” Co-captains Paul Firlotte, Ells
worth Falls, and Stanley Furrow, Bangor,
and veteran Paul Hanson, Houlton. Up from
last fall’s freshman team is Dick Law,
Brewer, who should place well with the
Big Three.
oach

C

C h e st e r J e n k in s ’

Also back on the. trail this fall are juniors
Joel Stinson, Houlton, Harry Folster, Ban
gor, and Phil Emery, Fairfield, all of whom
ran on the varsity team last year and who
should run in contention this fall.
Six sophomores, all from the 1954 fresh
man team, round out the squad. They are
William Cutler, Bangor, Dave Gould, Ban
gor, John Lane, Bangor, Daniel Rearick,
Cranford, N. J., Donald Wood, Mapleton;
and John Zale, Rumford.
Firlotte will be after his third individual
Yankee Conference title and the Maine team
will be after its second straight YC title on
October 29. The Maine team is host to the
YC run this year. The event will be held at
Penobscot Valley Country Club.

1955 UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOOTBALL ROSTER
Name

Class

Age

Hometown

Hgt

Wt.

6
5-10
6-1
6-2
6-1/2
5-11
6-1
5-8

175
178
186
210
190
163
186
165

Auburn
Winchester, Mass.
Pompton Lakes, N. J.
Augusta
Lisbon Falls
Orono
Summit, N. J.
Portland

6
6-1
5-10
6
6
5-11
6
5-9
6
5-11

172
187
195
200
187
190
210
202
192
208

Rumford
Lisbon Falls
Brewer
Willoughby, Ohio
Madison
Waterville
Lewiston
Augusta
Orland
Biddeford

5-6
5-10
5-11
5-9
5-10
5-11
5-5
5-9
5-9

178
182
192
171
182
195
168
165
175

Barre, Vt.
Gardiner
Old Town
Bath
Providence, R. I.
Springvale
Fairfield
Interlaken, N. J.
Westboro, Mass.

5-11
5-10
6-1
5-11

180
170
185
190

Saco
Fair Lawn, N. J.
East Boothbay
E. Greenwich, R. I.

ENDS
Boucher, Paul E.
+Carroll, James V.
Castor, John
Cooper, Thurlow S.
Douglas, Don E.
+Goodman, John U.
Irwin, Richard D.
Manoogian, Archie

1957
1958
1956
1957
1956
1958
1957
1957

+Abbott, Walter H.
Bickford, Calvin
Fletcher, Jerald L.
Kimball, Daniel B.
+LeBIanc, Donald G.
Nagem, Michael E.
* Provencher, Robert J.
Ross, Wayne H.
Soper, Edwin H.
+Tarazewich, William

1958
1958
1956
1956
1958
1956
1957
1958
1957
1958

Cecchini, Robert J.
*Cole, Norman C.
Cutliffe, Dawson R.
+Denbow, Carroll E.
*Garabedian, Aram G.
* Merrifield, Roland E.
+Michael, Jerrold J.
Thompson, Peter
Wood, Ralph E.

1957
1957
1957
1958
1957
1957
1958
1957
1956

*Cyr, Roderick J.
+Geier, Richard
Lewis, Alan D.
+Merritt, Alan F.

1956
1958
1958
1958

23
19
19
22
25
20
20
25

TACKLES
18
21
23
27
24
20
26
19
19
19

GUARDS
20
20
23
19
20
21
18
19
26

CENTERS
24
19
19
19

BACKS
+Carmichael, Herbert W.
+Carmichael, Robert G.
*Duffy, James J.
*Edgar, John B.
English, Wesley J.
*Griffin, Warren E.
Harvey, Ralph J.
*Hostetter, Raymond E.
*Kosty, Peter
Mancini, Joseph N.
McCourt, Paul J.
+Moulton, V. Leroy
*Parady, Kenneth E.
Saleeby, Jan E.
Sawyer, Walter
Shields, Donald V.
*Small, John H.
Thibodeau, Charles A.
Upham, Richard D.
Varner, James
* Letterman.
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5-10
19
1958
5-10
20
1958
5-11
21
1956
5-9
1957
21
5-10
20
1957
5-7
25
1956
5-9
19
1958
5-7
21
1957
5-10
21
1957
5-8
20
1958
5-8
20
1958
5-8
1958
19
5-11
1956
23
5-10
22
1956
5-8
19
1958
5-10
1956
21
5-10
1956
21
18
6
1958
20
5-8
1956
1957
21
5-9
+ Freshman numerals.

178 Gorham
185 Bath
170 Beverly, Mass.
173 Andover, N. H.
165 Narberth, Pa.
160 Fairhaven, Mass.
150 Warren, R. I.
175 Osterville, Mass.
169 Pawtucket, R. I.
165 Cranston, R. I.
160 Bath
155 Bridgton
175 Great Works
176 Norway
170 Fitchburg, Mass.
175 Leominster, Mass.
190 Bath
150 Skowhegan
160 Waterville
175 Bronx, N. Y.

Le t t e r s
Dear Sirs:
The picture of the old Stand-Pipe in the
May issue was very interesting to me be
cause back in the end of the last century
painting the class numerals, a ritual you
term “annual,” was instead an event that
took place at much shorter intervals; some
times twice in a week.
The process was quite simple; the vol
unteer crew, one of whom had been select
ed as the “artist,” because of some experi
ence in nautical matters, ascended by the
perpendicular steel ladders with which the
tank was equipped to the top, which was
covered by a wooden platform in more or
less decayed condition. The “artist” was
lowered over the side in an improvised
“Boatswain’s Chair” with a can of red paint
which was used to paint out and thereby
obliterate the class numerals usurping the
coveted position on the side of the tank
facing the campus. The actual color of
the tank was a combination of red and
rust, but the red paint was reasonably effi
cacious as an effacing medium. The next
step was to paint the class numeral in white
on the side of the tank as seems to have
been done by the class of 1905 following
the tradition.
The “artist” was then hauled back on
top of the tank, which required consider
able “man-power,” and the crew then came
down from aloft and quietly disappeared in
the darkness. It was a most inspiring sight
to behold the change in the appearance of
the tank tower the next morning, but on
two or more occasions that I can recall the
triumph was short-lived because the very
next night the numerals changed,
I was under the impression that the fac
ulty interrupted this form of rivalry in about
1900, but your picture would indicate it
was 1905 or later. The top was pretty
shaky and sometimes under the unusual
strain pieces of the planking would fall
into the water with a sound audible and
somewhat disconcerting to the intrepid crew
working on the top, and there was undoubt
edly the uncomfortable potentiality that the
entire top, including the crew, might be
precipitated into the tank which was usu
ally about one-half full of water. Also the
tank seemed to sway quite appreciably in
a brisk breeze although this may have been
imaginary. The college body being rather
small at that time, perhaps the faculty was
concerned about losing a few members by
immersion.
Sincerely yours,
Senior Alumnus
(EDITOR’S NOTE— Senior Alumnus
probably is right when He says the
practice ended “about 1900.” The
photo of which he writes is known to
have been taken during '05’s freshman
year, 1901-02, which may make '05
the last class to have accomplished the
feat.)
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Maine Alumni
Figure Prominently
In the Birth of
Alfred McLean '32

A NEW MAINE PRODUCT
By Richard W. Sprague '51
Assistant Director of Public Relations
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
since the starch industry was
born in Aroostook County, fishermen
and starchmen alike have known that
waste pulp from the starch process in the
streams makes for a bad situation It was
a problem because getting rid of the waste
by any less conventional way than by the
streams and rivers was prohibitively expen
sive. And dumping it in the rivers was
creating a major public relations problem.
The starch people also recognize that
they are throwing away thousands of dol
lars a year in the recovery of good, mar
ketable starch, along with the waste pulp,
money that should be going into Aroos
took County’s economy.
That’s the way things stood last spring
when Alfred McLean '32, a former Houlton
man and graduate chemist from the Uni
versity of Maine, made the dramatic an
nouncement that his company, the Colby
Cooperative Starch Company of Caribou,
was shipping the first car load of dried po
tato pulp (starch waste by-product) for
cattle feed.
Drying vegetable pulp for feed is not
entirely new, for the citrus trade and others
have been doing it for several years And
the starch industry, and almost anybody
else who took the trouble to ask, knew that
dried potato pulp made an excellent ingredi
A lm ost
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ent for cattle feed with a nutritional value
almost equal to that of corn. The problem
had been how to dry it in volume without
prohibitive financial outlay.
Potato Starch Institute made the first
major effort in that direction just a
few months after it was organized in 1947
The Arthur Little Company of Boston was
hired to make a survey which led to the
building of a Maine Agricultural Experi
ment Station plant at Mapleton to dry
starch waste. Dr. Matthew Highlands '28,
food technologist, and John S. Getchell '35,
assistant food technologist of the Experi
ment Station staff, uncovered a great deal
of valuable information before the project
was discontinued four years ago.
The Mapleton project proved that dried
potato pulp was possible and later experi
ments proved that it was a valuable ingredi
ent for poultry feed and, more recently,
dairy feed During their original research,
Dr Highlands and his associates used a
Zenith press and lime to extract water from
waste potato pulp. They managed to reduce
the waste to 35 per cent solid matter.
There hadn’t been much news on starch
waste until a few months ago when the
Colby people, supported in part by the
Starch Institute, began experimenting with
centrifugal separation of water from pulp
and a remarkable device called the Vincent
dryer, made by one Dan Vincent of Tampa,
Florida.
he

T

While the Mapleton project had demon
strated that dried potato pulp was possible
with a press and lime, it was still too expen
sive to produce in volume. What was need
ed was a mechanical de-watering and ther
mo-drying, a two-stage process.
Mc L ean, general manager of
Colby, felt that by using the Vincent
dryer—a re-cycling machine that works the
moist material over and over, pulling dry
material off with air currents—he could use
pulp with considerably more water than was
found practical in the Mapleton project
And after trying several devices, he nar
rowed the field down to a giant centrifuge of
German manufacture called the Mercone
Contessor. It extracts water mechanically,
operating on the same principal as the
“spin-dry” device found on many house
hold washers.
After several months of experimenting, he
found that his two-phase process (mechani
cal de-watering and exposure to heat in the
Vincent dryer) was workable. The centri
fuge was an excellent working companion to
the Vincent dryer and the problem of volume
production of potato pulp was pretty much
solved.
Then, in March, the first 100-pound bags
of pulp were loaded into the familiar State
of Maine Products railroad cars to be
shipped to Barre, Vermont. After seven
years of feverish research, a useful and valu
able product from starch waste was a fact.
lfred

A
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The pulp itself—manufactured by Colby
under the trade name of Co-Star—is a
brownish-gray granular substance varying in
size from the head of a pin to an eighth of
an inch in rough diameter. It has a pleasant
aroma not unlike that of a freshly-baked
potato and McLean says that the local farm
ers who have tried it as a dairy feed have
come back for seconds.
ow ard

C. D ic k ey , head of the De

H partment of Animal Industry at the
University, tested the pulp as a dairy feed

and found that cows like it and that it’s dust
free and has a high sugar content. “Feeding
the potato pulp up to 20 per cent of the
total ration is no problem at all,” he says.
Richard W. Gerry '38, associate poultry
husbandryman at the Experiment Station,
also tested the pulp for poultry feed with
favorable results.
What will the manufacture of dried potato
pulp do for the starch and potato industries?
Ted Leach, executive secretary for the Starch
Institute, feels that it will solve one of the
starch industry’s most ticklish problems:
stream pollution.
“Nobody in Aroostook wants to see the
stream pollution problem licked any more
than the starch manufacturers,” says Leach,
“and it looks like Al McLean is pressing
hard toward a possible solution. The process
is economically feasible, and it will yield a
better return in starch.”
It could be, too, if the demand for the new
feed is great enough, that the starchmen will
demand more and more potatoes from
Aroostook growers.
As Leach puts it, “. . . the recovery proc
ess will be of great benefit to the potato in
dustry. With the savings involved in the
better starch yield and the by-product, the
starch manufacturers may be able to pass
some of the savings on to the grower when
we find out a little more about it. And al
though there are many bugs to eliminate,

Dr. Matthew Highlands '28
and James Getchell '36

the institute is optimistic about the outcome
of the major effort.”
Other observers predict that dried potato
pulp will eventually replace citrus and beet
pulp as a supplemental dairy feed.
Colby spent $85,000 reorganizing its plant
and now produces 12 tons of dried pulp a
day as the by product of 24 tons of starch.
And with a second factory the company
plans to put in operation, production will
go as high as 30 tons a day.
Expensive? Sure it is, but it will pay off
in more starch and a bigger outlet for offgrade potatoes. And it marks the beginning
of the end of pollution in Maine rivers and
streams which have carried the unwelcome
burden of as much as 30,000 tons of waste
potato pulp per year.

Book Reviews
YOUNG, by Miriam Colwell '39, Ballantine
Books, New York, p. 164, 35 cents (paper
bound).
Through the personalities of two teen-age
girls as they romp through one long day,
Miss Colwell examines some of the causes
of juvenile delinquency.
With the insight of a trained observer
who has watched young people mature in a
small village on the Maine coast, Miss
Colwell reveals how juveniles think, how
they react to common and uncommon situa
tions, and the motivation and circumstances
which carry them toward and sometimes
into delinquency.
The novel follows the two young girls
from the time they get up on a hot summer
morning, taking a look at their home en
vironments, through a daylong trip to a
OCTOBER, 1955

nearby city, the return trip, a stop at a road
house where circumstances involve them
temporarily in a murder, and on to the next
morning when decisions are made that
change the course of both heroines’ lives.
This is a first person story told by the
stronger of the two girls whom the reader
feels must wind up in trouble even though
she gets through the breadth of this novel
without serious involvement.
Miss Colwell capably develops the bril
liant if somewhat warped personality of this
attractive teen-ager who already has a way
with men, and knows it, as she leads her
more refined but less secure friend through
a series of escapades which range from teas
ing money from middle-aged men to stealing
and to bribing a state policeman.
Miss Colwell says of Young, “This book’s
indictment is not only of the seeming lack

of morality in the teen-age generation but
the narrowing adult concern with things
material, pushing aside the old-fashioned
awareness termed moral responsibility and
individual integrity. The young, though
their teeth may be sound and their diet
rounded, are left to enter the adult world
without ballast and without conviction.
Young is dedicated to a clear-sighted and
therefore forearmed comprehension of some
of the debilitating forces present in today’s
society, menacing most the teen-agers—the
generation so recently stepped from child
hood, so soon to acquire the responsibilities
of adulthood.”
The author, who is postmaster in her
hometown of Prospect Harbor, has written
two previous novels, both set on the Maine
coast. The first, Wind Off The Water,
brought the following comment from the
Chicago Sun: “The work of a twenty-fouryear-old postmistress who could give some
of the veteran fictioneers lessons in crafts
manship.” Her second novel, Day Of The
Trumpet, a story of nineteenth-century
Maine, was called by the Dallas Herald: “a
fine novel. . . solid writing, well blocked-out
characterizations.” The Atlantic Monthly
said: “Miss Colwell writes in prose as strong
as the men and women she describes.”—
W. P. S.
THE PROSE OF PHILIP FRENEAU,
selected and edited by Philip M. Marsh '16,
Scarecrow Press, New Brunswick, N. J„ p.
596, $12.00.
For the last fifty years, Philip Freneau,
who lived and wrote during the time of the
American Revolution, has been regarded
as America’s earliest outstanding poet, but
comparatively little attention has been paid
to his prose writings. As a prose writer he
has been considered merely a vigorous con
troversialist of the day in which he lived,
even though his friend Thomas Jefferson
declared that Freneau’s editorials in the
National Gazette saved our constitution,
which, under the Federalists, was “fast gal
loping into monarchy.”
Professor Marsh’s scholarly collection of
Freneau’s prose writings, containing as it
does not only the political essays but the
informal essays, may very likely enhance
Freneau’s reputation as a prose writer to
such an extent that he will be called the
father of American prose as well as the
father of American poetry. Certainly it will
result in a revised estimate of the scope and
variety of Freneau’s talents, for it is now
evident that he was not only an American
Swift but also an American Goldsmith.—
H. J. E.
(ED. NOTE— Philip Marsh '16 is pro
fessor of English at Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio. This work is dedicated
to Dr. Milton Ellis '07, former profes
sor and head of the Department of
English at the University, who started
Professor Marsh on his scholarly career
in American literature.)
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tories and fraternities will be judged, and
winners of the General Alumni Association
silver plates will be announced during the
half-time period of the Bowdoin game.

1955
a n n ual Homecoming Luncheon, the
Maine-Bowdoin football game, the
Maine Masque's presentation “Time
Out For Ginger,” the annual field hockey
games, and a big parade and rally. . These
are but part of an outstanding program
prepared by Francis S. McGuire '31 and
his Homecoming Committee for the 55th
annual Homecoming, Nov. 4-5.
Serving with Nick McGuire on the Home
coming Committee are Philip J. Brockway
'31, Kenneth B. Fobes '49, Theodore S.
Curtis '23, Velma K. Oliver '25, Prof. Win
ston E. Pullen '41, Prof. Marion E. Rogers
'30, William C. Wells '31, Nelson B. Jones,
director of Memorial Union; Howard A.
Keyo, publicity director; Prof. Matthew
McNeary; and Prof. Vincent Hartgen.
The Homecoming Committee is making
an all-out effort to make the 55th the best
in years and has planned the week end so
that there will be an interesting time for all
alumni from 1885 to 1955.
The Bowdoin game Saturday afternoon
at 1:30, which is always the highlight of
the State Series football season (for Maine
fans, at least), will be preceded by the an
nual Homecoming Luncheon in Memorial
Gymnasium. Guests of honor at the lunch
eon this year will be members of the 1915
cross country team which won the national
championship. It is anticipated that a good
percentage of the team membership will be
on hand for the occasion. Highlight of the
luncheon program will be the presentation
of the 1955 Black Bear Awards “for devo
tion and loyalty to the high ideals of the
University of Maine.”
he

T

those alumni who like two football
games on the Homecoming schedule
there is the Maine Freshmen vs. M.C.I,
game at 2 p.m. Friday. This is the opening
event of the week end and should produce
a lot of fireworks. Last year M.C.I, was
the only team to defeat the fledglings of
Coach Sam Sezak '31.
The Alumni Council holds its fall meet
ing Friday evening, and also set for Friday
evening is the big parade and “Beat Bow
doin!’ rally in Memorial Gymnasium imme
diately followed by the traditional bonfire.
A Homecoming Open House in the Main
Lounge of Memorial Union is to be held
following the rally and bonfire for those
who do not go to the theatre or dancing.
The Maine Masque will kick off its 50-Year
Celebration by offering the hit comedy play
“Time Out For Ginger.” There will be per
formances both Friday and Saturday nights.
The Senior Skull dance will be held in
Memorial Gymnasium Friday evening makor

F
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opportunity for alumni to meet
their faculty friends from the three
colleges and the School of Education will
be offered by the Alumni-Faculty Coffee atMemorial Union prior to the luncheon.
Following the varsity football game Sat
urday afternoon an “After-The-Game GetTogether” under the sponsorship of the
All Maine Women is scheduled in Memorial
Gymnasium. This will be a chance to get
warm (or dryr as the case may be) with
coffee and doughnuts amid football post
mortems.
Saturday evening fraternity reunions and
the final performance of the Masque play
round out the formal schedule of events.

A

ing three major events from which alumni
can select an enjoyable evening.
Saturday morning the freshman girls will
battle the sophomores in field hockey and
if victorious will store away their freshman
hats in their closets. Following the hat
game, the alumnae players will come out
of retirement to play an undergraduate
team.
Meanwhile the weeks of work on Home
coming decorations by the various dormi

good

OLD MAINE KITCHEN.
By : F rank L inwood Bailey ' 06

Reprinted with permission of the Boston Herald
I can see the old stove in the kitchen
With its covers all shiny and black,
The gloves and wet mittens a-drying
As they hung from the rod in the back.
Behind the old stove sits the woodbox—
A defiant and challenging foe
With the same hungry-look in its in’ards
That taunted me long years ago.
Over all there’s the odor of cooking,
And that faint onion-scent in the air
Brings on such a mouth-watered yearning—
Seems like you would starve then and there;
From the hot apple-pie in the oven
To the beef stew that “mulls” on the stove—
Can’t you see it, and smell it, and taste it?
It’s the good Old New England you love.
And ticking away on the mantle
The old steeple-clock’s measured rote
Metered the time to the minute—
Notching Life’s span with each stroke;
Abetting and aiding my mother
In defeating planned mischief of mine—
A part of ourselves and our actions—
Dictating old tyrant of Time.
One can see the pine kitchen table
With its table-cloth checked red and white,
Where I sat winter nights doing home-work
By the friendly old kerosene light;
My rabbit dog there close beside me
Asleep on the clean kitchen floor
While in dreamland he tracked racing rabbits
As he chased ’tween a bark and a snore.
The cold winter wind at the window
Rattles each white-crusted pane
As it blusters and blows for the moment;
Then dies down to silence again.
The old steeple-clock on the mantle
Strikes, and it sounds like it said:
“If you want to get up in the morning
It’s time now you went up to bed.”

THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Foundation Reports
Raymond H. Fogler ' 15 of Washington,
D. C., was reelected president of the Uni
versity of Maine Foundation at the annual
meeting which was held at the University
during Commencement. Curtis M. Hutchins
'29 of Bangor, Harold J. Shaw ' 14 of San
ford, Thomas N. Weeks ' 16 of Waterville,
and Philip R. White '22 of Boston were
elected members of the corporation.
Assets of the Foundation are now almost
$230,000 according to the report of Treasur
er Sewell C. Brown of Bangor. Mr. Brown
was reelected treasurer and Charles E.
Crossland ' 17 as secretary of the corpo
ration. R. H. Fogler, R. W. Davis '11 of
Guilford, Ballard F. Keith ' 08, Otto H. Nel
son and Harold P. Marsh '09, all of Bangor,
were named directors for 1955-56.

Stephen Wheatland of Bangor and Brook
line, Massachusetts, was elected to honorary
membership. He was a charter member of
the Foundation and had an active interest
in the work of the corporation during the
twenty years he was a member and officer.
The election of four new members raises
the total to nineteen. Mr. Hutchins is presi
dent of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
and a director of several corporations. Mr.
Shaw, who recently retired as an alumni
trustee of the University, is a leading dairy
man and cattle breeder and agriculturist in
Maine. Mr. Weeks is the senior member of
a prominent Waterville law firm. He has
long been actively identified with the Alumni
Association. Mr. White is a partner of a
well-known Boston law firm.

Black Bear Award

A highlight of the Faculty-Alumni Homecoming Luncheon preceding the Bowdoin
game on November 5 will be the awarding of the sixth Annual Black Bear Awards. Pre
sented in “recognition and appreciation of outstanding service in promoting University
spirit,” the award was originated by the General Alumni Association in 1950.
A Black Bear mounted on a Maine granite base with sterling silver inscription plate
forms the award. The bear is cast in bronze from a model exclusively sculptured for the
Alumni Association by the noted Providence sculptor, Aristo B. Cianforani. The granite
bases have been contributed bv Robert McGuire '32 of the Deer Isle Granite Cor
poration.
Selection of recipients of the award is made by an Association committee from nomi
nations made by alumni. The award is not restricted to alumni, and faculty and adminis
trative members or friends of the University are eligible Anyone who has received the
Alumni Service Emblem is not eligible for the Black Bear Award.
Among the points considered in making the award are: 1—devotion to the aims of
the University, 2—exemplification of the ideals of the University in personal life; 3—
length and quality of service to the University or Alumni Association, 4— standing among
alumni.
Those who have received the award in the past are: 1950—President Arthur A.
Hauck and Alfred B. Lingley '20; 1951—J. Larcom Ober '13, Clifford Patch '11, and
Miss Addie M. Weed; 1952—John C Sealey, Jr., '36 and Stanley Wallace, 1953—Harold
L. Bruce '20. Chester A. Jenkins, and A. D. T. Libby '98; 1954—Albert K. Gardner '10,
Archer L. Grover '99, and Col. Joseph A McCusker '17.
OCTOBER, 1955

Established in 1934, the purpose of the
Foundation is to hold funds by gift, bequest
or in trust for the benefit of the University
of Maine or any department thereof.
Members of the corporation in addition
to those already named are:
Arthur B. Richardson '11 of New York
City, Philip W. Lown '18 of West Newton,
Massachusetts, Robert N. Haskell '25 of
Bangor, J. Larcom Ober ' 13 of Chester,
Pennsylvania, Samuel W. Collins T9 of
Caribou, and James E. Totman '16 of Balti
more, Maryland.
PULP & PAPER FOUNDATION
J. Larcom Ober '13, vice president of the
Scott Paper Company, Chester, Pa., was
re-elected president of the University of
Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation at the
annual meeting of the Foundation.
Other officers elected included Wallace
E. Parsons '11, president of the Keyes Fibre
Company, Waterville, vice president, Fred
eric A. Soderberg '25, vice president of
F. C. Huyck and Sons, Rensselaer, N. Y.,
vice president; Henry W. Fales '35, vice
president and general manager of the St.
Croix Paper Company, Woodland, secre
tary; and Ralph A. Wilkins '19, vice presi
dent of Bird and Son, Inc., East Walpole,
Mass., treasurer.
In addition to the officers the following
alumni and University officials were elected
to the board of directors: Philip S. Bolton
'13, research and technical director of the
Robert Gair Company, Inc., Uncasville,
Conn.; Lyle C. Jenness '25A, head of the
department of chemical engineering, Uni
versity of Maine, Thomas G Mangan '16,
manager of the International Paper Com
pany, Chisholm; Ashley S. Campbell, dean
of the College of Technology, University of
Maine; Edward A. Whitney, president of
the board of trustees of the University of
Maine; Everett P. Ingalls '15, vice president
of S. D. Warren Company, Cumberland
Mills; Arthur A. Hauck, president of the
University of Maine; Enright A. Ellis '32,
president and treasurer of the Downingtown Mfg. Company, Downingtown, Pa.;
and Everett K. Mansfield '16, consultant of
the Robert Gair Company, Inc., New York,
N. Y. James A. Gannett '08, Orono, was
re-elected resident secretary.
The scholarship fund for the year 1955-56
was established by the directors at $30,000
to provide tuition scholarships for juniors
and seniors and grants of $1200 for students
in the fifth year of the five-year program.
The report of the membership committee
listed 60 companies and 190 alumni and
friends in the paper and allied industries
that are contributing annually to the Foun
dation.
The purpose of the University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation is to advance
fundamental and applied research in pulp
and paper technology at the University, as
well as to increase the teaching facilities in
this field and to provide financial assistance
for undergraduates.
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A splendid reproduction of the early New England straight arm chair, sturdily constructed of selected hardwood.
This beautiful chair is finished in satin black with the University ot Maine Seal and the stripings in gold.
The Seal is actually screened into the finish of the chair and is not a transfer.
This distinctive piece of furniture will be an asset to any living room, study or office. Many of these chairs
have already been sold to alumni, both young and old.
Each chair is packed in a heavy carton— shipping weight 30 pounds. Price: $24.50 FO.B. Gardner, Mass.
(Unless otherwise instructed, chairs will he shipped Railway Express, charges collect.)

ALUMNI OFFICE
44 Library
Orono, Maine
Enclosed please find my check in the amount of $
(Please add 2% Maine Sales Tax for shipments to Maine points )
Kindly ship me .
Name
Address

.

Maine Chairs at $24.50 each.

F u lb righ t S c h o la r

Local Associations
Maine Alum ni Teachers—
A highly successful “Chicken Cook-Out”
was held by the Maine Alumni Teachers
Association during the University’s Summer
Session.
Held on the Varsity Football Field, the
Chicken Cook-Out featured Ken Fobes '49
as master of ceremonies, with musical en
tertainment by Norman Lambert and group
singing led by Nelson Jones, director of the
Memorial Union.
Mrs. Margaret Pattershall '51, president
of the Alumni Teachers Association,
brought greetings to the alumni and to the
faculty and Summer Session students at
tending.
Miss M. Eileen Cassidy '39 directed square
dancing on the green following the enter
tainment.
W estern New York A lum ni—
The Third Annual Lobster Picnic of the
Western New York Alumni Association was
held on June 24 in Akron, N Y.
The picnic found a good attendance of
alumni with their families and a thorough
ly enjoyable evening was experienced.
Lewiston-Auburn Alum nae—
At the Annual Banquet of the LewistonAuburn Alumnae, reported in the June
Alumnus, the following officers were elect
ed for 1955-56 President, Margaret (Stack
pole) Wallingford '45, Vice President, Mar
guerite (Sullivan) Powers '48, SecretaryTreasurer, Julia (Shores) Hahnel '49, and
Corresponding Secretary, Shirley (Stillings)
Keene '53.
Maryland A lum ni—
The first meeting of the 1955-56 season
for the Maryland Alumni was held on Sep
tember 15 in Baltimore.
This meeting featured an “Italian Eve
ning” at Maria’s Restaurant. Alumni at
tending enjoyed a splendid Italian meal and
an evening of music and entertainment
Arrangements for the meeting were un
der the leadership of Carolyn (Linquist)
Foster '52 and Ken Marden '50.
Southern New H am pshire
A lum ni—
“Bob” Thurrell ' 15 was host at his Cotton
Mountain Farm in Wolfeboro to the South
ern New Hampshire Alumni Association.
Bob prepared one of his famous “Chicken
Barbecues” for the attending alumni.
Guest speaker from the University was
Nelson B. Jones, Director of the Memorial
Union, who also led the group in “old-time
song singing.” Also present from the cam
pus was Don Taverner '43, alumni secretary
Senator Styles Bridges '18, a key organi
zer of the Southern New Hampshire Alum
ni Association, attended with Mrs. Bridges.
Senator Bridges discussed the Association’s
early days.
OCTOBER, 1955

Lama M. Wilson '55 was scheduled
to leave in September for England where
she will study during the academic year
at St. Mary’s College at the University
of Durham under a Fulbright scholar
ship.
She was a history major at the Uni
versity

Maine Club of Rhode Island—
The Maine Club of Rhode Island and
Southern Massachusetts opened their 195556 season with a dinner meeting in Provi
dence on September 23 preceding the MaineRegularly Scheduled Meetings
Rhode Island football game which was held
the following day.
Weekly—
An enjoyable evening of alumni enter
Portland Alumni
tainment and short talks was enjoyed. Representing
Friday Noon
the University and the General
Falmouth Hotel
Alumni Association at this meeting were
Boston Alumni
Alumni Secretary Don Taverner '43, As
City Club, Thompsons Spa
sistant Alumni Secretary Margaret Mollison
Friday Noon
'50, and members of the Athletic Depart
Washington, D. C., Alumni
ment who had accompanied the team to
Thursday, 12:30 P.M.
Rhode Island.
Lotus Club
14th St. at New York Ave.
Coining Meetings
Monthly—
Washington, D. C., Alumni—
October 7, 8:00 P.M.
Cleaves Cafeteria
1715 G St., N.W.
Speaker: Don Taverner '43
Alumni Teachers—
Annual Fall Dinner
First Baptist Church, Bangor
October 5, 6:00 P.M.
Speaker: Charles Crossland T7
Kansas City Alumni—
October 22, Dinner
Kansas City Club
Speaker: Dean Mark Shibles

Chicago Alumni
Carson’s Men’s Grille
First Thursday of month
Noon
Maine Club of Auburn-Lewiston
Third Thursday of month
American Legion Home
Auburn, 6 30 P.M.
Augusta-Hallowell Alumni
First Friday of month
Pioneer House, Augusta
Noon
St. Petersburg, Fla., Alumni
Contacts H. Winchester
414-4th Ave. (51-2771)

Four officers of the Portland Alumnae discuss the year s program. They
are (I. to r.) Winifred (Ramsdell) Macfarlan '51, program chairman; June
(Swanton) Johnson '48, treasurer; Constance (Lincoln) Sweetser '52, president;
and Marion (Libby) Broaddus '42, recording secretary. Other officers are Doro
thy (Lord) Hopkins '50, vice president; Ruth (Small) Ramsay '50, correspond
ing secretary; Marilyn E. Kilpatrick '52, publicity chairman. Other chairmen
are Priscilla (Thomas) Rines '49, membership; Priscilla (Hayes) Norton 41,
hospitality; Lorraine (Gross) Townsend '38 and Carolyn (Chaplin) Bradley 45,
auditors.
(Portland Evening Express Photo)
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Notes from the Classes
NECROLOGY
1890

HARRIS DRUMMOND DUNTON. The Alumni
Office has been notified of the death of Harris D.
Dunton as having occurred about twelve years ago
at Schenectady. N. Y Mr. Dunton was an en
gineer and had served on the Panama Canal project.
He was a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1891

WILLIAM NICKELS PATTEN
William N.
Patten of Salem, Mass , died June 8, 1955 He was
vice president of Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation until his retirement in 1949, having
spent over 50 years with this firm. Mr. Patten
received a master’s degree from the University of
Maine in 1897 and in 1941 the University con
ferred an honorary degree of doctor of engineering
upon him He served as a member of the scholar
ship and loan fund committee of the General Alumni
Association in 1931. In 1952 the William N Patten
Scholarship Fund of $10,000 was established at the
University He was a member of the American So
ciety of Civil Engineers and a vice president of the
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank. Survivors include
a brother, Jarvis '97, and a nephew, F. Edward '39.
He was a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity
1897

ERNEST JULIAN MCCRILLIS. Word has been
received of the death of Ernest J McCrillis on
Sept 15, 1954, at Longmeadow, Mass. Mr. Mc
Crillis was a druggist at Lakeport, N H., for many
years A brother, William George '97, survives him.
1900

CHARLOTTE CROWELL WALKER Mrs Char
lotte C. Walker, widow of Dean Perley F. Walker
of Kansas University, died in Lawrence, Kan , on
July 31, 1955. She was born in Orono and her
husband formerly held a professorship at the Uni
versity of Maine.
ROGER MORRILL WALKER. Morrill Walker
of Pittsburgh, P en n , died August 6, 1955, at his
home. He was a native of Anson
1902

ARTHUR BROCKHOUSE FOSTER Arthur B.
Foster, formerly of Washington, D. C , died June 8,
1955, at Goulds, Fla. A native of Massachusetts,
Mr Foster was a patent attorney in Washington
for 47 years until his retirement in 1951 Mr
Foster is survived by one son
ALPHEUS CROSBY LYON, SR. A professor of
civil engineering at the University of Maine for
more than 35 years, Alpheus C. Lyon died August
16, 1955. He was born in Bangor and has always
resided there He had degrees from Maine and
M I T Prof Lyon held membership in the Maine
Association of Engineers Surviving are his wife, a
daughter, Emily (Lyon) Hinds '34, a son, Alpheus
C , Jr. '34, and a sister. He was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity.
GEORGE WILLIAM RITTER. George W. Ritter
died on August 18, 1955. He was a practicing
lawyer in Holyoke, M ass, for 49 years prior to
retirement three years ago and specialized in title
search Attorney Ritter was a trustee and member
of the Board of Investment of the Peoples Savings
Bank, a director of the Holyoke Cooperative Bank,
and an incorporator of the Holyoke Savings Bank.
His widow survives
1903
RODNEY CLINTON DAVIS Information was
received in the Alumni Office of the death of Rodney
C Davis of Blue Island, I11, as occurring on July
10, 1955 He was employed as a draftsman in the
bridge department of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railroad. Listed as surviving are his wife and a
son. Mr. Davis was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma
Fraternity.
GEORGE HARMON HADLOCK. The alumni
office has been informed of the death of George
H Harlock on August 2, 1955 He was a resident
of Whitman, Mass For several years he was re
tired from the Railway Express Agency of South
Station, Boston. His widow survives Mr Hadlock
was a member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
1904

EDWARD EVERETT CLARKE
Edward E
Clarke died July 3, 1955, in his home town of New
Bedford, Mass. He had graduated from the Uni
versity of Maine Law School and practiced law in
New Bedford for more than 50 years During
W.W.I, he served as a government appeal agent in
the U. S. Selective Service program. A daughter is
listed as surviving
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1905

HARRY GEORGE BLAISDELL A native of
Bangor, Harry G. Blaisdell died June 19, 19j 5, fol
lowing a long illness He had lived in Corinth for
37 years doing general farming Since his retirement
in 1947, he had been residing in Bangor and was
employed as a salesman Survivors include his
widow and a daughter, Brenna (Blaisdell) Tracy 30
1906

ROY SAWTELLE BACON. In Sidney on July
9, 19j 5, Roy S. Bacon died Previous to his 31
years service with the State Department of Agricul
ture, he served with the federal and state extension
services Mr Bacon was retired on December 24,
1950. In 1939-1940 he was a state representative in
the Maine Legislature Survivors include his widow,
a daughter, three sons, and two brothers
THOMAS FRANCIS O’BRIEN. Information has
recently been obtained that Thomas F O’Brien died
in Queens Village, L. I , New York, on April 22,
1943, while employed by the Grolier Society Sur
vivors include three daughters, two sons, and twelve
grandchildren. He was a member of Sigma Chi
Fraternity.
1910

WALTER MELVILLE CHASE. On August 25,
1955, Walter M. Chase of Grosse Pointe, a Detroit
suburb, Michigan, died. He was a member of the
Parke-Davis advertising staff (a company which
manufactures pharmaceuticals, biologicals, and surgi
cal dressing) Mr Chase was a past president of
the Michigan branch of the American Pharmaceuti
cal Association and a life member of the A. Ph. A
During W.W I he served as a medical supply officer
His wife and daughter are survivors
WINTHROP HAMOR STANLEY. Winthrop H.
Stanley, a member of the Colby College faculty for
30 years, died February 22, 1955, in Waterville.
Born in Hulls Cove, he was educated in Bar Harbor,
at Farmington Normal School, University of Maine,
M I T , and Columbia. He retired in 1950 from
Colby with the rank of assistant professor of phys
ics Survivors include his wife, daughter, a sister
and a brother. He was a member of Delta Tau
Delta Fraternity.
1915

NEVA LENORE BROWNING. Miss Neva L.
Browning of Orono died on June 15, 1955 She had
been a teacher of English in the Orono schools for
38 years, resigning the earlier part of the year be
cause of ill health She received her M A degree
from the University in 1948 An aunt is listed as
surviving. Miss Browning held high offices in the
Eastern Star and Rebekah lodges
FRANK ADAMS TIRELL, JR. Frank A Tirrell,
Jr., Maine supreme judicial court justice, died June
3, 1955, at the Rockland hospital Born in Quincy,
Mass., Judge Tirrell was educated at the University
of Maine Law School and practiced law in Rock
land for 30 years He was the first Knox County
lawyer to win appointment to Maine’s higher courts
in a half century Judge Tirrell was an honorary
member of the Rockland Rotary Club, a member
of the Knox County and Maine Bar Associations,
and was a mason. Survivors include his widow and
two sisters He was a member of Phi Alpha Delta
Fraternity.
1917

CHARLES LEWIS PRATT In July of 1955,
Charles L Pratt died He was currently employed
as head gardener in charge of grounds and green
houses at the Veterans Hospital in Togus.

coness Hospital in Boston. Besides his mother, his
wife, a sister, and a brother survive him. Mr. Gold
berg was a member of Phi Epsilon Phi Fraternity
1925

EDNA HUTCHINSON MACE
The Alumni
Office was recently informed that Mrs. Hance E
Mace died in Eliot in July of 1954. No further data
is available.
JAMES EDWARD MULLIGAN James E. Mul
ligan of Washington, D. C., died July 22, 1955.
Since 1947 he was professor of electrical engineer
ing at Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester,
Mass , until early this year when he joined the re
search staff at John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
Md He held a master’s degree from M I T. and
was an instructor and assistant professor there from
1924 until 1942 Mr. Mulligan leaves two sons and
a brother as survivors He was a member of Phi
Kappa Fraternity
1930

PAUL EDWARD HICKSON Word has been
received that Paul E Hickson died June 18, 1936,
in Bangor. Mr Hickson was a native of Bangor and
a member of Phi Kappa Fraternity
ROY CYRUS SHEAN The Alumni Office has
recently been notified of the death of Roy C. Shean
as having occurred on November 4, 1927. Mr.
Shean, his brother, and three friends were drowned
in Shin Pond at Patten when their canoe overturned
in a disastrous storm He was a student at the Uni
versity at that time
1935

LILLIAN COFFIN COLLINS On September 23,
1954, Mrs Edward M Collins of Bangor died. She
was a graduate nurse of the Massachusetts Me
morial Hospital. Surviving is her husband.
1936

ALMON BIRD COOPER, JR Almon B. Cooper
of Rockland died August 7, 1955, following a brief
illness. He was part owner and operator of the
Bald Mountain Publishing Company of Rockland
Mr Cooper was very active civicly, he was an organ
izer and participant in the Maine Seafoods Festival,
a founder of the Knox County Theater Guild, a
member of the board of directors of the Camden
Hills Theater, on the board of the Boothbay Play
house, an executive in the Maine Council of Little
Theaters, and a former director of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce Surviving are his widow, a
son, a daughter, his mother, a brother, Douglas '46,
and a sister Mr Cooper was a member of Beta
Kappa Fraternity
1937

ERRALD GORDON JONES. A native of Brown
ville, Errald G Jones died on August 24, 1955. He
was a graduate of Washington State Normal School,
the University of Maine, and received his M Ed.
degree from Maine in 1947. Mr. Jones had taught
in Winn, Bar Harbor, Lincoln, Bradford, Robinson,
and Brownville Junction
Survivors include his
mother, two sisters, and two brothers
1950

PHILIP FAIRFIELD SPENCER. Philip F Spen
cer of Paoli, Pa., died August 25, 1955, at a Water
ville hospital. He was a native of North New Port
land For several years he had been the physical
education instructor at the Devereaux Schools in
Paoli, Pa His parents, wife, a son, and a daughter
survive him Mr Spencer was a member of Sigma
Nu Fraternity
ELDON EMILE JOSEPH VANIER. Eldon
V a n ier of Madawaska died August 7, 1955 Present
ly he was a wholesaler of sporting goods From
1942 to 1946 he served in the U S Navy Survivors
include his wife, a daughter, his mother, three sis
ters, and three brothers

1918

WALTER MAYO PAYSON Former Portland
corporation counsel W Mayo Payson died August
14, 1955 The South Hope native and five-term
state legislator had recently retired as executive
secretary of the Maine Medical Association For the
past year Mr Payson served as counsel for Port
lands Slum Clearance and Redevelopment Authority
He was a graduate of Colby College as well as the
University of Maine Law School Among the surviors are his widow, two sons, and a daughter
1920

ISABEL HAYDEN DYER. The Alumni Office
received word of the death of Isabel Dyer as having
occurred December 19, 1952 She was a resident of
Cape Elizabeth. Miss Dyer was a member of Phi
Mu Sorority.
1922

IRVING ALBERT GOLDBERG. Irving A. Gold
berg of Cambridge, Mass., formerly of Hartford,
Conn , died August 5, 1955, at New England Dea
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1 8 8 5 O n S e p te m b e t 16, the Friday evening of
the Freshman Week at the University,
we were all very pleased to visit the new men’s
dormitory, which opened this fall, for an open
house sponsored by the entering students who are
residing in the James N Hart Hall The new
dormitory was named Hart Hall in honor of Dean
Hart last June at the Alumni Banquet.
1 8 9 0

A 65th Reunion of the Class of 1890
was held on Commencement Week End
last June A very special banquet was held at the
Penobscot Hotel on Friday evening at which three
members of the class were present Allen C Hardi
son of Santa Paula, C a lif, Frederick Quincy of
Bangor, and George P Gould of Bangor It was
of interest to note that this class was the largest
ever to have graduated from the old Maine State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Guests
present were Dean Emeritus J Norris Hart '85,
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who had been their mathematics teacher in the
late 1880’s, President and Mrs Arthur A Hauck,
Senator and Mrs Samuel Collins ' 19 of Caribou,
Mr and Mrs. Guy Roberts '07 of Santa Paula,
C alif, Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Hardison '38 of
Caribou, and Mrs Antoinette Torrey '23 of Bangor
We were very pleased to hear, that God willing,
those class members present will be reuning for
their 70th Reunion in 1960.
1895

The late Frank H. Damon’s grandson
is a member of the freshman class at
Maine this fall Damon A. Richards hails from
49 Fairfax St , West Newton, Mass

18 9 9

Charles E Blackwell has moved in
California and now is located at 2060
Newport Blvd , Costa Mesa, Calif

1900 Edward A

Livermore has a grandson,
John P Boutilier, in the entering fresh
man class at the University John is a veteran,
having served in the Air Force
Percy L Ricker receives mail at 3740 Oliver,
N W , Washington 15, D C
1902

Arthur E. Silver has spent a fine summer
at his summer place on Bustin’s Island
Mrs Silver and their son and daughter have been
summering with him

1903M r. H arvey D

Whitney
698 Minot Ave , Auburn

Haven’t been receiving much in the way of news
for you classmates this summer and surely do
hope you will write me from time to time if you
care to keep our class column represented in the
ALUMNUS.

Late in August I drove down to Gray about 20
miles away and spent the afternoon with Geo
Freeman We had a delightful time after 53 years
of separation.
Geo. Freeman is living in Gray on Route 202.
He occupies the old homestead which has been in
the family name over 150 years Geo has tried
to keep its contours the same, but has modernized
it for present day needs Mrs Freeman has a won
derful collection of antiques, collected in their
travels over the United States Geo if you may
recall was one of the outstanding bridge engineers
in the country and has come back to Maine to
spend his remaining years
Thanks to the personal editor who informs me
that Nathan A Chase retired in 1943 from the
Remington Arms Co , llion, N Y., was one of
four New York Chemists honored as 50 year mem
bers of the American Chemical Society at the 127th
national meeting in Cincinnati on April 2, 1955.

J Frank Millay retired about four years ago
and lives near Brunswick He was one of the
owners of the Millay Homestead, one of the best
known Guernsey Cattle Farms in the East
1 90 5

Mr Ernest L Dinsmore
231 Woodford Street, Portland 5

Well, as we expected, old 1905, as per June
Maine ALUMNUS, made History, at the 80th
Alumni Reunion. Twenty-six of us were on hand
to receive our Fifty-Year Certificates from President
Hauck at the Barbecue, making ours the largest
50 year reunion croup, in number, in history. At
the Banquet on that same evening we received the
20th Century Cup for having the largest percentage
of a Twentieth Century Class registered.

On Sunday, June 12, we gathered at the Bangor
House for dinner Twenty-nine in all participated
in the final farewells closing a memorable three
days at Alma Mater
The Class held its anniversary meeting in the
Coe Room of Memorial Union Hall on Saturday
morning After remarks of welcome by President
Hilton the Class approved a contribution to the
Alumni Activities Fund, and subscriptions were
received in the amount of $360 00
The Class also voted to hold in office the same
officers who were elected at our 45th reunion in
1950. The officers are as follows
President, Horace A Hilton, 385 Union St , Ban
cor Vice President, Lester H Mitchell, Littleton,
N H Sec’y-Treas, Ernest L Dinsmore, 231 Wood
ford St , Portland 5.
It is with deep regret that we report the deaths
of Mrs Alton, wife of Ralph Alton, and Mrs.
French, the wife of Prentiss French Our sincere
svmpathy goes out to Mr Alton and Mr French
in their bereavement A letter from Joseph Crowe
states how much he regrets his inability to attend
our 50th Reunion As he says, he is getting a bit
old now and it would be a lot of driving from
Boise to Orono “ I am only good for about 500
miles per day so that would mean 6 to 8 days
going and a like amount coming back.” That’s
a lot of driving, Joe, and no doubt you used good
judgment in your decision Mr and Mrs Crowe
have three sons and a daughter John, the oldest
son, is a breeder of pure Hereford stock; Frank,
the second son, is a doctor; Charles is with the
International Harvester Co ; and Ruth is the wife
of a lawyer There are twelve grandchildren. If
any of our classmates can approach, equal, or
exceed this latter record let us hear from you.
Freeman Sampson retired from Sampson’s Insur
ance Co after forty-two years of service. He re
ceived an award for distinguished service from the
Travelers Life Insurance Co. As he says, “I re

The Class of 1902 held an informal 53rd Reunion during the University’s
80th Reunion in June. On hand for the meeting were (standing, 1. to r.) Henry
Chadhourne, Harold Carr, William Barrows, Arthur Silver; (seated, 1. to r.)
Mrs. Silver, Lida (Knowles) Smith, Cecilia (Rice) Gallagher, Mrs. Barrows, and
Mrs. Chadhourne. On campus but not in the photo were Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Mosher.
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tired from one business to the happy business of
antiques at the ‘Old Homestead,' where all friends
are welcome ”
Harry Beale retired some years ago and has been
vagabonding much of the time since He and
Mrs Beale have covered more than ninety-five
thousand miles in their trailer, visiting all of the
48 states, most of the Canadian provinces, and
much of Mexico. They are on the road at the
present time We hope to have something of in
terest to report on them later
Albert Sprague is, as he says, “Still in the edu
cational harness ” He holds the Chair of Music
Theory and Composition at the Northern Con
servatory of Music in Bangor.
What about an item of interest from you. Keep
your officers busy.

1906 Mr. Earle R. Richards

11 Parent St., So Berwick
One of our lost members, Patrick H Millane, is
retired and recently returned to Holyoke, M ass,
where he resides at 78 Lexington Ave.
Another lost member, Orville A Scudder, has
been located in his retirement at 241 South Stone
A ve, La Grange, 111. It is understood that he
usually spends the summer in the Cape Cod, Mass ,
area
Many class members wish to express sympathy
for Joanna (Colcord) Bruno in the death of her
husband, Aug. 7, 1955, in Lebanon, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Win Bearce entertained on Aug.
20 at their summer home in Bristol with a noon
luncheon for ten class members and their guests
as follows: Mr and Mrs. H W Bearce and guests,
Mr. and Mrs Dan Chase '08; Mr. and Mrs. G.
W Carlson and guests, daughter, and son G M.
Carlson '43; H. C. Elliott; Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Hoxie, Mr and Mrs. H L Karl; Mrs Gertrude
Nutter and guest, Miss Barr; Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Prince and guest, Mrs Clark, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Richards, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sherman; F J.
Simmons and guests, Mr. and Mrs Richardson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bearce, Jr , and Mrs Allison
Bearce Allen co-operated in the entertainment which
culminated in the presentation by Mrs Allison of
a cake on the occasion of her father’s birthday.
Class members, especially those who have sub
scribed, will be pleased to know that the material
for the “50th Anniversary Report of the Class
of 1906, University of Maine,” was placed with the
printers on Aug. l l .

19 07

Mr. Karl MacDonald
27 Nelson Ave , Wellsville, N. Y.
Dr. Joe K. Goodrich, 1311 Elm Street, South,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis , says he is still going strong
and hopes to make the 1957 Reunion He visited
the place in Arkansas last summer on his vaca
tion where he was married 44 years ago.
The annual class letter sent to Gordon L. Wildes
was returned to me marked “Address Expired.
Fortunately Orono was able to supply a later ad
dress and Gordon did not become a “lost” class
mate. The new address was 1345 Cordova St ,
Glendale 7, Calif I hope the classmates will re
turn the post cards I send out as I may not be as
fortunate the next time A forwarding address is
only good for two years.
Arthur R Lord, Route 1, Box 113, Palos Park,
I11 , took a trip last May to the campus of the
University of Illinois, Abraham Lincoln Memorial
Garden on Lake Springfield. New Salem State Park
(the location of the reconstructed log cabin village
in which Lincoln lived), and visited other towns
They finally ended up at Staroed Rock State Park
The trip took five days Promptly after arriving
home he developed a case of “chicken pox’ His
doctor said he had only seen one other case in a
person over 45 years of age
Frank P Holbrook writes that his health is
good and he is getting used to his retirement He
hopes in the future to work out some activities to
take up his time. He has moved to Louise Terrace
Apts #46, Chattanooga 3, Tenn. This is much
nearer to his son’s home than their former Chat
tanooga address.
Terchak F Bye has changed his address to 32
Belmeade Road, Portland 5. This new address was
supplied to me by Robie Mitchell, for I have not
heard from Terchak for a number of years.
William B Alexander, 51 Lovell Road, Melrose
76. Mass, attended the 50th Rotary International
Convention in Chicago last June. He said he had
a very fine time He called up Arnold Totman,
but he was neither at home or at his office
Mr & Mrs. Guy H. Roberts, 320 N Seventh St ,
Santa Paula, Calif, spent the summer in Alfred
They attended Commencement and also the “Little
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Reunion” at Kobs Lobster Pound, Searsport, on
Saturday, August 6
1908
Classmate Hon Raymond Fellows now
has two grandchildren at Maine Judy
White is a junior and her brother, Ralph, is an
entering freshman Their parents are John '29 and
Margaret (Fellows '31) White of 249 Kenduskeag
Ave in Bangor Raymond s address is 395 Union
St in Bangor
1 9 0 9 M r. and Mrs. James Gannett dropped
in on Mary Ellen Chase recently at her
summer home “Windswept” on Petit Manan Point
near Milbridgc, Maine. Miss Chase writes that
they had a wonderful visit and that she is “ very
proud of his contribution to our University.”
Helen (Steward) Bradstreet and husband of 655
Brooks S t , Taguna Beach, Calif , spent the summer
in Augusta and at the Andrew Wyman cottage at
Ocean Point, Boothbay They arrived too late for
Commencement, but were guests at 1907’s “Little
Reunion” at Kobs Lobster Pound, Searsport
Merton T Goodrich retired July 1, 1955, as pro
fessor of mathematics at Keene Teachers College,
Keene, N. H , after 45 years of service in the edu
cational field in Maine and New Hampshire At
the commencement exercises, he was awarded, by
the State Board of Education of N. H , the emblem
for 25 years of continuous service as a member of
the college faculty He has contributed many ar
ticles on mathematics and methods of teaching to
educational magazines, and on genealogy to histori
cal magazines, and plans to continue his writing
and the pursuit of his hobbies of meteorology, gene
alogy, and mathematical painting
1910
Mr and Mrs A Scudder Moore of 96
So Elm St , W Bridgewater, Mass , at
tended the class reunion in June Accompanying
them were their son-in-law and daughter, Barbara
(Moore) Hersey who attended her ‘tenth reunion ’
The Moores visited with the young couple in Port
land previous to the Commencement Week End
Wallace B Baylies of 26 Laurel St , Fairhaven,
Mass , is still associated with the Baylies Co , Inc ,
of Somerville
D E. Merrill of 47 Florence A v e, Norwood,
Mass , informs us that he retired from Bird &. Son,
Inc , in Dec. of 1949.
1 9 1 1 L a s t M a y George D. Bearce of Bucksport, consultant to the pulp and paper
industry, spoke to the Industrial Management Club
of Old Town The subject of his talk was ‘Plant
Management Problems in Industry ’
Seavey A Piper of Troy was elected president
of the Maine Extension Assoc last spring on the
first day of the 48th annual Farm and Home Week
at the University of Maine Active in farming all
his life, Mr Piper is presently chairman of the
Waldo County Soil Conservation District and
treas of the State Assoc Soil Conservation District.
He was a charter member of the Waldo County
Farm Bureau and has served as president of this
group At present he is a member of the board
of directors of United Farmers of New England
1 9 1 2

Elliott Paul receives mail at The Random House, 457 Madison Ave , New
York 22, N Y.
Superior Court Justice Percy T Clark, an Ells
worth Republican, was nominated to the supreme
court last June by Gov Edmund S Muskie to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of Justice Frank
A Tirrell, Jr. ' 15.

1913

Fred Hettinger is head of the Chemical
Engineering Department at Johns Hop
kins University and is doing consultant work for
several large industrial concerns as well
The new medical surgical building at Central
Maine Sanatorium at Fairfield will be named for
Dr George E Young of Skowhegan, chief surgical
consultant there for 30 years The building will
contain 62 beds, two operating rooms for major
surgery, and a complete, modern x-ray department
1 9 1 4 R ic h a rd
F Crocker, principal of the
Madawaska Training School since 1926
and associated with the school for 41 years, an
nounced his retirement as effective on September 1
Richard’s other varied duties have been a trial jus
tice for 21 years, a guide, and a woodsman
Dwight S. Chalmers of 723 East Moreland,
Phoenix, Ariz , visited the campus in September
and called on President Hauck and Fred Youngs
' 14, treasurer of the University of Maine Dwight
is currently a sales representative for School Sup
pliers, Science Research Assoc, of Chicago, I11.
1915 Martin Harvey, after studying law at
Maine and in the office of the late Chief
Justice Deasy in Bar Harbor, later became a reg
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istered pharmacist in New York In recent years
he has been the proprietor of the Harvey Depart
ment Store in Schenectady, N Y. His hobby has
been composing music, and one of his latest com
positions has been published and recorded by Rexnght Music C o , Hollywood, Calif. It is entitled
“ I Still Love You” and is available at music stores.
1916

Mrs. Evelyn W Harmon
(Evelyn Winship)
Livermore Falls
Greetings to everyone I hardly know how to
start my first Alumnus letter this fall I trust every

one had a very pleasant summer. I must say that
I went to Commencement in June and had a most
wonderful time Quite a number of members of
our class were there Some I was lucky enough to
see, but there were some I missed I do remember
seeing Myron Peabody, “ Tom” Mangan, and Fran
ccs (Dugan) Carlton. I went to the business meet
ing of the Alumni Association and saw “Tom”
Mangan, a member of 1916, elected President of
the Alumni Association. I was very glad for the
new honor for our class I read in the paper later
in the summer that he had also been elected to
the board of directors of the University of Maine

Mary Ellen Chase. Retires
Last June, as in other Junes, many
veteran educators stepped down from
their chairs for the last time. Many
long, productive, invaluable careers came
to an end.
Down at Smith College in Northamp
ton, Massachusetts, a senior Professor of
English was among the faculty members
who entered retirement from active teach
ing. But somehow we feel that relief
from a full-time teaching load only will
allow Mary Ellen Chase more time for
her many other pursuits. It certainly is
to be hoped that at least part of her re
tirement years will be spent writing more
of those delightful books.
One of the University of Maine’s most
illustrious graduates, Mary Ellen Chase
has achieved prominence in at least three
professional fields, education, writing,
and lecturing, while leading a full life
at home and traveling.
Her teaching career began in a rural
school in what is now South Brooksville,
Maine, twelve miles from her native
Blue Hill, while still an undergraduate
at Maine. After receiving the B A. de
gree in history in 1909, she moved to
the west. Nine years of teaching in west
ern schools, interrupted by her first trip
to Europe in 1913, brought her to the
University of Minnesota in 1918. There
she taught for eight years while earning
the M A. and Ph.D. degrees.
In 1926 there came an offer that Mary
Ellen Chase had long awaited. It was
an associate professorship at Smith Col
lege which she accepted immediately
and which fulfilled an ambition of long
standing: that of teaching at an eastern
women’s college, preferably Smith.
There she settled into a wonderfully
prolific period of teaching, writing, and
lecturing for more than a quarter cen
tury.
One of America’s most-loved authors,
she has produced 24 books showing equal
ability as a novelist, biographer, and
essayist. Her first published book was
His Birthday (1915); the most recent was
The White Gate (November, 1954). She
probably is best known for Mary Peters,
Silas Crockett, and Windswept. The latter
perhaps has been the most widely read,
but Miss Chase feels that Silas Crockett
is the best of the three.
She began writing at 16, producing

poetry and short stories which brought
her a collection of rejection slips. She
sold her first story while an undergradu
ate at Maine. Its subject matter was not
the State of Maine or its people, but,
surprisingly, the game of football. She
receiving $17, a princely sum to her at
the time, from American Boy magazine
for the short story.
Always a popular lecturer, Miss-Chase
for a number of years made an annual
lecture tour into the west in addition to
a full speaking schedule in the east.
She recently told a writer, “I would
far rather cook than write books, and I
may say modestly I am a rather good
cook. I do all of my own housekeeping
and cooking.
“I am very much interested in bird
study, which I have followed all my
life, and I am deeply interested in rais
ing spruces from small self-sown seedlings
to large trees. I have 50 of all sizes at
Windswept and all sown from the parent
tree.”
In 1944 Miss Chase published The
Bible and the Common Reader, revised
in 1952. This book has sold more than
100,000 copies to date. A sequel to it
will appear in November Life and Lan
guage in the Old Testament. Both books
have arisen from her course, taught for
20 years at Smith College, of The King
James Version of the Bible.

Mary Ellen Chase '09
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Pulp and Paper Foundation at the annual meeting
When Agriculture Secretary Ezra Taft Benson,
on a recent tour of Maine’s potato industry, visited
Taterstate Frozen Foods, Washburn, to get a first
hand view of what quick freezing has done for
Aroostook growers, Myron Peabody was with him.
At his suggestion the french fries were sampled
with maple syrup and the results were so pleasing
that Taterstate incorporated the idea among the
serving suggestions it prints on its packages
In July, I received a delightful letter from
Marion (Plummer) Cook of Rockland She wrote
of having a very pleasant half hour with “ Lew”
Barrows on Memorial Day in Newport I hope
that before this comes out I shall have answered
her welcome letter.
I would like to mention that I received very
generous contributions from “Tom” Mangan and
Myron Peabody to help provide stamps, stationery,
etc., to keep this secretarial work going I also
received some very lovely stationery from Caroline
Mansfield (Mrs. Everett K ) of Fryeburg I appre
ciate this help very much, and I think it is a won
derful idea to help the class secretaries in this
manner.
I sent out quite a number of letters this month,
asking for news for this issue, but was disappointed
not to receive any answers If you are unable to
get a letter to me at the time I request, send it
to me later; but be sure to write I can always use
a letter, and they are so very welcome If you
think you are too busy, I am quite a busy lady
myself. Don’t think you have nothing to write
about; you surely must have done something of in
terest in the almost forty years since we graduated
We are making a big drive to reduce our number
of “lost” members before our big fortieth Reunion
next June. We have altogether too many, nearly
100. I have sent out lists of the “lost” to quite a
number in the class, and will send out some more
soon. If you have any information about any of
the following—Harry R. Williams, Norman W.
Anderson, Randall K. Austin, Mrs. Herbert S.
Bain (Gladys Thompson), Edson W. Bartlett, Orin
K. Bellows, Mrs. Frank Benson (Grace R. Sawyer),
Carl H. Blanchard, Horace E. Boothby, Jr., or
Walter T. Brown, please write me, and I will do my
best to contact them.

1 9 1 7 F r a n c e s Wood of West Gouldsboro and
Newport, R I , was honored on Bastille
Day, July 14, at the French Consulate in Boston
when she was presented the decoration, Palmes
d'O fficer d 'A ca d en u e by Consul General de France,
M Francois Charles Ronx, for the French Govern
ment The award was in recognition of meritorious
work m teaching of the French language and French
culture She has taught French at Rogers High
School, Newport, since 1925 and has been secretary
of the A lliance Francaise in that city since its for
mation two years ago She holds the M A degree
from Brown University and has attended McGill
University summer school as well as studying
abroad.
Two new honors were added this past summer to
the long list of accomplishments of Dr Maurice
Jacobs Dr Jacobs, prominent in fraternal and
Jewish education circles, was named chairman of
the Board of Overseers of Gratz College, the oldest
Jewish teachers seminary in America He has been

Bangor Furniture Co.
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84-88 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine

HANCOCK HOUSE
W endell T . Sm a r t '35,
O w n er
Ellsworth, Maine

DAKIN’S
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Camera Supplies
Shep Hurd ' 17
M. A. Hurd '26
Bangor
Waterville
Basil Smith '40
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D e a n P e e r in g Fund
Dean Arthur L. Deering ' 12 of the
College of Agriculture and Mrs. Deering
have given the University $2,000 to es
tablish a scholarship fund.
The income from this fund, which is to
be known as the Arthur Lowell Deering
Fund, is to be used for either scholar
ships or loans to assist students in the
College of Agriculture. Character, finan
cial need, and satisfactory scholastic at
tainment are to be considered in making
awards.
Dean Deering has been serving agri
culture in Maine ever since his gradua
tion in 1912. He was successively a
county agent, county agent leader, and
Dean of Agriculture. He has held many
state, national, and international offices
and committee appointments.
He was active for many years in the
General Alumni Association of which he
was president for four years. In 1938
he was awarded the Alumni Service Em
blem for outstanding service in the Uni
versity through the association.
Dean and Mrs. Deering have four
children, all of whom are graduates of
the University.

secretary and treasurer of the school, and his
election came on the eve of the completion of 10
years of service to the college Dr Jacobs was also
elected during the summer as executive vice presi
dent of the American Jewish Historical Society to
reorganize that body which he has served six years
as treasurer

1918 Raymond H Lovejoy of Acton, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
fieldman for York, Cumberland, Oxford, and Frank
lin counties, was presented a pin and a certificate
denoting 30 years of service with the U S De
partment of Agriculture The presentation was
made at a recognition dinner in Bangor in July
He served as agricultural agent for the Maine Ex
tension Service in Oxford and York counties for
20 years before becoming A S C. fieldman in 1945.
Ferdinand Penley of Hartford, Conn , was a
campus visitor in September
He retired from
teaching about two years ago, but still operates a
girls camp ‘Penco’ on Lake Cobbosseecontee in
West Winthrop, Maine.
1920

Miss M Eleanor Jackson
1230 Chamber of Commerce Bldg
80 Federal St , Boston 10, Mass
Ed Hacker of Portland, president and treasurer of
Ballard Oil and Equipment Co , attended the 33rd
American Convention of the Oil Heat Institute of
America in April He was honored at that time by
being presented with “The Igniters Award " by
O H I president, Paul Addams
Ed is the second New England Oil distributor to
receive this award The conferment speech lauded
him for his “distinguished work in promoting the
welfare of the oil heat industry as a whole ” Ed is
entitled to use the title “ Igniter—builder of Oil
Heat ”
Ed has been a worker for the oil industry He is
past president and advisory board member of Oil
Heat Institute of New England, former director of
O H I of America, director of the New England
Oil Industries Information Committee, member of
the Fuel Oil Committee, Division of Marketing, of
American Petroleum Institute, director of the
Maine Petroleum Industries Committee, and first
president of the Maine Fuel Oil &. Equipment
Dealers Association
In addition to all this he holds honorary member
ship in the Supreme Council 33rd Degree Mason,
Maine Consistory, Kora Shrine, and Portland
Commandery, director of the Maine State Chamber
of Commerce, Portland Rotary, Woodfords and
Cumberland Clubs, and treasurer of the Greater
Portland Girl Scout Council
A long delayed report on Frank and Ethelyn
(Percival '24) Howard of 81 Hillsdale Rd , Medford,

Mass. Frank is electrical supervisor at the Boston
Naval Ship Yard. On February 5th he gave a talk
on Naval Aviations for the Sarah Bradlee Fulton
Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution,
at the Royall House Slave Quarters.
Ethelyn, a D. A. R. member, served as program
chairman She was in charge of a costume parade
put on by children and grandchildren of members.
The children represented outstanding patriotic per
sons m American history and literature.
Verne Beverly and his wife of Presque Isle, left
June 19th in the summer of 1954 for Fort Collins,
Colo. Verne, extension agent for Aroostook, at
tended Summer Extension School until July 16th.
After the summer sessions he and Mrs. Beverly
visited potato areas in Colorado, Idaho, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and New
York States.
Verne is serving on the Extension programs com
mittee of the National Association of County Agri
cultural Agents for 1955.
We have a news clipping dated February 23, 1955,
from Wilmington, Mass. It starts off, “W. Linwood
Chase, Dean of the Boston University School of
Education and one of the most noted educators in
New England, is to speak after the open house at
the Wildwood School next Monday evening ” Dean
Chase will have as his topic, “The Educational
Program in School and Home.”
Linwood is an exceptionally fine speaker and is
most generous of his talents for teachers clubs and
P. T. A. groups He holds the record for 1920 in
number of grandchildren so does know from practi
cal experience about the topics he spoke on at
Wilmington.
In April our own Flossie (Chandler) Clark was
written up in a paper. There is an excellent picture
of her in her laboratory at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital.
The big black headlines read “Orono Woman,
Cured of Cancer, Carries on Laboratory Work at
Eastern Maine General Hospital.”
The article goes on to tell how Flossie, a farmer’s
wife, back in April of 1940, discovered as the result
of a tissue test that she had cancer, and how she
had an operation, radium treatments, and now con
tinued check-ups.
Flossie has had a varied career of teaching all
subjects from kindergarten to graduate university
students, being a bacteriologist at the University, a
farmer’s wife, and now a laboratory technician
And in this work of testing tissues she says,
“Needless to say, I take a very personal interest in
my work.”
Flossie, a modest person, has tried through con
senting to such a newspaper write-up to give to
others a confidence, a removal of fear about cancer.
Harry Butler, M D. of 77 Broadway, Bangor, has
been in practice in Bangor since 1928 He special
izes in ear, nose, throat, bronchoscopy, and plastic
surgery of head and neck
Harry is a Phi Beta Kappa He has been honored
by receiving a diploma from the American Board
of Otolargnology and being elected a member of
the American Academy of Plastic Surgery (for
head and neck) and American Academy of Ophthalnology and Otolaryngology Harry is a member and
past president of the Penobscot County Medical So
ciety, the Maine and American Medical Association,
New England Otoloryngological and American Laryngological Rhinological and Otological Societies.
He is currently listed in W ho's Who in the East
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Like most busy men Harry has found the time to
be active in civic affairs having served as a member
and chairman of the school committee, first board
of directors of Bangor-Brewer Community Chest, a
corporate member of Penobscot Savings Bank,
trustee of All Souls Church, and assistant deputy
No 3 C D
_
Harry is a member of the Phi Gam Club of New
York City, a 32nd Degree Mason, Shrine Anah
Temple, Penobscot Country Club, Tarratine Club,
City Club, Bangor Medical Club and Executive's
Club.
He served in both World Wars I and ll From
1942 to 1946 he was back in the service as a Colonel
in the M C and 18 months in E T O We arc justly
proud to claim you, Harry, as one of our own
Betty (Mills) Towner of 560 Orange St , New
Haven, Conn , has two sons and four grandchildren
She is clinical secretary at the Child Study Center
of Yale University Betty wrote a note to Kid in
March telling him of her younger son, Ed, having
bulbar polio in September of 1954 You will all
be glad to know he is responding to therapy treat
ment Betty has a summer home in Surry and re
quests that any of us call to see her when in that
vicinity Too late for this season, Betty, but you
may be inundated the summer of 1956
Frank E. Barton, M D of 29 Bay State Road,
Boston, Mass , graduated with us in 1920 but started
with the class of 1921. He just breezed through in
three years He couldn't be with us in June be
cause he is serving his second term as President of
the Boston University Alumni Association
Frank’s specialty is general surgery He is as
sistant professor of surgery at Boston University
Medical School He holds the distinction of being
a Fellow of the American Society of Surgeons, a
member of the Boston Surgical Society, a member
in the Suffolk District and Newton Medical Socie
ties, and in the American and Massachusetts Medi
cal Associations Frank established the first blood
bank in Massachusetts at Mass Memorial
He is a member of Alpha Kappa Kappa and
S A E , Algonquin Club of Boston, and Brae Burn
Country Club of Newton He is also a trustee of
Boston University
Vinton Harkness of 48 Wilde Road, Waban,
Mass (married to Ethel Packard '22) is manager
of the diesel engine dept of the Boston Branch of
Fairbanks Morse and Company Vinton is a mem
ber of the American Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers He belongs to the Rotary Club
of Boston, Propeller Club—Port of Boston, New
England R.R Club, and Camden Yacht Club of
Maine
Edna (Rumill) Hysom of 16 Heckle Street,
Wellesley Hills, Mass., wrote on the back of her
questionnaire that she and Ross ' 18 had celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary with a trip to Ber
muda They have two daughters Gail spent the
summer of 1954 with the Smith Chamber Singers
They gave concerts across Europe from London to
Istanbul. Gail has been working for the American
Cancer Society but is planning to study for her
master’s degree in Public Health this year at H ar
vard. She is engaged to Roderick Gould of Roches
ter, N Y , who is studying for his doctorate at
Harvard.
The younger daughter, Joanne, is in her last year
at Wheaton She spent this last summer in Europe
Joanne is engaged to Holyoke Whitney of Dedham,
a student at Harvard.
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Edna is a Gray Lady at the West Roxbury V A.
Hospital and works with patients at a Polio Con
valescent Home in Wellesley.
1 9 2 1

Mrs H arold P. Wood
(Leta Weymouth)
North Berwick
Not much news to start the year with—I d be
pleased to hear from any of you with news of
yourselves or other classmates
Orville M Emery of Charlotte 3, N. C , now lives
at 2226 Cumberland Ave
1 9 2 2
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Mrs Albert E. Libby
innie Norell)
55 Bayview Ave , So Portland
Hope everyone is back to normal after success
fully eluding the record heat, auto accidents, and
floods of last summer I felt grateful to have
escaped with only minor inconvenience the flood
disaster, while visiting in Worcester with the parents,
Douglas ' 53 and Anne (Libby ' 53) Kneeland, of my
newest granddaughter, Libby
Strange that no answers to my letters in time tor
this issue should prove an advantage as there is now
space to include some profound observations of
our Dr Spurgeon English, the keynote speaker at
the recent New England Health Institute at Colby
College, on the Institute theme “ Light Houses in
a Changing World ” He said “ Home is the great
basic source of light in this changing world The
progress of mankind cannot continue if child rear
ing is indifferently thought of as a by-product of
a race through life for fame, fortune, careers and
Cadillacs” He continued, “ Rather than spending
such tremendous sums in patching, propping up
and rehabilitating those who are handicapped by
ignorance, misunderstanding, and neglect, should we
not begin to spend money on teaching the essentials
which go into building the mature and happy human
personality? More enlightened family life will be
the solid, dependable beacon of direction for the
young toward health that will in turn be a source
of direction and security to others ’’ The full
speech was an inspiration.
Carl and Bee (Cleaves ' 23) Stevens have done a
commendable job of getting their four children on
their own and have indulged themselves in a pleas
ure trip this summer From Chicago they thoroughly
enjoyed a Cook’s Tour to Los Angeles, Yosemite,
San Francisco, Portland (Oregon), Vancouver, Lake
Louise, and Banff A year ago, smartly realizing the
degree of lateness, they visited national Parks
Their son Bob ' 50 and wife with their three children
are moving to Hopedale, Mass , where he is to be
principal of the high school They have an added
interest in our thirty-fifth reunion since their young
est graduates from Maine in '57
Rep John Quinn has announced that he will be
a candidate for the post of House Speaker m the
1957 Maine Legislature. Tho a freshman legislator,
he has “ actually participated in debate on several
major issues and evinced much interest in the
legislature business.”
Harold H Hopkins is farming in Fort Fairfield
He has three children and four grandsons.
Please remember that no news is not good news
to my ears. Do contribute to keep this column
alive.
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Mrs Norman E Torrey
(Toni Gould)
9 Poplar Street, Bangor
It was so good to see Harriet (Weatherbee) True
and her husband. Sterling, this summer when they
were East They continue to own and operate oil
wells in Oklahoma and their residence is at 2619
So Boston Place, Tulsa.
George A. Vose, who is Assistant Treasurer at
the Eastern Trust & Banking Co. here in Bangor,
has been elected first vice president of the BangorBrewer Lions Club. He resides with his family at
5 Wingate Court.
Had a nice chat with the Carlton Martins. They
have moved to Falmouth Foreside (mailing ad
dress. Route 4, Depot Road, Portland, Maine).
They have one son and a grandson. Carlton retired
last fall as Pres & Treas, of the Portland Buriel
Case Co.
Henry L Doten, business manager of the Uni
versity, was elected vice president of the National
Federation of College & University Business Officers
Assoc during the first quinquennial assembly of
that group at Estes Park, C o lo , last June The
Association is made up of six member groups rep
resenting various phases of educational finance
administration. Henry served on the audit and
resolution committee.
Rear Adm & Mrs Frank W Fenno, Jr., were at
the University in June attending the graduation
exercises of their son, Frank 3rd. The latter was
commissioned in the Army and went on active duty
during the summer. The Admiral left immediately
for Formosa where he is chief of staff of the
Formosa Liaison Center. Needless to say all of

us 1923ers are terribly proud of our distinguished
classmate and his fine family of three sons Their
home address is Westminster, Mass
1924

Mrs Clarence C Little
(Beatrice Johnson)
Box 558, Bar Harbor
Dear Classmates
Here we go again into an academic year During
the summer the following tidbits of news have ac
cumulated
Carl L Beal, who lives on Kendrick Lane, Hunt
ington, Long Island, N Y., was the subject of a
fascinating article in The Long Islander dated June
16, 1955 Carl and a friend flew 5,000 miles through
Northern Alaska on a hunting trip looking for
North American big game. Carl shot a huge polar
bear among other game Many adventures occurred
including the rescue of two men who had crashlanded in a remote spot Carl is a technical con
sultant for the Akron P reform Mold Company
Howard Bowen of Hallowell has been elected
president of the Maine Congress of Parents and
Teachers Congratulations, Howard
Theodore J Vaitses, Republican member of the
Massachusetts Legislature, was the subject of a
colorful article in the Boston Herald on April 24,
1955. He is in the investment business with Hayden
Stone and Co in Boston During his youth Ted
had jobs in just about every field of work from
paper boy to tax expert in Wall Street
Albion King Wallace has been appointed plant
supervisor for the State of New Hampshire by the
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. His
headquarters will be at Manchester, N. H He has
been maintenance supervisor for the N E T e l and
Tel with headquarters in Bangor He took time
out for World War II service, but otherwise has
been with the company since the twenties
Leslie E Fayles has been promoted to assistant
superintendent of the sulphite division of the Pe
nobscot Chemical Fibre Company He lives at 205
Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
Stanton L Swett has just completed summer train
ing at the Army’s Transportation School at Fort
Eustis, Virginia He is Lieutenant-Colonel in the
reserve army He lives at 799 East Street, Dedham,
M ass, and is employed by the New Haven Rail
road in Boston
It pleased me immensely to find that one of our
science apprenticeship students at the Jackson Lab
oratory this summer was the son of the late John
Coffey of our class. John, J r , has already won
honors for his biological achievement although he is
only a junior in high school We hope to make a
medical or biological researcher of him His mother
is Mrs Muriel Coffey, and they live at 45 Union
Street, Watertown, Mass Our class has helped
this lad with financial aid and his own fine work
helped win a summer scholarship at Jackson Lab
oratory.
This is a long column for old-timers like us.
Keep up the good work of sending news items.
The older we get, the more precious are old friends.
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Mrs Merrill Henderson
(Anne Thurston)

Queechee, Vermont
Time flies. Only a few months ago we were plan
ning for our 30th Reunion which is now a thing
of the past. There were about thirty of us on cam
pus, but many faces we had hoped to see, were
missing. May I remind you that the success of this
column for the next five years depends upon your
cooperation. Please drop me a card with any bit
of news concerning yourself or any other classmate.

We have a new class President “ Chet” Baker
who lives in Waterville He is the State Y M C A .
Secretary of Maine. “ Chet” just observed his twen
ty-fifth anniversary with the Y M C A with an open
house party at his home. A surprise medal by the
State President Bryant L. Hopkins ' 17
Our new “ Veep,” “Ting” Abbott, is National
Educational Adviser of Alpha Tau Omega.
Velma Oliver, who has served as our Treasurer
since 1940, is manager of Women’s Housing at
the University
After twenty-five years in the telephone industry,
Laurence Blethen has taken a contract job with
the New York State Public Service Commission.
He is married and has three children.
Oral Hardy retired from Federal Service in Oc
tober '52, intending to migrate with the others in
the fall. Quote—“ Maine is O K. in July and Au
gust, but the Indians were smart enough to get out ”
Leona (Reed) McDonald, having served as a
member of the Board of Trustees of Lee Academy
the past ten years, was reelected to a six year term
We were glad that Amory Houghton, Jr., was
able to be with us for this reunion He is now
Special Agent for Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.
of Portland, working from Belfast.
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Mrs Albert D Nutting
(Leone Dakin)
17 College Hgts., Orono
George W. Frye of Harrington is serving as a
member of the Agricultural Advisory Council of
the University for a five-year term. He has about
300 acres of blueberry land and is one of the
leading processors in Washington County He has
served as a member of the Maine Legislature and
is a member of the University Blueberry Advisory
Committee, a county commissioner, and active in
church and town affairs. Two of his daughters are
recent graduates, Joan (Frye '48) Meserve and
Jeanne (Frye '52) Begley
1 9 2 7 Mrs Robert Thaxter
(Edith O’Connor)
159 Fountain St , Bangor
We seem to have a dearth of information to
publish for '27ers We’ll list the class officers and
to the one you know the best, send your newsy
letter to keep the class columns in the successive
issues of the Alumnus. Paul Lamoreau is our
president; his address is 9 Hillside Ave , Presque
Isle. Our vice prexy is Earle Webster of 93 Nor
way Rd., Bangor, his wife, Margaret (Preble) Web
ster, is secretary Al Nutting of 17 College Hgts ,
Orono, is the man with our bank account
The class executive committee consists of George
Dow of 100 Bennoch Rd , Orono, Richard Dolloff
of 41 Forest A ve, Orono, and Sally (Palmer)
Bogan of 32 Myrtle St., Orono
Now this gives you a real fine variety of mem
bers to correspond with—get out those pens and
write or if you’re fortunate enough to have a sec
retary dictate a letter today.

1928

Mrs. William B. Ledger
(Emma Thompson)
75 Woodmont Street, Portland 4

What a short summer, but what a lovely one!
Once again thanks to the Alumni Office for most
of my news.

Fred Chandler was kind enough to return one
of the cards I sent out Fred is Research Professor
for the University of Mass He is stationed in
East Wareham where the cranberry research is con
ducted He works on soils, fertilizer and drainage
A past president and treasurer of the local Kiwanis
and an ardent photographer, gardener and traveler
They have two daughters, Margaret, the older is
entering Bates this fall Her interests are history,
literature, and languages Betty enters eighth grade
this fall Maybe we can get her to go to Maine
Remember Robert Henderson? He started with
us. He married Bertha Cardell of Guantanmo City,
Cuba, on March 3. They will make their home in
Windsor Bob is employed by the Guy Gannett

Pub Co Kennebec Journal, Augusta. He is a
member of the Windsor, Maine, Church, Dirigo
Lodge A.F &A.M. of Weeks Mills, Windsor Grange,
and the National Grange.
Another wedding Bill Viles and Elsie Pike of
Augusta were married in April at Hagerstown, Md.
They are residing at 71 Stone S t, Augusta. Bill is
treasurer of the C M Rice Paper Co and of Viles
Timberlands Inc He is also past pres, of the
Maine State Golf Assn and of the New England
Golf Assn , and what is more he is the current
Augusta Country Club Golf Champion.
Dr Matthew E Highlands, food technologist
for the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, has
been named head of the station’s new dept, of
food processing Mat received his master’s degree
from MI T . in 1934 and his Ph D from the Univ,
of Mass in 1951 He has been closely associated
with the food processing industry as a bacteriologist
with the Frigidaire C orp , food technologist for
the Palo Products Co in Puerto Rico, manager
of research and processing for Friend Bros , Inc.,
in M ass, officer in charge of the fruit and veg.
products branch of the Subsistence and Research
Development Lab. for the Armed Services and
Production, and manager for the Lange Canning
Corp of Eau Claire, Wis. To put it bluntly it looks
like he checks on about everything we all eat.
Mabel (Kirkpatrick) Folsom made real news by
being appointed Extension Service Home Demon
stration Agent for Knox and Lincoln Counties
effective July 1 However, the latest and best news
about Mabel is that Glenn is home from Korea
and is to do graduate work at our dear old U. of
M this fall. Mabel is busy, enjoying her work as
well as judging 4-H work and planning new con
tests for next year!
My son Bill was much pleased to receive a very
nice letter from Chas Crossland after he won the
National Safe Driving Road-E-O. We thought it
was so nice of such a busy man.
Do write me news before you get so old you can’t.
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Miss Barbara Johnson
32 Orland S t, Portland

Greetings! It doesn’t seem possible that another
year is underway. This year I have a directory of
all your addresses, so hope to contact each of
you. Don’t wait to hear from me though, please
send in any news about yourselves.

I have some information about Robert Moulton,
given me by his sister, Marjorie Murphy of South
Portland Bob’s address is Center Square, Pa. He
is connected with the Allen Iron and Steel Co He
is married to the former Mildred Fifield of North
Conway, N H They have three sons, Herbert, 19,
who is serving with the Army in Germany, John,
16, and David, 14, who are high school students.

Alumni Earn Advanced Degrees
Forty-seven Maine alumni received advanced degrees at the University's 105th
Commencement in August. The alumni who received degrees are listed below by classes.
Unless otherwise indicated, the degree received was Master of Education.
1917—Grace (Bristol) Coffin
1924— Louise (Messer) Mayo
1931—Stuart C. Chaplin, Frederick L Mossier
1938—George R. Shaw
1940— Lois E. Stinson
1941— Eloise P. Simpson
1944— M. Elizabeth McCarthy, Carrie H. Rowe
1947— Andrew M. Laughton, Ray E. Oliver
1948— Robert H. Look, Austin W. Miller
1949— Joseph H. Cameron, LaRoy A Derby, Bernard W Dubay, Lawrence R.
Dunn, William M. Lund, Stanley W. Peterson, Earl H. Ramsey, Ethel H.
Sprague, Mildred H. Thayer
1950— Stanwood A. Adley, Charles H. Broomhall, Lloyd F Capen, Leo W. Dona
hue, Philip Q. Flagg, Howard S. Hodgdon, Donald C Lerch, Verne L.
McDonald, Lowell S. Osgood, Ferdinand R Romano, Ronald E. Susee
1951— Dodd E. Roberts, M.A. in education; Francis P. Lynch, M.A. in history;
Lawrence E. Robinson, M S. in pulp and paper technology, Emmett R.
Stevens, Caswell W. Wood.
1952— Moody W Flint, Vivienne (Wing) Page, Harvey O. Piper
1953— John J. Canavan, M.A. in psychology; Joseph J. Majors, M A. in psychology
1954— Colwyn F. Haskell, M S. in chemical engineering; Bernard E. Majani, M.S.
in chemical engineering
1955— Neil G. Clarke, M S. in pulp and paper technology
OCTOBER, 1955

Bob has gained national fame by his hobby—rais
ing and training springer spaniels He travels all
over the country judging field trials. He’s also
active in local civic affairs, has been a member of
the school board and is prominent in Boy Scout
work.
Whitney (Gabe) Wheeler is District Director of
Internal Revenue for the District of Maine. He
has been in the Internal Revenue Service for 21
years, and has been Maine Director for nearly three
years He is married to the former Virginia Drinkwater of Rockland They have one daughter, Eliza
beth, who is 12 Gabe has been active in civic
activities and at present is president of the Augusta
YMCA and is a director of the newly formed
Augusta Community Chest His business address
is 221-227 State St, Augusta.
The Right Reverend Gerald Francis Burrill, Bishop
of Chicago, was home this summer and preached
one Sunday at St John’s Episcopal Church in Ban
gor Frank was graduated from General Theologi
cal Seminary after Maine. He was ordained a dea
con in 1932 and a priest in 1933. He has served
in parishes in New York and Pennsylvania. He was
an official in the National Council and served as
Suffragan Bishop of Dallas, Tex , before taking his
present position
Another summer visitor was Dr. Philip Marsh,
professor of English at Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio Phil is on leave from Miami University and
is doing research at Harvard. He taught at the
Harvard summer session.
Edward G. Kelley is a research chemist with the
United States Department of Agriculture with the
Bureau of Agriculture and Industrial Chemistry, at
Mermaid Lane and Ardmore Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa His residence address is Swedesford Rd., No.
Wales, Pa., RD.
Hollis W. Garey is merchandising manager for
the Portland Sears Roebuck and Co He has been
with Sears Roebuck for 22 years and with the Port
land store for the past two years. Hollis’s wife is
the former Dorothy Mincher of Bangor. They have
a daughter, Marietta, who will enter Maine this
fall. Their present address is 229 Cottage Rd., So.
Portland. Before coming to the local store the
Gareys were in Bath for ten years, and while there,
they developed a deep interest in boating and
yachting.
Mary (Weimer) Ryerson lives at 44 Leonard S t,
Portland. They have two daughters, Patricia who
will enter Simmons College this fall and Nancy,
who is a student nurse at the Maine Medical Cen
ter. Mary has been active in PTA, Girl Scouts
and in the activities of the Central Square Baptist
Church.
Mary brought me up to date on Myrtle (Walker)
Dow, who lives in Orono, where her husband
George is director of the Experiment Station. They
have three daughters, Margaret, who was gradu
ated last June from Maine and will do graduate
work in the Middle West, Barbara, an upperclass
man at Maine, and Betty, who will enter the fresh
man class.
Ella (Bulmer) O’Hearon lives in Bangor. Her
address is MRA, Bangor, Maine. They have three
daughters, Patricia, who is working in Worcester,
Mass., Deborah, who is married, and Margaret, who
is working in Bangor
1930

Mrs Ernest J. Pero
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Ave., Westboro, Mass

Here and there I’ve gathered a few bits of news,
but you must help me to do this job as you want
it done. Don’t depend on the Alumni Office to
keep me informed. I’d like to hear from you per
sonally.

Sylvia (Gould) Traube M D may be reached at
Box 338, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Co
lumbia University.
Ed Hunt lists his address as Adams Mills, Ohio.
Andrew Smith is at 134A Elm S t, Andover,
Mass
Alice Bagley of 25 East 18 Ave, Denver, Colo.,
after a bout with pneumonia at Christmas time is
able to return to work. Sorry she had to miss re
union.
Ed Vose sent his regrets from 2119 North West
32 Street, Miami 42, Fla.
C Munro Getchell (Jerry) taught speech classes
at the University of Mississippi this summer. His
children are Ellen, 7, and Charles Munro IV, age 2
Becky (Mathews) McBride’s son graduated from
high school in June and will enter the University
of Michigan this fall.
W. Adrian Cassidy M D has moved to Monte
rey County Hospital, Salinas, Calif.
Does it seem possible? Ralph A Corbett has
completed 25 years of service on the faculty of
the University—in extension work. At present he
is Extension Dairyman.
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Miss Angela Miniutti
Lt. Col. Milledge Beckwith has been transferred
7 Catell Street, Apt 5, Bangor
from Ft. Devens to the 1st Arctic Research De
John
Barry
has announced that he will seek retachment at Ft. Churchill, Manitoba, Canada, as
election to the Bangor City Council in the October
Commanding Officer. Glad he could be at reunion
municipal election John, who is affiliated with the
and hope he enjoys his new post.
P J Byrnes Insurance Company, has served six
Franklin (Prexy) Pearce and William Quigley,
years
on the City Council During this time, he
Malden, M ass, realtors and insurance men. have
has shown much interest in municipal affairs and
joined forces as Pearce and Quigley Associates at
has served on the important finance committee
6 Pleasant Street Good luck in this new venture.
Best wishes for your reelection, John
Lyman Abbott has recently resigned as manager
Clarine (Coffin) Grenfell of Watertown, Conn ,
of the Drive-In Branch of Framingham National
recently entertained the Waterbury, Conn , Branch,
Bank
AAUW,
of which she is a member, with readings
John MacKenzie is a plant engineer, living at
of some of her original verse “ From Four to 44.”
860 Prospect Dr., Stratford, Conn.
Clarine is a teacher of dramatic arts at the Wood
James and Kay (Buck '29) Booker and their son,
bury High School
are residing in the Netherlands for two years Jim
Pauline McCready, who is now director of the
is head of a team of engineers from Diamond Al
Crotchet Mountain Children’s Rehabilitation Cen
kali Research and Technical Center that is build
ter
at Greenfield, N H , recently visited relatives in
ing a soda ash industry for the Dutch His address
Bangor.
is James F Booker, Oude Deldenerweg 200,
Dr J R Moody (spouse of Doris Baker) of
Boekela, O. Netherlands
Newport, R I , has other interests besides his pro
Earl D. Taft of Uxbridge, Mass , was program
fession of dentistry and his passion for antique
chr. of the 81st reunion of the Taft family on the
cars During this summer he made his second ap
site of the original homestead, August 20
pearance as guest conductor of the band at the
Bea (Carter) Cushman was elected Treasurer of
New England Music Camp at Oakland, Maine I
the Acadia Section New England Region Girl
quote from a recent newspaper article “A profi
Scouts at the annual meeting last spring
cient performer as well as director, Dr Moody
Eugene (Red) Vail has been promoted to com
plays the baritone horn and bass violin He had
mercial supervisor of N E Tel and Tel. at Springhis own band while a student at Rhode Island State
field, Mass
University His children are musical and enjoy
Bernard (Bucky) Berenson, coach at Chelsea,
participating in the New England Camp programs ”
M ass, High School for many years, was voted
I saw Doris once this summer when the family
the Bouquet of the Week by the Chelsea Record in
was on its summer vacation in Maine She said
May 1955. His daughter, Judy, is a student at
that two of their children were at the music camp
Maine, and all the family was there for reunion.
this summer
The “ Father of the Year” in Charleston, W Va ,
Charles L Puffer has accepted a new position as
was Charles Coughlin. His picture with his wife,
superintendent of schools of the Kittery-York Union
Izzy O’Connor '27, and family of five daughters
Number One, after having been superintendent of
and two sons was really something Charles has • the school union consisting of Paris, Hebron, and
been employed by the Appalachian Electric Com
Woodstock for the past ten years
pany in Charleston since 1943.
This will supplement the item that appeared in
the May '55 issue of the A lum nus regarding Law
1931
Mrs. Sam Sezak
rence
R Sweetser’s promotion He is now man
(Ethel Thomas)
ager of the applications laboratory of the lighting
4 Gilbert St , Orono
division of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc He will
My mailbag from classmates is mighty low
make his office at Sylvania’s Lighting Division
Next month I’m going to try and cover some of
headquarters
at 60 Boston Street, Salem, Mass
the alumni from the ranks of '31 who have sons
Lawrence formerly taught mathematics at Orono
or daughters entering the University this fall
and Presque Isle High Schools, and was also an
Tommy, our son, is now enrolled in the Class
instructor in electrical engineering at the Univer
of 1959 He’s living up on campus in Dunn Hall,
sity of Maine He joined Sylvania in 1943 as a
and a bit of interest, he’s being coached in fresh
project engineer He worked on the proximity fuse
man football by his father.
project which was conducted at the company’s Ips
Won’t others of you with offspring in the Class
wich plant during the war
of 1959 drop me a line giving all the news, so that
I can write it for my November column?
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Greetings to you all. I hope you had a grand
summer. It was a hot one for us in Orono.

What have you folks been doing during the past
few months? Not one news item came from the
Alumni Office I assume that we are a livelier
bunch than that would indicate
I did have a letter from Tom Desmond with the
startling news that he has left us here in New
England and moved to Chicago where Dupont has
transferred him The only address that we have
for him so far is E I Du Pont de Nemours, 4251
S Crawford Ave , Chicago 32, I11 We will cer
tainly miss him here
Letters from John Wilson, Ted Prescott, and Ed
Giddings arc all enthusiastic about the response we
have had from '33ers to the letters we sent out We
think it is an excellent beginning Thirty have
pledged or donated to the class fund so far Here
they are John Wilson, Philip Gregory, Max Rubin
John Bankus, L Muriel Tripp, Samuel Bachrach,
Samuel Calderwood, Marjorie Murphy, John Mc
Carthy, Don Wilson, Virginia (Berry) Humphrey
Herbert Lewis, Harvey McGuire, Julius Pike, Don
Coggins, Ted Prescott, Edwin Giddings, Phyllis
(Black) Ross, Joseph I Penley, C Alvin Jagels,
Thomas Desmond, Beatrice Titcomb, Elizabeth
(Tryon) Libby, Carl Hurd, Clarence Bradbury
Evelyn (Gleason) Rawson, Monroe Romansky, Fred
erick Burke, Arthur Forrestal, and Evelyn (Plum
mer) Miller Let's keep the list growing!
I’m waiting to hear of your summer events to
keep our column full of news.

1934 Miss
1 2 3

it’sHOOD’S
ICE CREAM
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Mrs Winthrop C Libby
(Bettv Tryon)
14 Spencer St , Orono
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Claire Sanders
Main S t, Orono

It doesn’t seem possible that it’s time to be writ
ing your news column again! Hope you all had a
good summer. It was a hot one in Maine.

Mary K Maker, daughter of Mr and Mrs Ed
ward Rand of Unity, and Alpheus C Lyon, Jr
were married on June 15 They will reside in Orono The bride has been teaching in the Bangor
area Al is associated with the Technology Experi
ment Station on campus

Mary Whitten, daughter of Richard ' 31 and Emily
(Elmore) Whitten, received a degree of associate
in medical science from Colby Junior College last
spring. She was active in extracurricular activities.
Both parents are deceased and Mary lives with her
maternal grandparents, Mr and Mrs Henry El
more of Manchester, Maine.
E Merle Hildreth received the degree of M Ed.
from Worcester State Teacher’s College in June
He did his thesis in the field of character educa
tion Merle said in his letter that it took him more
than three years to complete the work because he
was filling a full-time job as Scout Executive in
the Worcester Area Council of Boy Scouts
Frances (Morrison) Arnold has been appointed to
teach Latin at Central Junior High School, Wey
mouth, Mass She received a Fulbright Scholarship
for ten weeks to travel and study in Italy and
France this summer.
Hayden S Rogers has assumed the responsibility
of operating the two hydro-electric generating sta
tions of the Rumford Falls Power Co Hayden
has been with the company since 1945 Before that
he was employed by the Central Maine Power
Co and by the U S Navy at the Bath Iron
Works
Aldo A Bartlett has recently accepted employ
ment as engineer in the Department of Public Works
in Wakefield, Mass Previously he was employed
as an engineer by the Stone & Webster Engrg.
Corp. and by a New York firm as field engineer on
construction work
Mrs Thomas McGuire
(Agnes Crowley)
209 W 107 St , Apt 3-W,
New York, N Y

E d i t o r N o t e : Ruth Shurtleff
Goodwin, acting secretary o f the
twentieth reunion class meeting,
asked us on behalf of the 1935 Class
to insert the followings
1. The Class of 1935 would like
to send their thanks for the lovely
little orchids that Warren Flagg
sent from Hawaii.
2. Carl Whitman moved that a
vote of thanks be given to Agnes
Crowley McGuire for the fine work
she has done for the past 20 years
as secretary of the class and that
the class try to give her more sup
port in the future by sending news
to her.

Pauline (Budge) Estes was one of 73 Maine
homemakers who traveled to Chicago by bus in
August to attend the annual meeting of the Na
tional Home Demonstration Council Mrs. Estes,
a part-time Extension Service worker, was in
charge of preliminary arrangements for the nineday excursion
Kenneth J Kimball has changed addresses in
Chicago and is now at c/o Vicking Corp , 400 W.
Madison St , Chicago 6, I11
1936

Mrs Edwin P Webster, Jr
Phyllis Hamilton)
258 Norway Rd , Bangor
Here’s the whereabouts of two classmates
Dr Donald G Johnson resides at 122 East 78
St , New York, N Y
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James '34 and Margaret (Sewall) Page are ad
dressed via Box 575, Caribou
Mrs. Gordon B Raymond
(Barbara Lancaster)
37 Glenwood Ave , Portland
Here we are back again and starting a new year
after a grand summer or at least that is what I
have to say about it1 It was easy to keep cool on
hot days by going to the beach where Dale, Dana,
and I spent most of our days—of course Gordon
enjoyed our beach week-ends, too
As many of you probably know Hal '36 and
Henny (Cliff) Woodbury have spent the past two
summers being ‘aunt’ and ‘uncle' to the younger
‘fry’ at the Wavus Camps in Jefferson, Maine, where
John and Bob have been campers Henny and
Woodie came to Portland to call on us briefly dur
ing one of their weekly free days We never did
get together for a picnic with them—better luck
next year, we trust
During our stay in Aroostook in July I spent a
delightful afternoon with Audrey (Bishop) Thibo
deau, getting acquainted with her fine family Tib
dropped in on his way to a meeting but left us to
chat. Their girls, Bunny and Anne, are very busy
young ladies being expert horse-women as well as
interested in swimming at the pool regularly—think
they were also getting ready to go to camp The
younger members, Lee and Donnie, are getting to
be quite the young men, two and four, I believe,
and do their share of keeping Audrey hopping'
We had a grand visit, but never did get to see any
one else—will try to do better another time
While in town the other morning shopping for
school shoes for the boys I met Hope (Wing)
Weston She had one of her boys with her, think
she said he goes into the sixth grade when school
starts The other boy who is fourteen plans to at
tend a military school in the South this year Hope
told me she had really enjoyed working on her
stair carpet about which there is a good story that
I am going to quote to you from the Kennebec
Journal At the August Hookers Club exhibit at
the Fuller House in that city, Mrs Lowell N
Weston’s (Pete '36) stair carpet, “ Our Own Lives,”
which she is in the process of hooking, created a
great deal of interest The carpet was placed on the
front hall stairway which provided a fine display
stand The treads are similar while each riser
bears a different design depicting some phase in
the life of the Lowell N Westons The first one
starting from the bottom has a Maine background
with pine cones The second riser has a University
of Maine motif with the years Hope and Lowell
were graduated and the names of their fraternity
and sorority Next was a Philippine scene, then
their marriage with wedding bells bluebirds, date
and initials This was followed by the Weston coat
of arms with motto and name
The succeeding riser was an Egyptian scene re
calling the couple’s honeymoon in that country and
other places Augusta with the Fort Western block
house and date, 1938, when they came back to
make their home here ends the risers which Mrs
Weston made up to date She plans to follow with
one for each of their sons and picture of their
Melville Street home (End of quote ) It is such
a novel idea, Hope, and I am certain we all wish
we might have a glimpse of your masterpiece
Hope said working on the carpet had been a won
derful way to while away the evening hours
To quote from the Oxford L og Rumford Me
Harry Conner, a native of Maine, graduated from
the Pulp and Paper School of Technology at the
U of M in 1937 He then went to work for the
International Paper Company in Niagara Falls New
York, and joined the Oxford organization at Rum
ford in 1940 in the Research Department and has
since held the positions of assistant group leader,
research department, superintendent of the electro
chemical plant; technical assistant, plain paper di
vision He was promoted to the position of as
sistant general superintendent in 1953 Mr Conner
is a member of the papers committee of the Cana
dian Pulp and Paper Association We congratulate
you, Harry, on your fine record and achievement
in the Paper Industry.
Carl Golding has a new address which is Cen
ter Street, Segreganset, Mass Carl works as Sales
Manager for the Paragon Gear Works, Taunton,
Mass How about some more news of yourself and
family, Carl?
I hope to see some of you at Homecoming in
November! Otherwise, let me hear from some of
you with news of your vacation, or summer activi
ties.

1 9 3 8

Mr Robert L Fuller
47 Andrews Ave Falmouth Foreside

H a r la n d L a d d Fund

(Veague—of course) Speaking of the “Crown
Jewel of the East,” Eastern Maine that is, I won
der how he is getting along with the 3 B’s. (Beau
tiful Bangor Babes). I don’t know whether Charley
Lowe was excited about his new arrival or over
whelmed by all the Lords (6). Probably I scared
Dwight by using his picture in our column last
year—can’t I please scare someone else?
Way last May 13th (shortly after our last col
umn went to press) I received a note from Ruth
(Seavey) McGinley announcing the arrival of son
Richard last May 1st Their score at three of each,
the oldest being Paul 13, Helen 101/2, Rosemary 7,
Kevin 5, and Kathleen 3 Yes, you guessed it, they
live up in the cold state of Vermont (Enosberg
Falls) Ray is chief engineer for the Missisquoi
Corp in Sheldon Springs
We weren’t completely by-passed this summer,
Buzz and Helene Sherry and their children spent
one short week end with us—and Wally and Philis
Hardison with their two the next week end—and
we got together with John and Eleanor Haggett
often (especially when that Big man from Aroos
took was here) John and I did our best to keep
things moving for him, but I guess our pace was
just too slow. Waldo just wanted to go-go-go all
the time. I hope potatoes are good this year so
Waldo can get his own Alumnus and not have to
run up the street to Bill Page’s (Margaret Sewall)
to see what I have written about him As for
Haggett (with all the flowers and plants my wife
acquired at the greenhouse this summer) I hope his
father continues to hide the Alumnus when he sees
John coming
Dunc Cotting did stop by the store one Sat.
A M. One of the few times I wasn’t on hand.

Among the gifts given to the
University at the Alumni Banquet
during the 80th Reunion was a
check for $2750, with more to
come, to establish the Harland A.
Ladd Scholarship to be awarded to
prospective teachers.
Named for the late Harland A.
Ladd '25, State of Maine Commis
sioner of Education, the scholar
ship was presented by Howard L.
Bowen '24, treasurer of the fund
which was sponsored by the Uni
versity of Maine Alumni Teachers
Association.
Contributions were solicited from
all Maine teachers organizations,
PTA groups, and friends. Lincoln
A. Sennett '25, president of Wash
ington State Teachers College and
of the sponsoring organization, is
chairman of the fund drive which
is continuing with the hope of its
eventually reaching $5,000. As
sisting are Bowen and three super
intendents of schools: Hollis P. In
galls '35, Machias; Orville J. Gup
till '34, Bar Harbor; and Frank H.
Kent '39, Guilford.

Football anyone? Who’s going back to Home
coming Nov. 5th? Bowdoin at Orono this year.

What happened to all the letters and visitors I ex
pected this summer (living as I do in one edge of
Heaven and just off the main artery') Even some
of the old faithfuls let me down—not a word from
Gowell till Aug 26 and then all he wanted to
know was “ did I buy a stapler ” He couldn’t find
it in his sales report And Dwight Lord—the rat—
drove right by twice, to and from Camden Even
had the temerity to pen a note on the back of a
letter (the second one) that Charley Lowe sent me
to tell me to expect him Well, I am still waiting
And Charley Lowe still so excited at being a
father again (a her—born June 11th) that the first
time he wrote me, I really got a blank—just the
envelope—he is worse than absent-minded Arnie

Speaking of football, our oldest girl, Peg, spent
a month at the Wavus Camps, Jefferson, Me , which
are owned and operated by the Westermans. She
really had a wonderful time—the Westees' sure
have a beautiful spot and a fine camp Please—no
adds Our new varsity basketball coach was a
counselor there I used to call him “Slim” Hal
Woodbury—wow—What two summers at that Camp
have done!
I don’t know how I can use up so many words
and have such little news, but I must close this
column on a very sad note. It is my duty to call
a class meeting for Nov. 5 at 7.06 A M. in the
unused tennis court in back of Phi Kappa Sig to
hold the last rites over the class membership of
Robert P Schoppe who has willingly permitted his
daughter to enroll at Bates College. This is indeed
a sad occasion and a duty that I hope I shall
never have again.

1939

931Miss Helen Philbrook
15 Webster Road, Dryden Terrace, Orono

I hope that all of you have had the wonderful

THE PROSE OF PHILIP FRENEAU
Edited by
P hilip

M. M arsh ' 16

The first general collection of the prose works of our first important
poet, “the poet of the Revolution,” who was also our first Democratic
editor on a national scope, friend of Madison, Monroe, Brackenridge,
and Jefferson, who said of him, “His paper has saved our Constitution,
which was galloping fast into monarchy.”
Freneau edited or contributed to a half dozen American periodicals
and published a half dozen volumes of poems and essays. All together,
he wrote over 600 prose pieces. Some of his poems are classics—“The
Indian Burying Ground,” “The Wild Honeysuckle,” “The British Prison
Ship,” etc. The publication of selections from his prose, with Introduc
tion and Notes, rounds out the works available of this famous Princetonian.
6 0 0 + pages. $12.00 per copy. Discount to Institutions,
Libraries, etc.
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And so starts the third year of my “Term” ! Oh,
if I had the wings of an angel!

Now I know what they mean by “ Labor Day.”
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summer that we have had. I hate to see It leave us,
and the long cold winter set In! However, it will be
nice to greet the students and look for familiar
faces among the Alumni attending the football
games. It isn’t too early to start planning for Home
coming. Don’t forget that you will need reserva
tions for the game and for the Luncheon preceding
the game.

Congratulations are in order for “Squeeze Edna
Louise (Harrison) Dempsey and her husband Ed,
on the arrival of a son, Edward Charles, on May 2.
Edna Louise and Ed have two other children,
Marilyn, 81/2, and Billy, 4.
A nice note from Frank Rich says that he is
living in Charleston on the home farm and is a
livestock farmer He also wrote that “Dick Rich
ard Thomas is a construction engineer and he and
his family live on Spring St. in Camden Dick has
been working in New York State, commuting by
plane, and plans to go to Arabia
After many years of silence Mary “Cooch”
(Cooper) Nyburg writes news of herself and hus
band She and Bob celebrated their 10th anniver
sary last February. Bob has opened his own ad
vertising agency, and they are living in Garrison,
Maryland (Box 24 is the rest of the address) Mary
says that she fills up her leisure time with garden
ing, the United World Federalists and Planned
Parenthood Association, of which she is executive
vice president of the Baltimore Association, and a
member of the Federation Board of Directors She
is now planning on getting up north in 1959 for
our 20th reunion
I was most pleased to receive a letter from Rev.
Corwin Olds in California He was a member of
the class only one year prior to graduation He
was retired as Brigadier General on April 30th af
ter more than twenty-six years in the National Guard
of Maine and California, having had active duty
in both world wars He and Mrs Olds now live
at 49 North Central Street, Campbell, Calif., where
he is Minister of the Congregational Church Rev
Olds was given an honorary L H D from the Uni
versity of Maine in 1946, when he preached the
Baccalaureate sermon The Oldses would be happy
to get acquainted with any of the U of M Alumni
living in the vicinity
I thank all of you nice people for sending along
information about yourselves and others.

Summer school brought some familiar faces on
the scene—some '39ers and others who were in col
lege around that time. Ken Clark came down from
“ the County ” I find that in addition to teaching
Aggie he has a column in the Fort Fairfield R e
view Don '36 and Lynn (Parkman) Huff and their
two girls dropped in for lunch one day. Tim and
Hazel (Curran) Curtin and their three children
were in for cokes one afternoon They are living in
Danbury, Conn Other familiar faces were Betty
(Drummond) Gleason, Tedie (Gardner) Strauch,
Peg (Maxwell) Atwood, Lib Mulholland, Puss
(Brown) Parker, Bob Browne, Dot (Silver) Serota,
Maynard Austin, Polly (Jellison) Weatherbee, Dick
and Dorrice (Dow) Fuller and no doubt there are
others who should have been mentioned, but I
have a bad habit of not jotting things down.
The Alumni Office has sent along the following
information: Robert (Bob) Cook's address is

A lexander S k illin and Son
FLORISTS
Falmouth Foreside, Maine
Cut flowers— Corsages—
Funeral Designs—
Wedding Designs
J ohn Skillin '52

Frien d ly - Hospitable

IN BANGOR, M AINE
Famous Maine Food
Family Plan Rates.
Comfortable, newly decorated rooms
from $3. 50 Convenient to shopping,
business, bus and air terminals
Horace \V. Chapman, President
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Wakefield, Rhode Island. Bob is a Captain, and is
ROTC Instructor at Rhode Island State College in
Kingston, R I.
Merrill “ Pappy” Bradford has been pictured in
the Bangor Daily N ew s , as a member of the City
Planning Board of Bangor. He is very active in
civic affairs.
That is the news for this month. As usual I am
hungry for news of members of the class of '39, and
don’t forget you have a standing invitation to have
a cup of coffee at the Union.
1 9 4 0

Mrs. Artemus Weatherbee
(Pauline Jellison)
9302 Second Ave , Silver Spring, Md

For the next two years it will be my job to keep
you all supplied with news of our classmates. It
seems like a wonderful way to keep in touch with
everyone. So don't disappoint me. Write me all
about yourselves and anyone else whom you see or
hear from. Let’s try to get news about everyone
in our class!

Only twenty-seven of us attended our fifteenth re
union Let’s do better for our next one We did
have a wonderful time I saw several old friends
whom I haven’t seen since graduation Alice Ann
Donovan Poeppelmeier and I have corresponded
faithfully all these years and it was wonderful to
sec her again
Harry and Priscilla (Bickford)
Nelson were back, and I saw Carl Blom and Wally
Beardsell.
Our new president is Nathan Rich, associate pro
fessor of Agricultural Engineering at Maine. He
has three children, Nathan III, Rosemary, and
Stuart And hear this—Nathan III is entering Maine
this fall in the College of Technology Is he the
first of our children to enter Maine?
Our new treasurer is Ed Brown and Dorothy Day
is secretary You will probably be hearing from
them before our next reunion. Ed and Ann (Perry)
Brann live in Hampden and have six children Anne
admits that any rainy days it’s a bit rough.
Emil anJ Kay (Duplisse ) Hawes came up from
N J They have lived there for four years at 17
Huntington St , New Brunswick, while Emil was
stationed at Rutgers Univ on R O T C duty, and
then at Camp Kilmer They have two children
Emil, Jr 12 and Carole Deanne, age 10 In June
they were awaiting orders to go to Paris, France
If they go it will be their thirty-fifth move in four
teen years
Virginia (Tuttle) Merrill is living in Solon and
keeping very busy raising a family, helping her
husband run two businesses, and taking part in
community affairs
Jane Holmes and Betty (Libbey) Stallard flew up
together for reunion and were getting about in a
car that they rented for the weekend Jane lives at
3 Ballantyne Brae, Utica, N. Y , and is medical tech
nician at Utica Betty lives at 52 Burr Rd , Hing
ham, Mass , and the South Shore Her husband is a
dentist and they have three children, Robbin 11,
Robert 9, and Jane 5 We see each other occasional
ly in the Maine woods when we are both on vaca
tion. Her husband loves to fish.
Ted and Peggy (Hauck) Ladd still live in Rock
land, and Peg’s biggest news item is that Gail, who
is 14, is entering high school this fall Our children
are growing up Peg’s other two girls are Anne 11,
and Allison 7
Alvalene (Pierson) Karlsson and family are still
living in New York City They ha\e three children
—Paul 7, Keith 5, and Gail 31/2 Alvalene is active
in community affairs She and her husband have a
part time personalized painting business
Dot (Phair) Blanchard lives in East Corinth
She is a farmer’s wife and has four children David
9, Jimmy 7, Steve 5, and Peggy 2 With three boys
at the active ages. Dot must be kept hopping
Bob Robertson is now Dr Robertson and has an
Eyes, Ear, Nose and Throat Clinic He can be
reached at the Robertson-Wood Clinic, Eye, Ear
Nose and Throat. 76 Branch Ave , Red Bank N J
He is the father of twins, and I think he said he
has two other children besides
While I was visiting in Bangor this summer I had
two pleasant surprises I met Ruth (Trickey) Parker
on the street and Elnora (Savage) Grant came to
call on me Trick and Bob are still keeping up
their music and are both members of the Colby
Symphony Ruth now plays cello instead of violin
Elnora and I had years to catch up on We
shared a room in the hospital when our daughters
were born and now they are twelve years old. Sue
and Nancy didn’t remember each other of course
but started chattering soon and hated to leave
Elnora gave me several pointers on writing this
column One of them was to save some news for
next time. Will do.
1941

Mrs Vale Marvin
(Hilda Rowe)
Kennebec Rd , Hampden Highlands
I really hope you will send in heaps of news to

keep our class column full of items. I’m waiting
to hear from you.
Archie W. Nickerson, who received his master of
education degree last year from the University, is
now principal of the Sharon, Conn , schools. He
recently purchased a home there
1942

Mrs. Jose Cuetara
(Barbara Savage)
10 Charles St , Orono

Let’s be off to a flying start for the year and
hope that we will have the good fortune to receive
as interesting and timely accounts throughout the
year as these that follow. As Johnny Dillon, in
his dandy letter says, “ the whereabouts and whatabouts of so many old friends” is what we are
anxious to read. Again, I appeal to any of you who
hear of news concerning fellow class members to
appoint yourselves a committee-of-one to forward
such news to me.

From Colonel John Dillon, 623 No. VanDorn St ,
Alexandria, Va , comes this account, “ I am married
to a wonderful girl, Dorothea Ellen (Sorenson) of
New Orleans We have two fine sons, Michael, 12
years old, and David 10 1/2 Job Colonel in USAF
presently assigned to War Plans Division, H Q s,
USAF, Pentagon, D C Have seen few old Maine
friends in the last few years However, run into my
good friend. Colonel Ed (Jonesy) Scianiawski every
once in awhile, last time in Korea in 1952 where he
was Deputy Commander of the 51st Fighter Bomber
Wing, and I was Deputy Commander of the 3rd
Night-Intruder Light Bombardment Group . Thanks
for the news of you and your family, Johnny
We are awfully happy to congratulate for the
class, Dr. Gloria Miniutti, who was graduated from
The Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia Gloria is now interning at the Maine
General Hospital in Portland It is difficult to make
a comment worthy of Gloria’s achievement, because
as you will recall, Gloria was well underway in a
career as an insurance adjustor when she decided
to begin the study of medicine We wish you great
satisfaction and success in your medical career,
Gloria
Here is a fine contribution of news from the father
of Bob Deering, Dean Deering “ Dr Robert B
Deering, U of M '42, has been granted a year’s
sabbatic leave from his position as chairman of the
Landscape Management Department at the Davis
Campus of the University of California to accept a
Fulbright fellowship for the coming academic year
He will lecture at the Agricultural Institute at
Wageningen, Holland, on Landscape Architecture
He also is to present a paper on “ Horticulture and
Microclimotology’’ at the XIV International Horti
cultural Congress in Scheveningen, Holland, on
September 5 Research will be undertaken in the
field of design and plant materials while conducting
a search for drouth resistant plants in the Mediter
ranean area, especially in Italy and southern France
Mrs Deering and their three children will accompa
ny Dr Deering to Holland ’’
From Dr Glanville of the Psychology Department
comes this item “Carl Duncan is co-author, with
three of his colleagues at Northwestern University,
of a book. Elementary Statistics , which was pub
lished in 1954 by Appleton-Century Crofts Carl is
an associate professor of psychology at Northwest
ern After graduating from the U of M , he went
to Brown University for graduate work and received
his Ph D degree there in 1947 ”
From the Malden, Mass Newsweekly is the fol
lowing account “ Amid a setting of candelabra,
ferns, and massed flowers at the Maplewood Baptist
Church on Saturday, May 7th, Miss Caroline H
Anderson became the bride of Carroll E Morse of
Woolwich, Maine The bride is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs Richard N Anderson, 12 Cottage S t, and
the groom is the son of Mr and Mrs Samuel A
Morse of Bath Maine ’’ The bride is a graduate
of the Malden schools and at the time of her mar
riage was a receptionist at the Lahey Clinic Carroll served in the U S Army Air Force and is
employed by the Central Maine Power Company in
Wiscasset as a mechanical engineer Our best wishes
to the Morses
We have an item from the Alumni Office announc
ing the appointment of Homer C Woodward as
postmaster in Newport Woody has also been active
in the Newport Post of the American Legion the
Kiwanis Club, the High Street Union Church, and
has served as a scoutmaster in Newport He is also
a member of Meridian Splendor Lodge, AF and AM
Recent newcomers to Wellesley, M ass, according
to the Wellesley Townsm an are Mr and Mrs
Heywood B Macomber, Jr , and their three small
children who have moved to 159 Weston Road
Heywood is a standards engineer at the Newton
Raytheon plant Mrs Macomber, who was gradu
ated from Pierce Secretarial School worked in the
program and production departments of Radio Sta
tion WEEI for several years Their children are
Karen, 7, Craig, 5, and Bruce, 3
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Joseph J. Albert, Jr , who has been manager of
the Northampton office of the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Co., has recently been made
the manager of the Springfield office of N .E T & T .
From the Portland Telegram comes the following
vivid description of the State Trap Tournament in
Winslow, “ Pellets and rain pelted clay pigeons to
day as the 60th annual Maine trapshooting tourna
ment witnessed a comeback by the 1948 champion.
George Bucknam of Waterville, Maine’s deputy
fish-game commissioner and overall title holder
seven years ago, won the handicap championship
today with 91X100. He also led C. L. Stinson, Jr ,
of Prospect Harbor, defending overall champ, by
one bird in the race for that title ”
Kenneth A Field of Wellsville, N Y , formerly of
Hampden, received a degree of master of arts in
physics at the commencement exercises held in
June at Alfred University. Ken has been with the
Worthington Corporation for nine years, holding
a position as service manager He is married to the
former Lenora Dillingham, and they have two chil
dren, Kenneth, Jr , and Thomas Keit
So we close our first column for the year. With
your help we can keep the column lively, just re
member any news “big or small of the whereabouts
or whatabouts of an old friend of the class of '42 ”
I’ll be watching the mail.
1943

Mr Paul Smith
P O Box 133, New York 25, N Y.

Greetings in the new academic year! I hope
that all of you had a wonderful summer. The rest
of us are very eager to hear all about it, and NOW
is the time to write, while your memories are still
fresh.

A few news items have come in over the past
few months. Margaret Moscone had been appoint
ed chief dietitian at the VA center at Togus. She
will supervise a staff of about one hundred.
Frances Donovan married Francis Donovan of
Newton, Mass , last July 1. Not much change of
name there' After the wedding in Burlingame,
California, the newlyweds took a honeymoon at Lake
Tahoe, Sun Valley, and Jackson Hole, Wyoming
They are now living in Boston at 43 Winthrop Rd ,
Belmont 78, Mass Congratulations and best wishes
from the Class of '43.
Richard George Bader, 3982 Union Bay Circle,
Seattle 5, has been a research associate in the De
partment of Oceanography at the University of
Washington. After receiving his Ph.D at the Uni
versity of Chicago in 1952, he was a research as
sistant there and with the Bermuda Biological Sta
tion He was geologist for the U S N Arctic Ocean
Expedition in 1953 and with the Office of Naval
Research Gulf of Alaska Expedition in 1954 As
of September, 1955, he has been appointed Associ
ate Professor, Dept of Oceanography, Texas A
and M.
Among old M ainites whom he may meet in
Texas are Robert and Marjorie (Merrill) Cameron,
who are at 1114 Anita Street, Irving, Texas
Another of our teaching classmates is Howard
Crosby, who is Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering at the U of M Howard was recently
named vice-chairman of the Maine sub-section of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Alarming news is that Martha (Page) Hodgkins
has been retired from active membership in the
Jaycee Wives Club and has been designated, ac
cording to the regulations of the group, an “old
hen ” Loud protests from all of us.
Talbot and Dottie (Ouellette) Crane of Wilming
ton, Del., announce the birth of their third daugh
ter, Jane Ellen Phinney Crane, on April 30
Mr and Mrs Donald Brown and Donald Jr
have moved from Massena, N Y , to the Daven
port House at 7 Summer Street, Orono Donald
has accepted a position as chemist at the Penobscot
Chemical Fibre Co , Great Works At Massena,
both Donald and his wife have been very active
in scout work
Einar Olsen, formerly director of health educa
tion, Essex County Health Assn , Rockport, Mass ,
has accepted an appointment as Associate Profes
sor of Health and Physical Education at Texas
Western College of the University of Texas, El
Paso Einar received his Ed D at Boston U He
is a member of a number of associations connected
with his field Dr and Mrs Olsen and their two
sons, Donald, 7, and Stephen, 3, moved from
Rockport to El Paso late in August. The westward
movement of our class continues! For a while it
was California, and now Texas is getting us all
Donald Wheeler was recently elected president
of the Boston Business Association, which has a
limited membership.
Phil Johnson received an M S in Dairy Science
last June at the Pennsylvania State University
President Eisenhower was the speaker at com
mencement.
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Jay Lord, who is with the Bell Telephone Co.
of Pennsylvania, recently received a promotion.
Waldo Burnham, 13 Ashwood Rd., Lynnfield,
Mass , is supervisor of a design group with Gen
eral Electric in Lynn, Mass He has a boy of 8
and a girl of 7.
John Radley of Scarborough is a chemist with
S D. Warren Co. The Radleys have three children.

1944 Mrs. Charles Cook
(

Margaret McCurdy)
48 Penobscot St , Bangor
Yes, it’s that time again—time to settle down
and catch me up on all the summer activities, va
cations, etc.
Donald Bean has recently been added to the
staff of The Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance Com
pany, covering the states of Vermont and New
Hampshire Previous to this, Don was employed
as a pilot for the American Overseas Airline and
since 1948 has worked as a fire insurance adjuster
for the General Adjustment Bureau in Augusta.
Walter Hinds, Jr , has accepted a position with
Creole Petroleum Corporation in Venezuela.
Harry S Thomas will be joining the physics de
partment at Colby College this fall as an instruc
tor Harry received his master of science degree
from Pennsylvania State and has completed his re
quirements for a Ph D at New York University.
He has previously taught at the University of Con
necticut and was employed from 1944-45 in the
radiation laboratory at M I T
For the last five
years he has been with industry, first as an em
ployee of Tung-Sol Electric Inc. in Bloomfield,
N J , and recently with Westinghouse Electric.
Did hear from Jean Turner last May, just a day
late for the last issue She wrote that L. Parker
(Fitch '45) Berghouse and Carl have bought on a
61/2 acre tract east of Lansing, Michigan. Parkie
has been very active in Phi Mu work, and was most
helpful in the groundwork of the chapter just formed
at Michigan State She is a surgical nurse for one
of the leading surgeons in Lansing.
Also wrote that Philip B. Turner was getting his
Ph D in Soil Science from Michigan at the Cen
tennial Commencement in June. He has been
with the Farm Bureau Services, Inc. since June
1953 He was manager of the plant food factory at
Kalamazoo until Jan 1955, and now is head of the
quality control and research dept. He was recently
initiated as a full member of the MSC chapter of
the Society of Sigma Xi. Jean is planning to re
turn to work at Ingham Chest Hospital. Her ad
dress is 5486 Willoughby Road, Lansing, Michigan.
According to a recent article in the Bangor Daily
News, Howard Cousins, J r , will assume the posi
tion of assistant to the president of the Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad He joined the B and A RR
as attorney in 1953, a year later promoted to as
sistant counsel, and this year promoted to general
counsel Howie is a former State Vice Commander
of the American Legion, and now a member of the
Legion’s National Merchant Marine Committee
and their National Rehabilitation Committee. He
is a graduate of the Madawaska Training School
of Fort Kent, the University of Maine, and George
town University School of Law During World
War II, he served in the U. S Marine Corps as
a Major in the Pacific, and received several dec
orations—the Navy Cross, the Purple Heart, the
Presidential Unit Citation with Star, Navy Unit
Citation with Star and the Asiatic Pacific Theater
ribbon with four stars Previously he was executive
secretary to Congressman Charles P. Nelson and
then engaged in private practice of law in Augusta;
he was also corporation counsel for the City of
Augusta He is a member of the Kennebec Bar
Association, the Maine Bar Association, Phi Eta
Kappa Fraternity, the Tarratine Club and is Vice
President of the Maine TB Association Howie,
his wife (Harriette Daw '46), and son reside on
Crestmont Road in Bangor
Rev Philip F Day, one of three ministers at
Park Congregational Church in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, is proud to claim a new son, Steven
Carlander The Days’ daughter Ellen is now three
years old They reside at 2126 Francis S t, S E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
A few tidbits, please, and pictures of your off
springs.
Until, next month—
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Mrs Robert C Dutton
(Dottie Currier)
79 Revere St , Portland

Well, here we are again about to start a new
year and Carolyn and I are hoping to have our
mailboxes overflowing for the next five years!
Carolyn (Chaplin) Bradley (Mrs. H. William) of
398 Brook Road in Westbrook is co-reporter for
these columns.
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Last June 10, 34 of us gathered at the Anchorage
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for dinner to start off the reunion week end. It
was wonderful to see all the familiar faces and
have a chance to reminisce a bit At our class
meeting Saturday morning, Bob Nelson was elected
to be our new president. Unfortunately I do not
have the complete list of class officers at this time
so will include that information in the next issue
The noon Barbecue was very informal and lots of
fun In the afternoon there was a campus tour, a
ball game and teas and coffees At 5: 30 P M a
large group of us formed on the Mall for the
marching in by classes to the Alumni Banquet.
Much time during the week end was spent at the
Union Building which is beautiful beyond descrip
tion Here’s hoping that many many more of the
Class of 1945 will be gathering there in 1960 for
our 15th'
Bill and Connie (Carter) Lamprell’s new address
is 1611 Bolton Street, Baltimore 17, Md. Bill is
now with the State Department of Education in
their division of Vocational Rehabilitation as a
Rehabilitation Councilor Their young son Billy, who
is four, is starting nursery school this fall, but
Connie will still have the company of Kathy, who
is only eight months
On April 28, 1955, Robert and Jennie (Manson)
Hermanson became proud parents The new arri
val is Philip Charles
Dr Roland E Berry has been appointed Teach
ing Fellow in Pathology at the Harvard Medical
School He will be associated with the Harvard
Medical School and the Boston Lying-in Hospital.
Leo Pratt, Jr., has joined the American Associ
ated Insurance Cos as casualty and fire field under
writer for Maine and New Hampshire Leo, Alice,
and their two children live at R F D . 4, Portland
Harold Alley is the new Vice President of the
Wakefield Teacher’s Club He has taught in Wake
field three years and is now head of the Wakefield
High School Social Studies Department Besides
all this, he is working on his doctorate at Boston
University His address is 129 Franklin Street, Melrose. Mass
In May, 1955, Carl Ring graduated from Ontario
Veterinary College, University of Toronto, receiv
ing degrees of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine and
Veterinary Surgeon
Dana T Whitman, Jr. has resigned his position
as town manager of Holden, Mass , and has become
assistant city manager of Birmingham, Michigan.
Dana, his wife and young son live at 151 Martin
Street. Birmingham, Michigan
Muriel Peterson received her master's degree from
New York School of Social Work on June 1, 1955.
She is now Supervisor of the office in Rockland,
Maine.
Paul and Miriam (O’Beirne) Mitchell have a
new daughter, Heather Louise, born June 6, 1955
We heard this news at the reunion from a very
excited grandmother, Miriam The Mitchells live
at 32 Laconia Street, Lexington, Mass
The Portland Press Herald reports that John

Wilbur and his wife, of Glendale, Ohio, have a
daughter born August 16, 1955
The Ben Warners have bought a house at Bryant
Pond Ben works for the Oxford Paper Co Also
at Oxford Paper Co is Bud Hale. He and his
family live in Lisbon Falls
Dick Danforth is an engineer with the Inland
Fish and Game Department, designing fish rearing
pools He has been in Rangeley this summer but
lives in Augusta winters.
Bob and Myrle (Sawyer) Andrew have a new
baby David Sawyer, born July 9, 1955 Brother
Lloyd is about 4 years old and sister Nancy is 20
months Their address is 2320 Peabody Drive,
Falls Church, Va
Carolyn (Chaplin) and Bill Bradley and their two
daughters Linda and Cindy, went traveling about
this summer on vacation and saw many Maine
Alumni. They spent a week end with Bob and
Evie (Tarr) Smyth, Kathy, Danny and Mike at a
beach near Saco, where the Smyths go each sum
mer While they were in Greenville on Moosehead
Lake, they ran across Don and Dody (Kilburn)
Cronkite and children in an Indian Store In Millinocket they dropped in on Don and Barbara (“ Baby
Maynard) Flannigan who have three cute, real
blond children, ages 9, 6 1/2 and 4 I sure would
like to have a peek at the Flannigans after all these
years The Bradleys then went for a jaunt up in
“the county” and found it beautiful in blossom
time They made an over-night visit with Roger
and Gerry (Keenan) Oakes in Mars Hill and drove
to Presque Isle to inspect the Oakes' new home
which is under construction there Then on to
New Brunswick, through the St John River Val
ley, back to Calais and down the coast to Port
land again. Sounds like a very pleasant vacation,
doesn’t it? Carolyn also mentioned that they saw
Joe and Ginny (Tufts) Chaplin and Don and Betty
(Perkins) Stebbins at the Kennebunk Playhouse
this summer
The Duttons are still busy and haven’t squeezed
in a vacation yet However we hope to leave Nancy
who is nearly 2 with Grammie and Grampa and
take Pam (4 1/2) to New Jersey with us in October
My sister Beverly '50 and husband Bob Smith '48
and son Donnie who is 3 have moved into their
new home at 40 Circle Drive W , Florham Park,
N. J They are within a few blocks of Russ and
Barbara (Higgins) Bodwell
Bob is an engineer
with Ebasco Services, Inc , New York City.
That's it for October. Please send Carolyn or
me any news that you might be able to dig up to
make our column long and interesting every month.
Thanks to the Alumni Office and to all of you who
have contributed to this first issue.

1946 Mrs.
A.D. Gamber
(Terry Dumais)
Route 5, Box 824 G, Everett, Wash
Leland M White, M D is starting his medical
practice in Caribou this early fall Leland, who
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graduated from Bangor High School, was in our
class at Maine after three years service in the Army
Medical Corps, with active service in the European
Theatre. Leland finished his studies at the college
of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia University,
interned in New York, then served as resident at
Methodist Hospital in New York and the Maine
General Hospital in Portland On July 17th Leland
and his wife, Carol (Lord), became the parents
of a daughter, Brenna Louise.
Last August Merrill Cobb and his family moved
to King Street in Littleton Center. Merrill has been
appointed as Headmaster of the Littleton Schools
Merrill started his teaching career in Washburn in
the fields of mathematics and science and coaching
basketball and baseball, after three years of this
position Merrill became supervising principal of the
junior and senior high school in Washburn. During
the year of 1953 Merrill obtained his master’s de
gree from trie University of Maine in guidance and
administration Merrill served in the Navy as a
radio instructor at the Navy Radio School in Wash
ington, D. C , and from this experience Merrill did
some very interesting work with his students at
Washburn High School where he formed a radio
club and an amateur broadcasting station.
I know that during the past months I’ve told you
that Judy Fielder had become a member of the
Personnel Department of General Electric Company
in Syracuse, N. Y This past June Judy was in
stalled as president of the Electronettes, a club for
women employees at G. E Judy’s term of office is
for the year 1955-1956
Also this past month of August Donald Dodge,
who has taught at the Morse Memorial High School
in Brooks, left for Japan Don has accepted a
position as an Instructor with the United States Air
Force Dependent School Program. Don has studied
extensively and has diplomas from the University of
Florence, both his B A and his M Ed from the
University of Maine At this time Don is a candi
date for the degree of Doctor of Education at Bos
ton University
And more news of our “ teacher” graduates
Roger F. Luce has returned to his teaching duties
at Darien, Connecticut’s Junior High School Roger
has spent three years abroad where he served as
principal of an elementary school for American
children of military and diplomatic personnel
Roger's previous teaching at Darien had been in
the field of English but with this year’s program
he’ll be teaching science Ro\er, too, holds both
his B A and M A from the University of Maine
Rep Dana W Childs ( R-Portland), a member of
our class for two years, graduated from Portland
University Law School in 1951, he is now a mem
ber of the law firm of Childs and McKinley in
Portland In addition to his law practice Dana has
been very active in the field of Maine politics. Dur
ing his second year as a Representative, Dana be
came majority floor leader of the House He has
also had many committee assignments, he has served
as house chairman of the legal affairs committee,
and the election committee He has been a member
of the committee of reference of bills and was ap
pointed to the legislative research committee. Last
May Dana announced that he will be a candidate
for the Speaker of the House in the 1957 session
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Mrs Philip Shaw
(Joan Ambrose)
19 Russell St , Bangor
Mrs Walter Brooks
(Peg Spaulding)
212 French St , Bangor
Hilda C Haskell has resigned as AndroscogginSagadahoc counties home demonstration agent She
served the twin counties as H D A for three years
and for two years before that was Aroostook County
home demonstration agent.
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Please send us some news!
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William G Ramsay
(Jessie Cowie)
1605 Armstrong Ave , Staunton, Va
Fall again' Hope you all had a wonderful sum
mer
The engagement of Ethel Schneider of Long
meadow, M ass, and Ronald Zimmerman was an
nounced in late July. Miss Schneider received her
B S degree from the University of Mass Ronald
is employed by Kay Sales
On July 21, 1955, Ruth Joanne Berglund was mar
ried to Theodore G Dyer Ted was graduated from
U of M in 1949, and is now associated with the
Bad ger Co in Cambridge, Mass May I have your
address, Ruth?
L o i s (Toni) Doescher was married on June 11,
1955, to Lt Marvin C Atkins, U S A F Tom re
ceived her master's degree in Social Administration
from Ohio State University in June. She is em
ployed as a caseworker at the Family and Children’s
Assoc in Dayton The Atkins’ address is 5078
Cable Drive, Dayton, Ohio
The John Goffs have a new son, Gregory Michael,
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born May 5, 1955. Their son John Stefan was 2
in August. The Goffs live at 10 Lincoln Street,
Winchester, Mass
Henry '49 and Sona (Averill) Wyman proudly
announce the birth of a daughter, Susan Elizabeth,
on August 2, 1955 They reside in Columbia, Conn ,
where Henry is pastor of the Congregational Church
Malcolm and Betty (Baker) McQuiston also
have a new son, Alan Stewart, bom May 13, 1955.
Their daughter, Ann, is now 3 Betty writes that
the new baby has red hair Their address is 18 Alba
Street in Portland
John and “ Punky” Elaine (Perkins) Fogler have
a new daughter, Mary Ellen, born July 24, 1955
Their other children are Lee, 5, Billy, 31/2y and
Bobby, 2 1/2, and Susan, 11/2 The Foolers' address
is R F D 1 in East Corinth
Lawrence '49 and Harriette “Sal” (Watson) Litch
field also have a new daughter Lucinda Joy was
born June 2, 1955 The Litchfield live at 200 A
Darwin Ave , Rutherford, N J
John and Connie (Drew '50) Darrah now have 2
sons -Jo hn Steven, 3 1/2, and Alan Bruce, 5 mos.
They reside at 102 Wiley Street in Bangor
Gilbert '50 and Betty (Boterf) Bird are living at
23458 Wilson, Dearborn, Michigan They have 2
sons—Stephen and Gregory. Would like to hear
from you directly, Betty Heard you had a fine
vacation in Maine during August
A welcome letter arrived from Joan (Spillane)
Hefner this summer Joan was married June 28,
1954, to William F Hefner, Jr They are living at
46 Hannum Drive, Ardmore, Pa Joan is teaching
4th grade in Haverford, Pa , and Bill is a field
engineer for General Electric Co working out of
the Philadelphia office
I now have the John '49 and Pally (Marcous)
Kelley’s latest address— 31 Kenilworth Rd , Shrewsbury
, Mass
Edmund Nock has recently been named super
visor of land sales of General Electric Company's
Medium Steam Turbine, Generator and Gear Dept
at the Lynn, Mass , plant Previous to his new as
signment Ed was a turbine specialist in G E ’s
Southwestern Apparatus Sales District at Dallas,
Texas Ed is married and has 2 sons May I have
your home address, please?
Eric Hanson has been appointed executive director
by the Cambridge, Mass , Civic Association He
was previously with the Mass Taxpayers’ Assoc
Would also like your home address, Eric
Fred McDonald recently received a high Jaycee
honor He was designated as one of the Outstand
ing Five State Presidents in the U S Junior Cham
ber of Commerce ” He is retiring president of the
Maine Jaycees Fred is married to the former Joyce
Buck of Milo The McDonalds have 5 children—
4 girls and 1 boy
James ' 50 and Lancy (Carter) Christie are living
at 107 Elm Street, Newport, Maine Jim is asst
county supervisor, F H A , U S Dept of Agricul
ture The Christies have 3 girls—Maryjane, Nancy
and Katherine
I am trying to bring my '48 class files up to date
so if any of you have new addresses, new jobs, or
new babies do write me a card.
1 9 4 9

Mrs Hastings N Bartley Jr
(Jayne Hansen)
4 Maine Ave , Millinocket
Greetings again to all . . . hardy seems possible
another school year has rolled around and 'tis time
again to pound the keys with the fabulous and
frivolous doings of the '49’ers. I sure appreciate
the news that has come northwards to me during
the summer and hope the cooler weather will in
spire more of you to push a pen.
First off, let’s catch up on the engagements . . .
Daniel Hatch’s engagement to Elizabeth Heckerd
was announced last spring and a May wedding
planned Elizabeth is a graduate of Katherine Gibbs
and hails from Tolland, Ct
June brought the news of George Vardamis* en
gagement to Antoinette Baillod of New Canaan,
Conn She is a graduate of the Grace Downs Air
Career School and employed as a stewardess for
Eastern Airlines After graduating from Maine,
George received his degree in law from Harvard
and is now associated with the firm of Slavitt and
Connery in Norwalk
In June also came the news of Robert Bleakney’s
betrothal to Karin Kavanaugh of Needham, Mass ,
also a graduate of Katherine Gibbs Bob is a
lawyer having received an advanced degree from
Harvard Law School
After engagements come the weddings . .
Ruth Berglund became Mrs Theodore Gage Dyer
in July in Lawrence, Mass Ruth did graduate work
at Columbia University and has been working as a
field director for the Detroit Council of Campfire
Girls Ted is associated with the Badger Co of
Cambridge, Mass
Neal Merrill married Miss Suzanne Decker of
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Eggertsvillc, N. Y , this summer. Their new ad
dress is 459 Bernhardt Drive, Snyder, N. Y.
Millinocket was the setting for a lovely wedding
June 18th when Bill Simpson married Jean Marie
Melvin. Bill is employed by the Great Northern
Paper Co in the Engineering Dept
And after wedding bells safety pm department. . .
Bernie and Priscilla (Thomas) Rines had their
third boy, Stephen Phinney, June 8 in Gorham
Their other boys are Matthew and Mark aged 3 and
5. Bernie has his own agricultural engineering
business in Gorham.
On April 16 the stork brought John Raymond to
Ted and Dot Carter weighing in at 7 lbs 10 ozs
John is residing happily with his parents at 148
Coleman Ave , Spencerport, N Y His Dad works
for Kodak of Rochester in the Optical lens develop
ment department
Cynthia Elizabeth is the new daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Robert Folsom of Rockville, Md
John and Marilyn (Russell ' 50) Hall had their
third child April 22
a son, Scott Maurice The
other children are Russell 4, and Kris Ann 2 John
is working with the Union carbide and Carbon Co
in their Electro Met Division Their address is
4626 Topper Ave , Ashtabula, Ohio
And now the news of jobs, promotions and ad
dress changes. . .
This fall will find Paul Ford teaching English
and foreign languages at Northampton High School
in Mass This summer Paul has been working for
one of the Bangor radio stations as an announcer
and “ platter chatterer ”
Vance and Evelyn (Ellsworth) Dearborn are now
living in Dexter, where Vance has been appointed
Town Manager He previously has been Town
Manager in Bridgton and Ashland He and Evie
have two children
Robert Gilchrest will teach math in Southbury
High School, Conn I told you last year about the
wonderful trip he and his wife, Ruth, and two
children had to India and of their climbing the
Himalayas While there Bob taught at the Woodstock School in Landour, India Their sons are
Bruce aged 4 and John Edward one year
John Zollo is working for the Oxford Paper Co
in Rumford, Maine, and has recently been named
Operating Superintendent in the Power Dept
This summer Betty Hempstead had the honor of
representing the Maine Council of Churches at a

directors meeting in New York Betty is Director
of the Christian Education at the Pleasant Street
Methodist Church in Waterville As you know, Bet
was a missionary teacher in India for several years
Rev. Henry G. Wyman was ordained on June 5,
1955, at the Congregational Church at Columbia,
Conn The ordination sermon was preached by
Rev Walter E. Wyman '47, a brother of Henry,
pastor of the First Congregational Church, Lee,
Mass
Larry Dunn will be the science and mathematics
teacher at Duxbury High School, Mass Barry is
working for his master’s degree and previously
taught at Pennell Institute and in Eliot, Maine.
So glad to hear from the Jacks and hear of Hal’s
promotion as assistant buyer of refrigerators for
Sears, Roebuck and Co Hal '56 and Dons (Voll
mer) Jack live at 290 Geneva, Elmhurst, 111 To
keep busy, Doris has enrolled in the Northwestern
Graduate School.
Bill Barron dropped in today and so had a
chance to catch up on his and Polly’s (Clements
'50) doings Bill is working as a forester for
Prentiss and Carlisle in Bangor They are living at
112 Crestmont Rd and have two children, Sharon
Lee born May 1, '53 and William, J r , born July
18, '55
Jane and John Folsom have bought a new home
in Alfred, Maine, and busy as beavers redecorating
. from all reports hear it is lovely Janie is kept
busy with her three children, Johnny 5, Jimmy, 3
and Holly 1.
Edwin Webber is at Gulf Park College, Dept of
History, Gulfport, Miss
Here are a few changes of address .
Lt Richard '50 and Barbara (Davidson) Spencer
to 7691 U S A R E U R Det, A P O 163, c/o
Postmaster, New York, N Y
Robert Savage to 20 Thornton Rd , Bangor, Me
Alfred and Patricia (DeWever '45) Flagg to 133
High St , Rockville, Conn
Richard Spiller to 411 Lincoln Ace , Orange, N. J
Elsie Reuning to 320 Woodward, Tallahassee,
Florida.
1950

Mr Richard R Davis
24 Pleasant St , Milo
Hope to see you all at Homecoming this fall,
can’t make plans too soon. Had a good time at the
Class Reunion in June; so good in fact that I found
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. . . and that its noted author, Henry Morton Robinson (Columbia '29)
will be man most burned in effigy on non-Ivy campuses this fall! It’s
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myself volunteering to be the Class Secretary for
a stretch to replace “Ruthie.” Ruth after doing a
swell job for the past five years finally asked to be
replaced.

Donald J Waring who has been Town Manager
of Dexter has taken the position of Town Mana
ger in Brewer.
Roger V. Fournier who received his B.S in 50
has recently received his Master’s Degree in Science
Bernard N Gotlib has recently received his doc
tor’s degree in medicine from the University of
Vermont and is interning at the Eastern Maine
General in Bangor
Barbara E Clunie recently became the bride of
Frank L Clifford The couple will reside in Mal
den, Mass Frank is employed at the First Na
tional Bank of Boston
Winifred D LeBlanc recently became the bride
of Joseph Powers Connary The couple are resid
ing at 313 Walnut St., Manchester, N H. “Joe”
is employed by the American Insurance Company,
Manchester, N. H.
Arlene Doane became Mrs Edward Havey, Jr.,
on August 27, 1955, at the First Methodist Church
of Brewer with Rev. E. Charles Dartnell '45 offici
ating The Haveys will be living in Eugene, Ore
gon. where Ed is studying at the University of
Oregon School of Architecture.
Beverly L Owen recently became the bride of
“ Dick” Weymouth The couple are residing at 127
W. Hoover S t , Ann Arbor, Michigan. “Dick”
recently received his Ph D degree at the Univer
sity of Michigan.
Ann Freeland recently became the bride of Collin
MacDonald McKenna The couple are residing at
142 Colonial Rd . Rockville, Conn. Collin is em
ployed by the Pratt Whitney Aircraft at East Hart
ford
Donald A Mitchell received his M.B A degree
from Harvard University this last June.
Roger S Pinkham received his Ph D. degree from
Harvard University this past June
Otho F Knowles received his Doctor’s degree in
Medicine from Tufts University also in June
Richard E Gill is now living at 1720 Grevelia
S t , Apt G, South Pasadena, Calif. He is em
ployed by the Hy-Con Aerial Company
Ralph M Leach, Jr was recently elected assist
ant treasurer of the Penobscot Savings Bank in
Bangor
Richard Sanford Adams recently received his
Doctor’s degree in Medicine from the University
of Minnesota
Frank Bennett recently accepted employment with
the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company of
Portland
Carolyn Lois Moores recently became the bride
of Jackson Balfour March '51 at Gorham, Me.
June (Smith) Smith (Mrs Aubrey) and husband
with their 18 month old daughter are living at 24
Pitcher A ve, West Medford, Mass She would
like to hear from some of the '50’s living in the
area
Irving and Dorothea (Butler) Marsden of North
east Harbor now have three youngsters—a daugh
ter Allyn and two sons Russ and Ben Ben ar
rived last May to complete the trio
Stanley and Elaine (Lockhart) Brown are the
proud parents of Stanley Howard Brown, J r , now
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T o p n o tc h R iflem en
Lt. William S. Derby '51, Fort Dix,
N. J., and Lt. Vernon L. Bond '51, Fort
Devens, Mass., along with one other
Army rifleman, were the high scorers in
the United Services of New England
High Powered Rifle Tournament held at
Camp Curtis Guild, Wakefield, Mass.,
in August.
The three sharpshooters led the First
Army team to victory over the other
service teams by winning ten places
among them. Lieutenants Derby and
Bond were both members of the Uni
versity teams which won second place
in the Hearst Trophy Matches, First
Army District, in both 1949 and 1950.*I

five months They are living at 1101 Jones S t,
Reno, Nevada.
1951

Mrs. W. Gregor Macfarlan
(Winifred Ramsdell)
751 Stevens Ave , Portland 5

Hi, Folks,
Here we are again, golly, it doesn’t seem pos
sible the summer has come and gone Sure hope
everybody had a terrific summer, and arc now
ready to settle back into the more normal routine
of living. We saw and heard about a few of our
classmates, but as we didn’t receive any news items
from you during the summer—we really will be
looking for them from now on The Alumni office
has been wonderful in sending quite a bit of news
for this issue, so on with the news.
Greg and I were pleasantly surprised one Sunday
afternoon in July, when Gwennie (Small) Tupper
dropped into call. Clifford ('50) kept the two little
Tuppers amused while Gwen and I caught up on
all the latest news of '51ers we’d seen or heard
from They were at Wells Beach this summer, and
will be leaving this fall for North Carolina for the
winter. Cliff is with the U. S Geodetic Survey
Had a cup of coffee with Elizabeth “ Liza”
(Zaitlan) Levinsky one day down town, and we
also saw Peggy (Sewall) Totman Both gals looked
grand and we had a nice chat Liza and Philip
have two boys, Bruce and Kenny Peggy and Car
rol are expecting an heir this month
Speaking of “ little ones” Jim and Barbara (Gro
ver) Elliott are the proud parents of a son, Alan
Grover, born May 17 Barb and Jim have moved
to Virginia this fall As soon as we know their
address, we’ll let you folks know
Mary Elizabeth (Jordan) Edwards has a new
daughter, Jean Mitchell Edwards, born March
1955 Mary’s address is 65-24 224 Street, Bayside
64, N Y
Now to the romance department for engagements
of our classmates we are hearing about.

Miss Jean Grace Moran is engaged to marry
Francis Lynch Francis is currently teaching Eng
lish and social studies, Granby Memorial High
School, Granby, Conn.
Miss Jane Slate of Plainville, Conn , is engaged
to marry Richard (Dick) Kunemund Dick gradu
ated with a master’s degree from Teachers College,
Columbia University in June and is on the faculty
of Clarkstown High School, New York City, N Y ,
this fall.
Miss Jean Surridge is engaged to marry Dwight
(Demmie) Demeritt this month (Sept ) in Germany
Miss Surridge is a member of the faculty at Skid
more College Dwight is on leave of absence from
the Columbia University School of Law while serv
ing with the U S. Army in Europe
June, the popular wedding month, seems to rate
that way with some of our classmates as they join
“ our ranks” as married folks.

Patricia Parsons ('54) and Robert Fales were
married June 4 in Newcastle Bob is employed by
the Southern New England Telephone in Hartford,
Conn The newlyweds are residing at 128 Bloom
field A ve, Hartford, Conn
Miss Constance Lea Bailey became the bride of
Alvin (Al) Mason in June Al and his bride are
residing at 24 Union Street, Concord, N H , where
Al is assistant director of recreation and parks
Joan Kelliher became Mrs Richard Vaughan in
June Dick and his bride are making their home
in New Haven, Conn

Mr and Mrs Milton Weinstein, Lorraine Yorkin
of Bronx, N. Y., were married this summer and
are living at Lake Pearl Manor, Wrentham Milton
is a captain in the U. S. Air Force Reserve.
Wilhelmina Wheaton became the bride of Russell
(Butch) Noyes on June 19. Russ has been teachercoach in Waterville the past school year.
Kathleen Johnston became Mrs. William Con
way, June 25. The newlyweds are residing at 27
Drummond Avenue, Waterville. Kathleen will
teach in the Waterville Senior High School this
year. Bill is employed as salesman for the Pioneer
Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Madden (Verna Rust)
married last May are living at 607 East Washing
ton Street, Bloomington, I11 Dick is employed by
the State Farm Insurance Company in Blooming
ton.
Another May wedding was that of Carolyn
Moores '50 to Jackson March on May 21 in Gor
ham. Jack is currently serving with the U. S.
Army at Fort Jay, N. Y. The couple are making
their home in New York City.
Now let’s see what '51ers are doing In other
fields of endeavor!

Baxter Bates, 310 Thornwell St., Clinton, S. C.,
has reported to Fort Campbell, Ky., where he will
serve as an assistant field director in the American
Red Cross services to the armed forces program.
George Pervear received his M.Ed, in Recreation
and Camping from Springfield College last June.
George has joined the staff of the Berkshire Farm
at Canaan, N. Y , as assistant recreational director.
“Generation and Measurements of Surface Water
Waves” was the topic of the thesis written by
Robert Gould when he received his Master of Sci
ence in Physics at Brown University last June.
Douglas McKay and Vernon Tozer received de
grees from Tufts University on June 12. Douglas
received his Doctor of Medicine degree, and Ver
non’s was Doctor of Dental Medicine.
Marion Rich Waterman received a Master of
Arts degree from Syracuse University in June
Robert Parsons received his M.D from Harvard
University on June 16, 1955.
Bill Thompson received his Ph.D in Medicine at
Cornell Univ, on June 8 Bill and his wife Sylvia
(Sullivan '54) with daughter Mary will reside in
Providence, R I , while Bill completes his interneship.
That’s it for this month, “guys and dolls.” D on’t
forget to write.

Dorothy McCann
59 Fessenden St.
Portland

Banannex
With the familiar strains of “ September Song”
and “ Autumn Leaves” constantly coming forth from
the radio, I know it’s time once more to pick up
the pen and put down the picnic basket and pre
pare to face another fall and winter. The summer’s
gone fast but it’s brought a lot of changes to our
class. Engagements, weddings, children, new jobs,
new places . . . well, lots of things—but let me tell
you about some of them. Also, I’ve seen quite a
few members of the class this summer, so let me
start there!

I saw Carl Guptill and his wife at The Kenne
bunkport Playhouse one night enjoying Henry Mor
gan’s performance Carl’s quite a theatre enthusiast
still, and is active in the little theatre groups in
Berwick in the winter.
Leon Berkowitz was quite the man of leisure
this summer taking advantage of a school teacher’s
delight—a hot, beautiful summer on the beach
The first day of school found him with a beautiful
tan to face the seventh and eighth graders of Jack
Junior High School here in Portland This is his
second year teaching history and social studies, and
he likes it very much
Ruth Ellingwood was home this summer for a
flying visit’ She’s with T.W A living in Hollywood,
C alif, and believe me, I think she could write a
book on the trials and tribulations of an air-line
hostess I sure know her letters make interesting
reading.
Patty Coyne is teaching 6th grade here in Port
land She went back to Maine to work on her
master’s
and got a mister’ Patty’s pinned to
Reno Row from Madawaska Reno’s a veteran, and
he’s working for his degree at Maine.
Dolores Amergian became Mrs Peter Drivas,
the 21st of August here in Portland. Congratula-
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B a tte ry C o m m a n d e r s
University of Maine alumni army of
ficers seem to have a way of gravitating
to Battery A, 514 AAA Missile Bat
talion, Fort Banks, Mass. Since the early
part of 1954, this battery has been com
manded by three alumni officers.
Current commander of the battery is
Lt. Ernest K. Khoury, Jr. '53. He was
preceded in the command post by Lt.
George W. Hersey '52 and Lt. Carlton
M. Lowery '53.
Lt. Khoury held several other posts in
the battery before taking command. He
is one of the youngest NIKE guided
missile battery commanders in the en
tire antiaircraft command.
Serving as the Battery A executive of
ficer is Lt. Chester F. Cambell '54.
Fire control officer is Lt. David B. Field
'53.

tions to you both. Peter is with the Naval Air
force . . and Dee is with Pete.
Jack Merry married Marilyn Smith July 23rd
and now they may be contacted as Mr and Mrs.
A J Merry of Frederick, Maryland
Carol St Lawrence married John Hess in Orono
in June. Carol was an instructor of chemistry at
the University of Maine last year John received
his B S from Pennsylvania State University and
his M.S. degree from Maine He is employed at
Texaco Laboratories, Beacon, N Y Now, they’re
living in Katonah, N. Y
Rita Means said “ I do” to John MacDonald July
30 in Ohio. John is an accountant for General
Electric Company in Cincinnati, and their home
address is Sutton Village, 5912 Rhode Island, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.
Tom Lydon is now Thomas Lydon, L L D as of
June. Tom was graduated from Georgetown Law
School in June. Congratulations, Tom . believe
me, I’ll stay out of trouble
Speaking of lawyers, Gerry Cope left Harvard
Law in June
with his LLD clutched in his
right hand Now, he and Selma are living in
Forest Park here in Portland . and both are ex
tremely happy and healthy.
Bill Ruby and Adelaide Grant were married July
17 at Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel Lovely wed
ding
lots of excitement . hot weather
Roger
Sullivan was best man and maybe that had some
thing to do with the fact that Bill had trouble
with his car on the back road from Orono to
Bangor. hardly funny at all.
Gee, it seems I’ve run out of space, before I’ve
run of news . but there’s always next month.
Now, remember, I’d really like to make this column
represent the whole class—and the only way I can
do that is to let me know where you are and what
you’re doing. Also, pictures are always welcomed
so send them along. Banannex gets hungry .
so come on, now, let’s keep him well fed.
1 9 5 3

Miss Helen Strong
197 Albemarle S t, Springfield, Mass
Although it has been a hot and humid summer,
the news has been collecting—so I hope you can sit
and relax in the cool autumn breezes and read the
latest
It was loads of fun seeing the “old” alums in
June at the reunion Great things transpired at
the business meeting on Saturday morning and at
the 5th reunion in 1958 we shall see how great we
were. I hope by the time the next column comes
out I will have the business part of the meeting in
better form for printing and will report to you
then what has been proposed Your class officers
for the next three years are Robert McTaggert,
Spencer St , Springfield, Mass —President Bob is
an engineer with the Monsanto Chemical Co in
East Springfield
Vice President—Ed Johnston,
Easton, Maine Ed is an Agriculture Economist
with the Maine Potato Handling Research Center
in Presque Isle Carol Prentiss who is now the
Speech Director at Stearns High School in Millinocket is the new Treasurer Carol has been at
Northwestern Univ for the past two summers work
ing on her master’s degree in speech. Yours truly
is secretary again, still waiting for some photo
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graphs of you or the wife or the kiddies or all
three In July I attended the YWCA School for
Professional Workers in Painesville, Ohio, and in
August went to Poultney, Vt , as a camp counsellor.
Hank and Dawn (Miller) Woodbrey were at the
banquet and recently became the proud parents of
Kevin Kelsey Woodbrey, an 8 pounder born July
25 Hank has been discharged from the Army this
fall will attend the Tufts Dental School in Boston.
Joan Reifel of ll Neighbors Lane, Waltham,
Mass , who is a layout artist for the Mutual Boiler
and Machinery Co in Waltham, was also at the
reunion
Since we passed out blanks to be filled in by
returning Alums I have quite a bit of information
of the whereabouts of '53ers so now I will pass
the information on to you.
Dave and Trudy (Wyman) Beppler are in Geor
gia Their address is Stu Co 12 TSESS, Camp
Gordon
The Earle D Stevenses are living at 21 Crest Rd.,
Rowayton, Conn Earle is Administrative Asst, to
the Selectmen of that town. The Stevenses have
a daughter Kathy Louise
Jerry and Priscilla (Gorden) Gallagher are living
at 77 Court St in Houlton with their two children,
Michael and Andrea Beth.
Fred and Dione (Williams '55) Hutchinson are
residing at 4 Summer St in Orono Fred is a
member of the Agronomy Dept at the University
and Di is the acting home demonstration leader in
Penobscot County
Jack Curry’s address is 8 Whitehall Ave , in So
Portland
Sherman Adams, graduating with the class of '55
but remaining with the '53ers, is with the Purchas
ing Dept of Pratt and Whitney in Hartford, Conn
Ann Twombley is an engineering assistant with
the General Electric Co in Pittsfield, Mass. Her
address is 71 Easton Ave , Pittsfield
The Carl Perkinses are the proud parents of a
daughter, Carla Jean, born April 9 Carl is a
chemical engineer with the St. Regis Paper Co in
Bucksport
Dick Newdick will be out of the Army in Octo
ber and will go to the University of North Caro
lina in February to work for his master’s degree.
His address is 21 Lincoln St in Augusta.
Margaret Thomas is now with the New England
Mutual Life Ins Co in Boston in the Personnel
Dept Her address is 17 Lakeview A ve, Cam
bridge, Mass
Dolores Amergian and Peter Drivas walked up
the aisle of the Hellenic Orthodox Church on the
21st of August and became Mr and Mrs
That’s all for now—there isn’t anymore. I hope
you will drop a line before the next ALUMNUS
appears.
1954

Miss Marjory L Robbins
220 Fisher Ave , Roxbury, Mass
Hi! I hope everyone had a pleasant summer.
Fall is here again and so am I. If you’ve read this
far you’ll know I didn t go west, instead accepted
a position as therapeutic dietitian at the New Eng
land Baptist Hospital here in Boston Hope to hear
or see some of you when you get to town.
Two members of the Class of '54 received the
degree of bachelor of divinity this summer. They
are John Lacey, who has been serving as pastor
of the Stonington Methodist Church, and Richard
Bailey, pastor of the Springfield, Mass , First Con
gregational Church.
Charlie Galbo, J r , received his master of arts
degree at Baylor University, Waco, Texas, in May.
Dave '52 and Jen (Bishop) Fox of 69 Washing
ton St , Brewer, are the proud parents of Lori
Jean, born August 12
Don Zabriskie of 6 Vernon St , Newburyport,
M ass, is teaching physical education at Ames
bury, Mass , High School this year
Arlene “ Kit” (Kidder) Wills is girls’ physical
education instructor at Thompsonville High School
in Conn
Joyce Hobbs has accepted a position as homemaking teacher at the Junior High School in Wake
field, Mass
Jane (Ingraham) Dipiock is in charge of the
girls' physical education program at the Garland
Street School in Bangor
Peggy (Thompson) Homans is physical education
instructor at the Fifth Street Junior High in Bangor.
The Homans are living at 62 Kenduskeag Avenue
in Bangor
Jean Kincaid, who has completed her internship
in dietetics and is now a member of the American
Dietetics Association, has accepted a position as
dietitian in the Perth General Hospital, Perth, Aus
tralia Jean plans to sail from the west coast some
time in October Bon Voyage.
Barbara Pillsbury is teaching home economics at
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Groveton High School, Groveton, New Hampshire,
t h is fa ll

This summer Alice Rinehart became Mrs Charles
G Allen, IV Alice is a handwriting consultant in
Barre. M ass, where she and her husband are residing.
Joyce Glasnapp is now Mrs Arthur Hathaway
They are living at Fort Dix, N J , where Lt
Hathaway is stationed.
Leonard Horton was married this summer to Miss
Joan Patricelli of West Hartford, Conn Leonard
has been studying at Yale University
Hale Reed and Nancy Karakus 55 became Mr
and Mrs last May. Hale is a Second Lt. and has
been stationed at Fort Bennmg, Ga
Miss Maureen Conners of Orleans, Mass , be
came Mrs Herbert Pettengill in June. Herbert is
a teacher at the Orleans High School where they
are making their home
Jane (Miki) Mclnnis and Charles Lavois III be
came Mr and Mrs also in June Charlie gradu
ated from Maine this August.
Joe and Val (Bickterman) Murphy, who were
married in July, arc living in Rochester, N. Y ,
where Joe is a development engineer with Eastman
Kodak Company
Sally (Small) Hartnett, whose husband is Guy 55,
is residing in Peekskill, N Y , where Guy has a
position with Sears Roebuck Company
Pat Turner who is teaching home economics at
Rockland High School became engaged to William
Saunders of Thomaston last spring Pat’s fiance is
attending Maine Maritime Academy
Miss Barbara Dickson of Haverhill, Mass , be
came Mrs Robert DeCoteau last May We do not
have their address
Beverly Milchen who graduated from Boston
University in June will be married this fall to
Harold Klegman of Brighton, Mass Bev’s fiance
is a graduate of Northeastern University
Richard Harwood who is attending Lincoln Tech
nical Institute is engaged to Marjorie Birkmaier of
Watertown. Miss Birkmaier is a graduate of
Chandler School
Miss Pat Fortier of Orono became engaged to
Herbert Doten last June. She is a senior at the
University now and Herbert is a Second Lt in the
Army
Richard and Marjorie (Woodman) Miller are
residing at 22 Nettleton Ave , North Haven, Conn
Marjorie is a kindergarten teacher in the North
Haven Public School System
Fred Brown of Holden has received a fellowship
to work on his master’s degree at Claremont Col
lege, Claremont, California, where he studied last
year This summer Fred made a record trip home
from Calif in a '31 Model A Ford
Carl Kruse has recently been entered into the
Army as a Lt His address is Frequency Coordina
tion Branch, White Sands Signal Corps Agency,
White Sands Proving Ground, New Mexico
Pvt John Broshkevetch is now stationed in Alas
ka He is a member of the 53rd Infantry Division
Pvt Leonard McGinnis received quite a bit of
publicity last May when he won the Boston Traveler
Luncheon Contest gaining him a luncheon date
with Gloria DeHaven at the Sheraton Plaza’s
Merry-Go-Round Room Leonard is assigned to
administrative work in the Dental Clinic at the
Boston Army Base
Pvt John Hunter is a member of the 9th Infan
try Division stationed in Germany His wife Betty
resides at 31 Dalton Road, Belmont, Mass
Phil and Jane (Longley) French reside in Kentfield. Calif , where Phil is a pilot at Hamilton Air
Force Base
That’s it for this first fall issue. Be sure to keep
in touch with the ALUMNUS on address changes.
For next month’s column, how about sending me
a card about additions to your families? We’ll call
it a special birth announcement issue complete with
weights if you like. Any suggestions? We have
room for pictures too, if you have one that would
be of interest to the class. Suggestions or not,
keep writing!!!

1955

Miss Hilda Sterling
1003 North Ocean Ave.
Seaside Park, N. J.

With four memorable years at Maine success
fully behind us and with our diplomas safely tucked
away, we are able to turn our attention to em
ployment, higher education, and matrimony.

Our numbers have scattered from Maine to Cali
fornia; from Germany to Hawaii. We find that
many of our travelers are army wives, but the '55
graduates who are continuing their educations are
journeying to various colleges and universities
throughout the country to begin their advanced
study.
Let’s see what has happened to our friends and
acquaintances.
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Our alumni vice president, Reginald Bowden, is
employed as a research assistant in the office of
Senator Frederick Payne While working in Wash
ington, D C , Reg will begin study for his master s
degree in communications at American University
His address is 3545 Porter Street, N. W , Washing
ton, D. C.
Zira Scheer is employed by Welcome Wagon Inc ,
5th Avenue, New York City. This organization is
a public relations plan which provides numerous
services for families in communities throughout the
United States and Canada Zi handles the programs
and problems of hostesses and sponsors in two
states She is living at 126 Albany Blvd , Atlantic
Beach, Long Island, N Y
Barbara Knox is studying for her master s degree
in speech and hearing at Boston Universitv Barbara’s address is 27 Dudley Street, Medford, Mass
John Kelley has returned to Maine to do gradu
ate work in pulp and paper technology. John will
study under a grant from the University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation
Seven students who are continuing their en
gineering studies at Maine this year arc Gordon
Batson, Leonard Bowles, Hugh Dougherty, Philip
Lord, Karl McKechnie, Dana Hayhew, and James
O’Loughlm Phil has received a graduate tuition
scholarship, and Dana has received a graduate as
sistantship
Jean Johnson is teaching foods at South Portland
Junior High School She is engaged to Morton
Strom who entered Gorham State Teachers College
this fall For the present, Jean's address is Sebago
Lake.
A fall wedding is being planned by Nancy Black
mer who is engaged to Airman Second Class Clar
ence J Armstrong, Cedar Rapids, Iowa Nancy is
employed at the Eastern Maine General Hospital,
Bangor, as a medical technologist
Mary Atkinson is connected with the Portland
Office of the State Division of Child Welfare Mary,
who is engaged to William D Johnson ' 56, is re
siding at 156 North Street, Saco
Elizabeth Currier has assumed her duties as as
sistant dietitian at Mount Holyoke College, South
Hadley, Mass. Libby is engaged to Richard Eustis,
who is employed as a civil engineer for the Sewall
Construction Company, Old Town
Sally Carroll is engaged to Harold Allen Fernald, Jr , '54 Sally is employed as a Service Repre
sentative by the New England Telephone and Tele
graph Company, Boston, Mass Al is employed by
the Carter’s Ink Company, Cambridge, Mass
Norma Jean McCormick is employed at the
Maine General Hospital, Portland Norma is en
gaged to Lt David Butterfield '53.
Fred Coffin is director of athletics at St Andrew's
School, West Barrington, R I “ Omar” is engaged
to Gwendolyn Branch '58
While many of us were concerned with term pa
pers, final examinations, the Commencement Ball
and graduation exercises, several co-eds were com
pleting plans for their spring weddings.

Virginia Sargent married John Gowen '52 on
April 30 in the Federated Church. Stillwater John
is stationed at Tyndall Air Force Base Ginny and
John are living in Panama City, Fla
Nancy Karakas became the bride of 2nd Lt. Hale
Reed '54 at Dow Air Force Base Chapel, Bangor
on May 21. By the time you read this column,
Nancy will be with Hale in Heilbronn, Germany
Their address is 2nd Lt and Mrs Hale C Reed
04037015 “ L” Company 60th Infantry Regiment
APO 176 New York, N. Y
Carlene Lobley and Frederick Boyce, J r , ' 54
were married on June 5 in the First Baptist Church.
Bangor Fred is employed as a civil engineer for
the Maine State Highway Commission They are
living at 64 Birch Avenue, Ellsworth.
On June 8, Nancy Bryant and Clarence Donald
Hamilton '56 were married in the Hammond Street
Congregational Church, Bangor The Hamiltons'
address is 77 James Street, Bangor.
Joanne Roberts married 2nd Lt. Robert Erickson
'54 in The Church of Universal Fellowship, Orono,
on June 11. Jo and Bob are residing at 133 Wilson
Drive, Columbus, Ga
Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel, Orono, was the
scene of the marriage of Delores Johnston and
Joseph Pelc '58 on June 13 Dot is teaching French
and Latin at Orono High School, and Joe is con
tinuing his studies in electrical engineering at Maine
Albert and Susan (Humphrey) Paine were mar
ried on June 18 in the Hammond Street Congrega
tional Church. Al has accepted a position as a me
chanical engineer at the Eastern Corporation, South
Brewer.
Faith Canty '54 and Joseph Peters were married
in Our Lady of Wisdom Chapel on June 18. The
Peters’ are living at 315 North Murray Street, Madi
son, Wis., where Joe is studying for his master’s
degree in dairy industry at the University of Wis
consin.
Mary Alice Hastings became th e bride of Allen

Bancroft '54 on June 18 in the West Parish Con
gregational Church, Bethel. M. A. and Al are
residing at 8 Terrace Place, Shortville, N. Y.
On June 18, Patricia King, Stillwater, and Eugene
Moreau were married in St Joseph’s Catholic
Church, Old Town. Gene is employed as a chemical
engineer with the S D. Warren Company, West
brook. They are living at 63 Concord Street, Port
land
Robert and Janice (Flood) Pike were married in
the Methodist Church in Strong on June 18 Skip
and Bob are making their home at 69 Washington
Street, Poughkeepsie, N Y.
Nancy Collins married Merle Adams ' 54 on
June 18 in the First Congregational Church, Wil
ton Merle has a research assistantship in the Farm
Crops Department of Rutgers University, where
he is studying for his Ph D. The Adams’ are residing at 20 Marvin Lane, University Heights, New
Brunswick,' N J
The marriage of Sylvia Farris and Weston Keene
' 57 took place on June 19 in the Methodist Church,
Union For the present, Syl and Wes are living in
Chatham, Mass
Although several graduates were married in the
spring, many weddings took place during July and
August
Mary Litchfield and John Whitworth, United
States Air Force, were married on July 2 in the
First Congregational Church, Ellsworth Litch and
Jack are residing at 2654 Lime Street, Riverside,
Calif.
2nd Lt and Mrs. Frank Fenno (Joan Whyte)
were married in St John’s Episcopal Church, Bethesda, Md , on July 2 Frank reported for active
duty at Fort Bennmg, Ga , last month
Judith Foster '57 and John Howard were mar
ried on July 2 in the Rumford Center Church,
Rumford Judy and John are living in Augusta, Ga
Priscilla Ames became the bride of 2nd Lt.
Thomas Pike '54 on July 16 in the All Souls Con
gregational Church, Bangor. P J and Tom are
making their home at 505 So Main St , Lockhart,
Texas
Margaret Gray, Millinocket, married Thomas
Sullivan in St Martin of Tours Catholic Church,
Millinocket, on July 30 Tom is associated with
the Sullivan Paper Company, West Springfield,
Mass , as a chemical engineer The Sullivans are
living at 133 Ashley Avenue, West Springfield, Mass
Guy and Reta (Farnham) Hunter, Jr., were mar
ried on August 13 in the Congregational Church,
West B rooksville Reta is employed as a home
economics teacher at Camden High School They
are living in Camden.
Marylea Clark and John M Hardy '56 were mar
ried in the rectory of St Joseph’s Catholic Church,
Ellsworth, on August 13 Marylea is teaching home
economics at Hermon High School They are re
siding in Hermon.
Barbara Bisbee, Caribou, became the bride of
Paul Haines on August 13 in the First Universalist
Church, Caribou They are making their home
at 16 Teague Street, Caribou
Wayland and Lois (Cassidy) Shands, J r , were
married in the First Lutheran Church, Portland, on
August 13 Lois is serving on the faculty of the
H J Krebs Junior High School, Newport, Dela
ware, as teacher of home economics Wayland has
been awarded an assistantship at the University of
Delaware, where he will be working for his master’s
degree in the field of plant pathology.
Faith Wixson '56 became the bride of Erlon
Varney in the Congregational Church, Winslow, on
August 21
Faith is continuing her studies at
Maine, and Erlon reported for active duty with
the army the latter part of August
The marriage of Norma Cumming and John
Russell of Hadley, M ass, took place on August
20 in the Methodist Church, Easton. They are
living in Canton, N Y., where John is a senior
at Saint Lawrence University.
Marion Martel married 2nd Lt Robert Touchette
'54 in the Immaculate Conception Church, Tuckahoe, N. Y., on August 20. Bob is in the artillery
stationed at Fort Bliss Marion and Bob are mak
ing their home at 3903 Leeds Avenue, Apartment 6,
El Paso, Texas
Bruce and Carol (Langlois) Corwin were married
on August 20 in the Methodist Church, West Bar
rington, R I. Carol and Bruce are living in Ben
nington, Vt
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T he Telephone Pole
That Became
a Memorial
The cottage on Lincoln Street in Port
land, Oregon, is shaded by graceful trees
and covered with ivy.
Many years ago, A. H. Feldman and his
wife remodeled the house to fit their dreams
. .and set out slips of ivy around it. And
when their son, Danny, came along, he, too,
liked to watch things grow. One day, when
he was only nine, he took a handful of ivy
slips and planted them at the base of the
telephone pole in front of the house.
Time passed ... and the ivy grew, climb
ing to the top of the pole. Like the ivy,
Danny grew too. He finished high school,
went to college. The war came along before
he finished—and Danny went overseas. And
there he gave his life for his country.
Not very long ago the overhead telephone
lines were being removed from the poles on
Lincoln Street. The ivy-covered telephone
pole in front of the Feldman home was about
to be taken down Its work was done.
But, when the telephone crew arrived,
Mrs. Feldman came out to meet them
“Couldn’t it be left standing?” she asked.
And then she told them about her son
So the pole, although no longer needed,
wasn’t touched at all. At the request of the
telephone company, the Portland City Coun
cil passed a special ordinance permitting the
company to leave it standing. And there it is
today, mantled in ivy, a hung memorial to
Sergeant Danny Feldman.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

R e p r o d u c t i o n F rom a C o l o r Pr i n t . F rom a S e r i e s .

H i s t o r i c a l E v e n t s of Po r t l a n d

C o p y r ig h t 1948. T he C a n a l N a t i o n a l B a n k of Po r t l a n d . M a i n e

M o w a tt's "B ombardment o f the Town
s h o w i n g p o s i t i o n a n d rig o f e a c h v e s se l. T h e f l a g s h i p C a n c e a u , o t 16 g u n s ,
a n c h o re d o p p o site the fo o t of In d ia Stre e t; n e xt w a s a sc h o o n e r o f 12 g u n s;
th e n the s h ip C a t o f 2 0 g u n s, o p p o s it e U n io n W h a r f ; lastly, a b o m b sloop.
T h e s t o r e - s c h o o n e r t o o k h e r s t a t i o n b e lo w th e a r m e d vessels.

T h e s p r i n g o f 1 7 7 5 s a w t h e b e g i n n i n g o f P o r t l a n d ’s p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n t h e
R e vo lu tio n .
A t that tim e a p arty o f m ilitia c a p tu re d one C a p t a in H e n ry
M o w a t t an d his party, w h o had landed on the shore of F a lm o u t h ( P o r t la n d )
from the British sh ip C a n c e a u .
L ie u t e n a n t H o g g of the C a n c e au im m e d i
a t e l y s e n t a l e t t e r a s h o r e d e m a n d i n g M o w a t t ’s r e t u r n , t w o c a n n o n s w e r e
fire d a t th e t o w n to b a c k u p his d e m a n d
B u t this served o n ly to stiffen
re se n tm e n t a g a in st B ritish orders of a n y k in d — to the e x te n t th a t one C a lv in
L o m b a r d o f t h e t o w n — ( p o s s i b l y i n s p i r e d b y w i n e f r o m t h e t o w n ’s c e l l a r s )
fired tw o balls fro m a m u s k e t at the C a n c e a u , b o th of w h ic h “ landed d e e p
in h e r s i d e . "

A f t e r w a r n in g th e in h a b it a n t s by letter o f h is in t e n t io n s to d e stro y the
t o w n a n d g i v i n g t h e m t w o h o u r s to leave, th e p le a s o f a c o m m i t t e e f r o m
th e t o w n m o v e d M o w a t t to a llo w t h e m u n t il th e f o l l o w i n g m o r n i n g to
e v a cu a te Falm outh.
P r o m p t l y a t n i n e o ’c l o c k “ t h e d r e a d e d s i g n a l o f a t t a c k w e n t t o t h e m a i n
to p -gallan t
m ast head and
the b o m b a rd m e n t b e g a n ."
A
contem porary
d e s c r i p t i o n o f " a n h o r r i b le s h o w e r o f b a l ls f r o m 3 t o 9 lbs. w e i g h t , b o m b s ,
c a rc a s s e s , live sh e lls, g r a p e - s h o t a n d m u s k e t - b a l l s " w h i c h la ste d u n t i l s ix
in th e e v e n i n g , te lls o f t h e p a n i c a n d t e r r o r o n sh o r e . A t s i x in t h e e v e n i n g
in c e n d ia r y p a rtie s w e re se n t a s h o re to c o m p le t e th e d e s t r u c t io n .
I n all,
th re e -q u a rte rs of the t o w n w a s leveled an d b e tw e e n t w o a n d three h u n d re d
fa m ilie s w e re left w it h o u t h o m e s

Later, M o w a t t w a s returned u n h a r m e d to his s h ip a n d saile d fo r B o sto n
S o m e h isto ria n s say th a t he w a s “ b u rn in g fo r revenge on the t o w n s p e o p le ";
others, that he s im p ly rep orted the in c id e n t to his A d m ir a l, w h o ordered
th e t o w n d e s t r o y e d in r e t a l i a t io n f o r t h e i n d i g n i t y M o w a t t h a d s u f f e r e d .
M o w a t t d id return on the 16th of O c to b e r, 1 7 75, w it h a s q u a d ro n o f fo u r
a r m e d v e s s e l s a n d a s t o r e - v e s s e l . T h e f o l l o w i n g d a y t h e y a n c h o r e d in f r o n t
o f the tow n.
I n t h e l i b r a r y o f t h e M a i n e H i s t o r i c a l S o c i e t y is a d r a w i n g
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